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FICTION
BEST-SELLERS 2011
Schmitt, Eric-Emmanuel: LA FEMME AU MIROIR
(Albin Michel, August 2011, 460 pages)
First print-run: 120,000 copies
Three women, three eras, three strangely linked destinies.
Anne lives in Renaissance’s Bruges, Hanna at the beginning of 20th century in Imperial Vienna, and
Anny Lee nowadays in Hollywood. Three fates, three women who resembles one another in their feeling of not
belonging to their time and in their striving not to be trapped by conventions. They couldn’t be further from what
society, their relatives and men have decided for them.
Flemish Anne, having mystical experiences, goes to live in a béguinage. Hanna, one of the first patient
of Sigmund Freud’s disciple, transgresses all her family and time’s morals. Anny, whose talent foresees a great
career in cinema, wishes to revolt against Hollywood’s model. Each woman is rebellious, but which one will
find, and at what cost, her truth and her liberty ?
Born in 1960, Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt is a playwright, a novelist, a essayist and cineast. His work has
been translated in 40 languages; his plays have been played in as many countries. He is one of the most read and
played French writer in the world.
“Schmitt signe un étonnant plaidoyer en faveur du beau sexe, de ses failles et de ses forces” Lire
“Un roman populaire au meilleur sens du terme. Et qui s’annonce déjà comme un des succès de cette
rentrée littéraire” Avenir
“Schmitt nous livre une fresque romanesque en kit qui traverse les époques pour aborder quelques-uns
de ses thèmes de prédilections, la religion, la psychanalyse et la philosophie. Fans d’EES, foncez, vous ne serez
pas déçues !” Femmes d’Aujourd’hui
Foreign rights sold to : Poland (ZNAK) and Italy (E/O). Russian rights are under Option with Azbooka

Rostain, Michel: LE FILS
(Editions Oh!, January 2011, 320 pages)
65 000 copies sold in France
The Goncourt Debut Novel Prize 2011
Michel Rostain captivates us with the story of an unthinkable sorrow after the loss of his son. With
modesty and finesse, he reveals to us the twists and turns of a father’s boundless love for his son, and tells his
own grief through his son's benevolent, lucid and ironic voice.
“Eleven days after I died, Dad took my blanket to the dry cleaner’s. Walking up the Rue du Couedic,
his nose buried in my bedding. He’s telling himself he’s smelling my smell, when in fact it stinks, since I never
actually washed the sheets, or the blanket. He’s not shocked by it anymore, on the contrary. He’s carrying the
little bit of me that is left in the smell between the sheets as if he were carrying a sacred cloth. He’s crying, his
face hidden in the cotton. He’s immersing himself in it. Finally, after one last sniff, he enters the shop. He can’t
put it off anymore. Condolences, etc. The dry cleaner – condolences again, etc.- takes the blanket from dad.
Daddy wanted more than anything for it to last longer, a queue, a delivery, a storm, so he could have a few
precious moments to breathe in my smell. Daddy is laid bare, he’s losing, he’s losing...”
Michel Rostain lives in Provence. Born in 1942, a musician and a theatre director, he founded in 1978
the “Un Théâtre pour la musique” company. From 1995 to 2008 he headed the Scène nationale de Quimper –

Théâtre de Cornouailles where he directed mainly contemporary works and commissioned works.
Foreign rights sold in 13 languages: World English (Headline), German (Bertelsmann), Dutch
(Mouria), Italian (Elliott Edizioni), Spanish (La Esfera de los libros), Portuguese (Sextante), Korean
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(Yolimwon), Japan (Hakusuisha), Complex Chinese/Taiwan (SunColor), Poland (Albatros), Norwegian (Pax
Forlag), Romanian (Allfa), Dogan Kitap (Turkey) World English (Headline), German (Bertelsmann), Dutch
(Mouria), Italian (Elliott Edizioni), Spanish (La Esfera de los libros), Portuguese (Sextante), Korean
(Yolimwon), Japan (Hakusuisha), Complex Chinese/Taiwan (SunColor), Poland (Albatros), Norwegian (Pax
Forlag), Romanian (Allfa), Dogan Kitap (Turkey)
“The kindness of a son watching over his discombobulated father. A father desperately grasping at
humour in an attempt to pick up the pieces left of himself.” Libération
“In his novel Le Fils, by conjuring up the strength of the moment and the chaos of grief, without getting
bogged down in lengthy and tearful descriptions, Michel Rostain sends a universal message…Long live life.” Le
Télégramme
“A both moving and sober work”. Ouest France

Ruiz, Agnes: MA VIE ASSASSINÉE
(Cherche-Midi, May 2011, 230 pages)
Over 140 000 copies sold !
21 years after the death of her baby, is it possible that Mady Lestrey found her daughter which she
believed to have lost forever? Is Marianne really this daughter which she claims to be ? Lost love In Pincourt,
when she was 16 years old, Mady fall in love with Guillaume, an Inhabitant of Canada come to seek peace in
this small village of Normandy. Despite of her father, Mady continues to see the young man. Both are dreaming
of a life together, sometimes in Canada, sometimes in Europe.
However, Guillaume must return to Canada to help his young sister, seriously sick. Lovers promise to
write and to expect each other… Guillaume’s sister recovers painfully. The life of Mady, remained in France,
upsets by distances…and the secrecy of her pregnancy.
Agnes Ruiz, a French Canadian, gracefully transports readers to Normandy, through the romantic
torments of two young persons, who vowed to love and protect them, and the machinations of a cunning person
determined to keep them apart.

Nothomb, Amélie: TUER LE PÈRE
(Albin Michel, August 2011, 151 pages)
190,000 copies sold already in France!
Number 2 on the best-sellers list
An original tale on how to overcome Oedipus complex.
Joe Whip, a young talented magician, lives with his mother, Cassandra, in Reno, Nevada. He never
knew his father and men come and go in his mother’s life. Her newest boyfriend asks her to choose between him
and her son. Joe has to go. He wanders in Reno, living from his magic tricks. One night, in a bar, a stranger talks
to him about the best magician who lives in Reno, Norman Terrence.
Joe meets Norman, and asks him to become his master. Norman accepts and welcomes Joe in his home
which he shares with the beautiful fire dancer Christina. Between fatherless Joe and childless Norman, a strange
father-son relationship starts to grow.
Born in 1967, Amélie Nothomb published her first novel L’HYGIÈNE DE L’ASSASSIN in 1992.
Since then, she writes one novel a year. She won several literary awards, including the Grand Prix du roman de
l’Académie Française in 1999 with STUPEURS ET TREMBLEMENTS. TUER LE PÈRE is her twentieth
novel.
Foreign rights sold to: The Netherlands (De Bezige Bij/WPG), Germany ( Diogenes), Spain
(Anagrama) and Italy (Voland). Russian rights are under negociation with Azbooka-Atticus Group.
“L’intérêt de cette courte et pénétrante histoire réside-t-il moins dans la relation père-fils que dans la
mise en scène des joies et tourments liés au dépassement de l’interdit. Amélie Nothomb sait ménager les
rebondissements, façonner le suspense, jouer sur les mots et les situations. Elle excelle, même, dans ce registre”
L’Express
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Sylvain, Dominique: GUERRE SALE
(Viviane Hamy, January 2011, 256 pages)
20,000 copies sold in France
Short-listed for the Prix RTL-Lire 2011
Now on Livres Hebdo’s bestsellers list !
The atrocious death of Florent Vidal opens this 5th adventure with Ingrid Diesel and Lola Jost.
Burned alive, with a tyre around his body, two steps away from a pool, Vidal used to be a business
lawyer, specialized in franco-african relations and arming contracts. This horrible murder strangely resembles
Kidjo’s assassination, Lola Jost’s former partner when she was a police captain. The case had never been solved
and still weighed on Lola’s shoulders and conscience.
Willing and full of energy, she takes over this new investigation with her friend Ingrid, parallel to the
police. But very quickly the duo understands that the stakes are too high and go way up into the powerful spheres
of society. They then decide to have a truce, an understanding with captain Duguin, from the judicial police.
Lola’s wit and helpless anger as well as the dialogues bring a halo to this energetic and exciting plot.
Dominique Sylvain has been a detective novel writer for over ten years and lives in Japan. Her previous
thrillers were award-winning. (PASSAGE DU DESIR, VOX, STRAD). According to the Magazine littéraire,
Dominique Sylvain is among the 50 authors that matter in France today. Her previous novels were sold in many
countries: Spain (Santillana), Italy (Mondadori), Sweden (Norstedts), the Netherlands (De Geus), Russia
(Inostranka), Japan (Shogakukan), Germany (List Verlag / Ullstein), Romania (Universal Dalsi), Lithuania
(Baltos Iankos) and Turkey (Altin Bilek).
Foreign rights sold to: Italy (Mondadori)
“D. Sylvain s’impose comme la nouvelle figure de proue du polar français.” L’Express
“GUERRE SALE (…) possède le rythme endiablé,la sensualité à vif, les dialogues et l’humour mordant
de ses meilleurs livres. Mais il est plus sombre, plus inquiétant que les autres, plus profond aussi.” Livres
Hebdo
“Ce roman est sans doute le meilleur de Dominique Sylvain.” Le Figaro

Lentéric, Bernard: LA NUIT DES ENFANTS ROIS
(Calmann-Levy, 1992, reprint 2011, 350 pages)
Paperback edition: over than 650.000 copies sold !
With the May 25, 2011 French release of the exceptional 3-D animated film, THE PRODIGIES-LA
NUIT DES ENFANTS ROIS, a new edition of Bernard Lenteric's bestselling cult novel.
New York City, nighttime in Central Park. Seven teenagers are brutally attacked, beaten and sexually
abused. All seven victims, however, happen to be child prodigies, linked what is more by a single mind, a single
spirit. Thus is born their inexorable hatred of the world, a hatred only to be quenched by a series of robberies and
perfect crimes. If there were eight of them, the world would be theirs – and the long night of the Prodigies would
come at last... Jimbo knows it and is trying desperately to stop them... Unless, of course, he's on their side!
Bernard Lenteric, born in 1944, died in march 2009. He has been filmaker before becoming a successful
writer.
Foreign rights sold: Italy (Salani), Spain (Demipage).

Dien, Lise: THE SECRET OF THE BLUE CHEST
(Librex, January 2011, 208 pages)
Over 60,000 copies sold in Quebec!
Tragic novel, captivating and shattering Le Devoir
Comedienne Lise Dion finds something in a chest left behind by her adoptive mother after she died.
Hidden inside the chest that had captivated Lise's imagination as a child lay a part of the life of the woman she
loved so much. Her mother's secret? She was once a nun and had been arrested in France during World War II.
Once she got over her astonishment, Lise wanted to learn more about her mother's life, and began researching it
intensely over the course of the next several years. Despite the many obstacles she encounters, she patches
together the life her mother probably led based on the historical facts and witness accounts she gathers. Thanks
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to four notebooks found at the bottom of a blue trunk, Lise inherits an invaluable legacy from her mother,
Armande, and we are treated to a fascinating story.
Lise Dien is an actor and a scriptwriter.
Foreign rights sold: Canada Book Club (Quebec Loisirs), Poland (Proszynski), Canada-English
(Dundurn)

HIGHLIGHT FALL 2011
Arditi, Metin: LE TURQUETTO
(Actes Sud, August 2011, 288 pages)
4th on the bestsellers list
Awarded the Prix des Libraires de Nancy – Le Point
Short-listed for the Prix Roman Fnac
Could it be possible that a famous painting - whose signature bears a discrete anomaly is the only work
to remain by one of the greatest painters of the Venetian Renaissance, equal to Titian or Veronese?
Born in Constantinople in about 1519, Elias Soriano was very young when he immigrated to Venice
under a secret identity. He changed his name to Elias Troyanos, spent a lot of time in Titian’s workshop, and
made an outstanding career as the Turquetto: the "Little Turk", as Titian used to nickname him.
This colourful novel is the story of the life of a man, who had an unstoppable passion for art and
painting, and who denied and hid his religion that forbade him to be a painter in the context of the Renaissance.
It is a rhythmic and richly chromatic account that focuses on themes such as filiation, the complex connection
between the art world and power, and the religious influences on Turquetto’s work.
Metin Arditi was born in Turkey and is at the confluence of several Mediterranean civilizations and
cultures. He now lives in Switzerland where he is a lecturer at Ecole polytechnique. He is also the author of
VICTORIA-HALL (2004, Prix du Premier Roman de Sablet), L’IMPREVISIBLE (2006, Prix des lecteurs Fnac
Riviera) and LA FILLE DES LOUGANIS (2007, Prix Version Femina Virgin Megastore, rights sold to
Germany (H&C), Russia (Ripol), Greece (Livani), TV rights sokd to Europacorp).
Foreign rights sold to : Club (Grand Livre du Mois, France), Turkey (Can) and Greece (Kalendis)
“Metin Arditi a composé une espèce de conte philosophique et humaniste, une célébration optimiste de
la création artistique, plus forte que tout et qui finit par triompher des pires obstacles : la pauvreté, le fanatisme,
la mort meme”. Livres Hebdo
“Un mélange irrésistible d’expériences et de connaissances” Edmonde Charles-Roux de l’Académie
Goncourt, in La Provence
“Roman historique, roman d’aventures, impeccablement consrtuit”. Le Point
“Entre ombre et lumière, avec force de détails, Metin Arditi met magistralement en perspective l’art
pictural avec les contradictions du pouvoir, de la religion et de la filiation”. Page

Khadra, Yasmina: L’ÉQUATION AFRICAINE
(Robert Laffont, August 2011, 336 pages)
Following a horrible family drama, German Dr. Kurt Krausmann accepts to accompany a friend to the
Comoros off the eastern coast of Africa, in an attempt to overcome his sadness. Kurt’s “therapeutic” voyage
turns into a hellish nightmare when pirates attack their sailboat near Somalia. Taken hostage, beaten and
humiliated, Kurt discovers an Africa of violence and unbearable misery. Along with his friend Hans and an
unfortunate French companion, can Kurt find the strength to overcome this ordeal?
By offering this gripping, realistic journey that transports us from Somalia to Sudan, into an Eastern
Africa that is alternatingly savage, irrational, wise, proud, dignified and infinitely courageous, Yasmina Khadra
once again confirms his immense talent as a storyteller.
This powerful and timely novel describes a European’s slow and irreversible transformation as he opens
his eyes to the reality of a world that, until now, was unknown to him. Khadra renders homage to the greatness
of a continent overrun by predators and genocidal tyrants.
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Yasmina Khadra is the recipient of the Académie françaises’s 2011 Grand Prix de littérature Henri Gal,
Prix de l'Institut de France for his entire body of work. His works include Cousine K (prix de la Société des gens de
lettres), La Part du mort (prix du meilleur polar francophone), Les Hirondelles de Kaboul (Newsweek Award, prix des
libraires algériens ; 48 000 copies sold), L’Attentat (prix des Libraires 2006), and Ce que le jour doit à la nuit (meilleur
livre de 2008 – France Télévisions and Lire ; 280 000 copies sold). The rights for his previous books are sold in 28
langages.
Foreign rights sold: Germany (Ullstein), Italy (Marsilio), Spain (Destino)

Sportès, Morgan: TOUT, TOUT DE SUITE
(Fayard, August 2011, 384 pages)
Total print-run 50,000 copies!
Short-listed for the Prix Roman Fnac
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt and the Prix Renaudot
Offer from Italy. Film rights sold already!
In 2006, a small gang from the suburbs kidnaps a young man. The ransom they demand is totally out of
proportion with his family's lower middle-class resources. Yet his captors chose him because he is a Jew and is
supposed to be rich. After 24 days of captivity, during which time he is repeatedly brutalized, he is finally
murdered.
The authors of the crime are pizza delivery boys, high school students, delinquents or jobless young
men... But the gang is united by a morbid obsession: "We want it all, right now." In this literary true-crime
novel, Morgan Sportès has painstakingly pieced together their insane act. Without passing judgement, he
attempts to reconstruct their stupefyingly unthinking dialogues and to retrace their movements.
Born in Algiers in 1947, Morgan Sportès has written more than fifteen books translated into many
languages, notably Fresh Bait, whose cinematographic adaptation by Bertrand Tavernier won the Golden Bear in
Berlin.
“Au terme d’une enquête maniaque et périlleuse, où il a soulevé nombre de questions dérangeantes,
Morgan Sportès signe un roman-vérité d’une sobriété exemplaire” Livres Hebdo
“Sans jugement ni commentaires, Sportès donne un fascinant et effrayant décryptage social. Le résultat
est tout simplement extraordinaire” Le Figaro
“(…) un grand roman social et politique, effrayant et fascinant” Le Figaro
“C’est le livre choc de la rentrée” Aujourd’hui en France
“(…) la fiction-réalité de Morgan Sportès hypnotise le lecteur” L’Express
“(…) un roman puissant à la Truman Capote” Marianne
“Le livre est passionnant, froidement terrifiant” Le Point
“Un roman envoûtant qu’on dévore comme le meilleur des polars. Sauf que cette histoire s’est
réellement passée, et que l’on n’oublie jamais cette donnée du problème à la lecture” Page

Carrère, Emmanuel: LIMONOV
(P.O.L, September 2011, 496 pages)
130,000 copies sold in France already!
Short-listed for the Prix Roman Fnac and the Prix France Culture Télérama
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt, the Prix Renaudot and the Prix Décembre
"Limonov is not a fictional character. He really exists. I know him. He was a thug in Ukraine; an idol of
the underground in the Soviet Union under Brezhnev; he was a tramp, then a millionaire’s house-steward in
Manhattan; a trendy writer in Paris; a soldier lost in the Balkan wars; and now, in the huge post-communism
mess in Russia, he is an old charismatic leader of a party of young desperados. He sees himself as a hero, he can
be regarded as a bastard: as for me, I defer my judgement. It’s an adventurous and ambiguous life: a genuine
novel. It is a life that, I think, tells something. Not only about him, Limonov, not only about Russia, but about
our own history since the end of the Second World War.” E.C
This is how Emmanuel Carrère describes his new book. What he does not say is how masterfully he
succeeded in writing a contemporary and breathtaking fresco that will be read from cover to cover and with great
excitement. Emmanuel Carrère conducted a thorough investigation, reading all the books on Limonov, and all
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that had been written about him. He even met him personally, and managed to meet all the witnesses he was able
to contact. Last but not least, Emmanuel Carrère is able to cleverly render not only the complexity of the
character, but also the complexity of his country and of his time.
Emmanuel Carrère received the Prix Femina in 1995 for LA CLASSE DE NEIGE. In 2000, he wrote
L’ADVERSAIRE, sold to 24 countries, and in 2007, and he also published the most-acclaimed UN ROMAN
RUSSE (130,000 copies sold in France alone).
Foreign rights sold to:, Spain (Anagrama), Portugal (Sextante), Norway (Oktober), Denmark (Tiderne
Skifter), the Netherlands (Bezige Bij), Brazil (Objetiva), Korea (The Open Books).
Offers from: Italy, and Germany
“L’un des livres les plus attendus de la rentrée. Onze ans après L’ADVERSAIRE, l’auteur d’UN
ROMAN RUSSE et D’AUTRES VIES QUE LA MIENNE avec la veine biographique de son travail en vouant une
monumentale bio au sulfureux et polémique (et souvent très limite) écrivain russe Edouard Limonov. Du Moscou
communiste au New York 70, de la Russie postperestroïka sans foi ni loi à la guerre des Balkans ou à la
Tchétchénie, en passant par la prison la plus dure, LIMONOV retrace un destin purement russe, métaphore des
convulsions les plus sauvages en Russie.” Les Inrockuptibles
“Emmanuel Carrère, un style de boxeur. (...) Une grande maîtrise d'écriture et un style fait de directs et
de crochets. (...) Un grand récit qui prouve que le risque paie, même en littérature.” Le Figaro littéraire
“Avec LIMONOV, l’ancien critique de cinéma offre cette fois un tableau saisissant de la Russie des
cinquante dernières années, doublé d’un étonnant autoportrait en creux. Le livre d’un auteur au sommet de son
art, qui pourrait bien figurer parmi les favoris au prochain Goncourt.” Lire
“Retraçant d’un même mouvement la trajectoire d’un homme et l’épopée- sociale, culturelle, politique,
géopolitique- d’un pays, de Brejnev à Poutine en passant par la perestroïka, Emmanuel Carrère signe l’un des
textes les plus aboutis et les plus prenants de cette rentrée” La Tribune
“Peu de vues balaient un spectre aussi vaste, des grands hôtels de Manhattan à la prison, de la
littérature à la politique, avec un constant besoin, contrairement à Carrère (et c’est ce qui le fascine) d’être
constamment dans l’action. LIMONOV, c’est le portrait aussi grandiose que complexe d’un aventurier des
temps modernes à la Alexandre Dumas, qui ne pouvait naître que dans un pays aussi secoué, absurde, violent
que la Russie.” Vogue
“Ample, complexe, témoignant d’une incroyable maîtrise par l’auteur de toute la palette des outils
narratifs. (…) Un grand livre.” Télérama
“Emmanuel Carrère s’empare de la vie de Limonov pour passer au crible les convulsions de la Russie
contemporaine dans une des plus passionnantes épopées de notre temps (…) Formidable, trépidant,
passionnant.” Les Inrockuptibles

Darrieussecq, Marie: CLÈVES
(P.O.L, August 2011, 352 pages)
35,000 copies sold in France already!
Short-listed for the Prix France Culture Télérama
English sample translation available
CLÈVES tells the awakening of a little girl’s love life and sexuality in a small town of France about
thirty years ago. The story takes place in the south of France, not far from the ocean. The young heroine of the
novel, Solange, an observant and intelligent ten year old girl, is torn between “school where everyone is
obsessed with sex” and absent parents. From the day she has her period, “making it” (love) becomes the major
issue. Strategy, tactics, seduction. Girlfriends and intimate confidence. The village becomes a Court, with its
intrigues and reversals of alliances.
A few years later, Solange is now sixteen and she is obsessed by “it”. The girls are prey to boys, some
of them are submissive and others brutal. It will thus be Solange’s turn to find her own victim: Bihotz, her nice
and booby neighbour. Despite the fact that Bihotz is trying to resist, she is going to become, by his side, an
unscrupulous Lolita.
CLÈVES is an extremely disturbing text in which a rare literary inventiveness is a mean to express a
radical realism. Marie Darrieussecq describes a changing children world away from adults who don’t see
anything. It is violent, beautiful, funny and cruel.
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Marie Darrieusecq was born in 1969. In 1996, at the age of 27, she published her first novel,
TRUISMES (Pig Tales), which became an overnight sensation and bestseller. It has been translated throughout
the world, published in 34 countries, and is currently being adapted to the screen by filmmaker Jean-Luc Godard.
The New Yorker featured her as France’s "best young novelist". She has strongly established herself as one of
the leading voices of contemporary literature.
Foreign rights sold to: Germany (Carl Hanser Verlag), Italy (Ugo Guanda Editore), Sweden
(Norstedts), Denmark (Tiderne Skifter), UK and Australia (Text Publishing), the Netherlands (Meulenhoff) and
Korea (The Open Books).
“Suivant le passage de l’enfance à l’adolescence, Marie Darrieussecq décrit une initiation frontale à la
sexualité” Lire
“A rebours de tous les clichés du genre, CLÈVES décrit les écueils de la puberté et d’une sexualité
balbutiante. Une chronique de la jeunesse à l’aube des années 80. Une merveille” Les Inrockuptibles
“Rarement les rêves, les émois et les mœurs d’une bande de jeunes Français moyens auront été aussi
finement dépeints.” L’Express
“En termes crus et denses, c’est un périple très sensible au pays du désir et des doutes.” Madame
Figaro
”Drôle, inspiré, radical, Clèves, le nouveau roman de Marie Darrieussecq égratigne le mythe d’une
adolescence sentimentale et futile. Notre coup de cœur de la rentrée.” Grazia
”L’héroïne Solange, c’est nous ! Un roman cru, crucial et tellement juste.” Elle
”Toujours préoccupé par l’étrange et pourtant bizarrement familier, ce texte subtil s’avère l’un de ses
plus personnels et universels à la fois, un roman particulièrement touchant sans la moindre mièvrerie.”
Libération

de Vigan, Delphine: RIEN NE S’OPPOSE À LA NUIT
(JC Lattès, August 2011, 400 pages)
130,000 copies sold in 4 weeks
5th on the bestsellers lists in France !
Awarded the Prix Roman Fnac 2011
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt, the Prix Renaudot, the Prix Médicis and the Prix Fémina
“I don’t remember when the idea surfaced to write about my mother, around my mother or beginning
with my mother. My mother, Lucille’s despair was part of our childhood and, later on, part of our adulthood. We
are no doubt made of Lucille’s pain, my sister and I, but any attempt to explain this is destined to fail. Writing
will only barely allow me to ask questions and search my memory but is powerless to do anything else.
Lucille’s family, our family, has been the object of many suppositions and commentaries throughout the
years. My family can be defined as joy at its loudest and most spectacular, as the relentless echo of the dead and
as the reverberation of disaster. Today, I know that like so many others, my family possesses the power to
destroy the Verb, and the power of silence. Perhaps the book would be nothing but the account of this inquiry. It
would contain, in itself, its own genesis, narrative wanderings and unfinished attempts. But it would be that
impulse, that momentum towards her, raw and hesitant.”
In this brilliant investigation into the heart of family memory, where the most luminous images
juxtapose the deepest darkest secrets, Delphine de Vigan speaks powerfully of all our lives, our weaknesses and
personal suffering.
Delphine de Vigan is the author of bestseller NO ET MOI - more than 400 000 copies sold, winner of
the Prix des Libraires 2008, translated into 25 languages, and made into a film. She has also written, among
others, LES HEURES SOUTERRAINES (2009) - first edition sold over 100 000 copies. She was short- listed
for the Goncourt Prize. She lives in Paris.
Foreign rights sold to: UK (Bloomsbury), Italy (Mondadori), Germany (Droemer), Sweden (Sekwa),
Poland (Sonia Draga), Czech Republic (Euromedia), Korea (Joongang Books) and China (Shanghai 99). Offers
from Denmark and Norway!
“Un récit sensible et fascinant, qui fait écho aux blessures de chacun” Lire
“Dans ce roman dense et sidérant se dessine un long chemin d’écriture, empli de doutes, d’hésitations
et d’errances narratives. Un chemin sinueux mais tendu par la force d’un amour, d’un élan vital” Le Monde
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“Elle peut être sereine Delphine de Vigan, car non seulement elle vient d’écrire un superbe et
bouleversant texte, un de ceux qu’on referme le cœur serré et la main tremblante, mais avec noblesse et
délicatesse, elle a rendu le plus beau des hommages à sa mère et à sa famille” Page

Foenkinos, David: LES SOUVENIRS
(Gallimard, August 2011, 272 pages)
85,000 copies sold already!
Short-listed for the Prix Roman FNAC
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt and the Prix Fémina
The narrator, a budding novelist, realizes at his grandfather’s death all the things he never did with him.
Meanwhile, as his grandmother seems to be going mad with grief, the family is trying to get her into a nursing
home to discreetly sell off her apartment. So the narrator tries to do for her what he didn’t for his grandfather:
visiting her often, drawing her out. When she runs away, the narrator finds her and offers her a last few moments
of happiness. He also falls in love with Louise, who leaves him. All of which should enable him to write his
novel.
David Foenkinos brings us a meditation on time and memory, relationships between generations, buried
feelings, heartbreak, the desire to create and the solitude of old age, with delicacy, humour and mastery.
A writer and a musician, David Foenkinos lives in Paris. Gallimard has already published seven of his
novels, including ENTRE LES OREILLES (2002), INVERSION DE L’IDIOTIE (2002), LE POTENTIEL
ÉROTIQUE DE MA FEMME (2004, Prix Roger Nimier), QUI SE SOUVIENT DE DAVID FOENKINOS?
(2007, Prix du jury Jean Giono), NOS SÉPARATIONS (2008) and LA DÉLICATESSE (2009). His novels have
been translated in fifteen countries.
Foreign rights sold to: the Netherlands (Meulenhoff). Russian rights under option wirth Corpus
“Sur des thèmes graves, David Foenkinos compose une jolie partition de quotidiens entremêlés et de
réminiscences envahissantes, un récit doux-amer plein de sensibilité” Lire
“Le ton est grave… et trompeur. David Foenkinos retrouve vite ce qui lui vaut la faveur du public :
l’humour, la légèreté, la fantaisie, avec parfois une pincée d’absurde” Le Figaro
“Foenkinos est à son meilleur” Le Point
“Aucun pathos ni cliché ni sensiblerie exagérée, juste une tendresse particulière et une mélancolie
douce et feutrée qui font écho à notre passé, ou à notre futur pour certains. Une résonance et une réminiscence
dans ce qu’il y a de plus universel, l’amour, la douleur, la mort, la vie ! Merci, monsieur Foenkinos !”
L’Express
“Oscillant entre délicatesse et humour, cet ouvrage est aussi une véritable réflexion sur le rapport au
temps et à la mémoire” Sagas du Monde
“(…) un roman à l’humanité sensible et délicate” Psychologies

Halberstadt, Michèle: LA PETITE
(Albin Michel, August 2011, 150 pages)
She’s twelve years old, but she has made up her mind to die. She swallows several boxes of sleeping
pills, works out how long she has to wait to make a stomach pump pointless, then falls asleep. Yet her childhood
has been a very ordinary one, in the sixties, when you kept things to yourself: little secrets, humiliations, and the
fact of finding oneself too dull and insignificant. Only her grandfather, a survivor of the Holocaust with the most
outlandish friends, treats her as though she’s beautiful, an accomplice. She feels ugly, stupid, the smallest girl in
her class and in her family, and she takes to thieving. She thinks she no longer has the right to live.
Michèle Halberstadt is a producer. Albin Michel published three of her novels which received excellent
reviews: CAFÉ VIENNOIS (2006), L’ÉTRANGE HISTOIRE DE MADEMOISELLE PARADIS (2008), UN
ÉCART DE CONDUITE (2010).
Foreign rights sold to: USA (Other Press)
“Poignant récit, où tout est effleuré : la réussite du livre est dans cet éloge délicat du doux-amer”. Le
Nouvel Observateur
“Pour sa lucidité poignante et sa description du malentendu ( ) sans verser dans un « parler jeune »
caricatural” L’Express Styles
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“Ce roman très fort, presque bouleversant, parle des maux de l’enfance. De la solitude aussi, mais de
façon très sobre, très pudique. Décidément une des belles claques de cette rentrée” Page
“Confession sensible et sobre d’une gamine de douze ans en plein désarroi après la mort de son grandpère” Lire

Decoin, Didier: UNE ANGLAISE `A LA BICYCLETTE
(Stock, June 2011, 384 pages)
25 000 copis sold in France !
It all starts with a massacre of Native Americans in South Dakota in 1890. Jayson Flannery, an English
photographer who misses his homeland, takes in a three year-old girl whose mother was killed in the massacre.
Of course he means to leave Emily in an orphanage as he will soon be on a liner heading for England, but he will
not be travelling alone: he decides to take Emily back from the nuns who have taken her under their wing.
The two of them end up in the Yorkshire manor house where Jayson has lived all his life. Emily grows
up, goes to school and learns to read. Everyone in the village has their own ideas and questions to ask about her.
Did Jayson adopt her or kidnap her? Will someone come looking for her one day? A policeman makes his own
enquiries, stubbornly, obstinately searching for Emily’s true origins. Jayson soon realises that if he wants to give
his Native American Emily a true identity and therefore some papers and therefore a social standing, he has no
choice but to marry her. It will be an impressive wedding and will put an end to all suspicions, including the
policeman’s.
Emily longed for a horse but among her wedding presents she finds a bicycle. Jayson could never have
guessed how much this gift would change Emily’s fate. At first she bicycles for hours on end, then days, then
whole nights. At the furthest extent of her travels, she makes an extraordinary discovery: two little girls in a faroff village claim they commune with fairies on the banks of a river. Everyone wants to believe them, not least
Emily. The girls’ father, also a photographer, asks his children for photographic proof of their claims. The girls
do as they are told and bring back five astonishing images. The village where Emily grew up had its doubts
about her true identity, now all of England will be divided into believers and non-believers on the subject of
fairies. In an England embarking on the wild years that followed the First World War lives an ageing Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle who takes comfort in a passionate obsession with spiritualism. This fantastical story about fairies
comes at the perfect time in his life. He believes it utterly and completely, will make it his last great cause, and
will take Emily with him on his mission to protect the little girls’ truth and their lies.
From ABRAHAM DE BROOKLYN to JOHN L’ENFER, from LA FEMME DE CHAMBRE DU
TITANIC to EST-CE AINSI QUE LES FEMMES MEURENT?, Didier Decoin’s readers are always plunged
headlong into a storybook world that is sometimes wild and always universal. This inevitably reductive summary
of his latest book manages to convey the fact that ENGLISH GIRL ON A BICYCLE harbours a thousand other
secrets and a thousand other riches. We are a whole century further on, and yet today we find the same creatures,
the same illusions and the same torments.
Didier Decoin is a scriptwriter and author whose most noted publications include ABRAHAM DE
BROOKLYN (1971 Prix des Libraires), JOHN L’ENFER (1977 Prix Goncourt) and, for Stock, JÉSUS LE DIEU
QUI RIAIT (1999) and HENRI OU HENRY, LE ROMAN DE MON PÈRE (2006).

LITERARY FICTION / MASTER’S WRITING
Alexakis, Vassilis: LE PREMIER MOT
(Stock, Août/ August 2010, 464 pages)
Can a letter represent a sound as Plato suggested that the letter r evoked running water? What is the
average lifespan of a word? Could you write a French novel using only words with foreign origins? Why do
great apes use three different cries to warn of danger? A host of secondary investigations spring up around the
core question: when did men first speak? And what did they say when they spoke? What was the first word?
The harder a problem is to solve the more it makes us dream… so it takes a novel to tackle it properly.
THE FIRST WORD is, essentially, the story of one man, Miltiadis who was born in Greece and works as a
professor of comparative literature in Paris. Before he dies, he would like to know that word, but sadly he does
die before discovering it. It is his sister, a woman in her sixties, who takes on the challenge of solving the
enigma. She meets scientists in every field who tell her about the human brain, baby language, chimpanzees and
homo sapiens,
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Darwin and the creationists, Rousseau and an Egyptian king who had children raised far from the
civilised world to see what language they spoke spontaneously.
Several characters emerge around her: Aliki, her late brother’s wife; Theano, his daughter; JeanChristophe, his life-long friend; Bouvier, his aging mentor, an American professor of linguistics who dies in the
arms of a woman whose language he cannot speak; a Rumanian beggar woman who learns French huddled under
the blanket that is her only shelter; and Audrey, a young deaf girl preparing for a sing-language performance of
Antigone. Apparently our ancestors did a great deal of gesticulating before they started to speak… as we still do
today.
The passion this woman puts into her exhaustive investigations is a gauge of her distress. Because she
cannot fail, she will succeed.
After PARIS-ATHÈNES, LA LANGUE MATERNELLE (winner of the 1995 Prix Médicis), JE
T’OUBLIRAI TOUS LES JOURS, LES MOTS ÉTRANGERS and AP. J.- C. (winner of the 2007 Académie
Française Grand Prix for a novel), with THE FIRST WORD, Vassilis Alexakis confirms the highly individual
nature yet universal qualities of his work. The Russian rights for previous titles are sold to Limbus-Press

Chaladon, Sorj: RETOUR À KILLIBEGS
(Grasset, August 2011, 360 pages)
Sorj Chalandon’s latest novel is a first-person account of Tyrone Meehan’s journey from boy to man
and the family background that shaped his life.
Tyrone grows up trapped between a violent, alcoholic father obsessed with Irish independence and a
mother worn out by repeated pregnancies and grinding poverty. Tyrone joins the IRA as a teenager. He is
arrested, imprisoned, and humiliated on several occasions. Yet as an adult, he decides to switch sides and join
the British. How can he justify such a decision, even to himself? “I became terrified of the other within myself. I
disgusted myself. I’d spent my life hunting down traitors, and now I discovered that the worst traitor of all was
tucked away in my own belly”.
What drives Tyrone? Self-hatred? A perverted revenge? A suicidal urge? Sorj Chalandon’s novel is a
complex, powerfully moving study of human and political motivation.
Sorj Chalandon was born in 1952. He was a journalist at Libération for many years before moving to Le
Canard Enchaîné. His reports on Northern Ireland and the trial of Klaus Barbie earned him the Prix AlbertLondres in 1988. His previous novels published by Grasset include LE PETIT BONZI (2005), UNE PROMESSE
(2006, prix Médicis), MON TRAÎTRE (2008) and LA LÉGENDE DE NOS PÈRES (2009).
Foreign rights sold for previous works: German (DTV), English (Lilliput Press), Korean (Agora),
Lithuanian (Tyto Alba), traditional Chinese (Global Group, Ten Points), simplified Chinese (Shanghai 99),
Vietnamese (Savina), Spanish (Alianza), Italian (Mondadori).

Blas de Roblès, Jean-Marie : LA MÉMOIRE DE RIZ
(Zulma, October 2011, 336 pages)
Short stories
La Mémoire de riz was first published in 1982. The book was awarded the Prize for Best Short Story by
the Académie française. The twenty-two short stories in LA MÉMOIRE DE RIZ definitely show Jean-Marie
Blas de Roblès’ talent and reveal him as a brilliant story-teller.
The readers enters quickly into the unique stroryteller’s universe, thanks to a magical realism intensified
by a bewitching style.. Many epochs and civilisations are evoked here: from the great anguishing myths of
humanity to the most burning events now shaking Maghreb and the Middle East. The reader discovers fabulous
marine landscapes, timeless characters, captivating scenes and haunted universes. With a quasi-pictorial science
of description, these stories belong to today’s great literature of the flamboyant and imaginary genre.
Born in 1954 in Sidi-Bel-Abbès, Jean-Marie Blas de Roblès is a field archaeologist specialist in
submarine archaeology and the Libyan deserts. A globetrotter (he travelled around the world: South America,
China, Indonesia or Yemen) and a polyglot, he studied Philosophy and History. He is the author of the previous
novels LA OU LES TIGRES SONT CHEZ EUX (Prix Medicis 2008) and LA MONTAGNE DE MINUIT.
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Rozier, Gilles: D’UN PAYS SANS AMOUR
(Grasset, September 2011, 443 pages)
Following the success of UN AMOUR SANS RÉSISTANCE, D’UN PAYS SANS AMOUR is a fascinating
blend of fiction and non-, a magnificent novel that is also a truthful portrait of a wantonly destroyed facet of
Europe’s cultural past – the Yiddish heritage.
“I was born in a Jewish kingdom, in a city where you could spend your whole life speaking a language
that sprang up a thousand years ago on the banks of the Rhine and that felt very much at home by the Vistula. It
was a kingdom complete with (…) its own territory: language.”
D’un pays sans amour seeks inspiration in the fates of three poets – the Ukrainian Peretz Markish and
his Galician friends, Uri Zvi Grinberg and Melekh Ravitch, who founded the literary journal Khaliastra, which
Chagall contributed to – after they fled Poland. One went to Israel, the second finally settled in Montreal, while
the third moved to the USSR and fell victim to Stalin’s purges. All three survived the destruction of the Yiddish
heritage which they embodied so powerfully. So did their poetry, for “that which does not kill us makes us
stronger”, as Nietzsche’s famous aphorism has it.
Gilles Rozier is a novelist and translator, working from Yiddish and Hebrew into French.
Foreign rights sold: Dutch (Ambo Anthos) – under offer in Spain
Foreign publishers of LOVE WITHOUT RESISTANCE: USA (Little, Brown), UK (Little, Brown),
Germany (Dumont), Spain (Salamandra), Italy (Einaudi), Portugal (Dom Quixote), Brazil (A Girafa),
Netherlands (Ambo/Anthos), Denmark (Gyldendal), Sweden (Bonniers), Japan (Hayakawa), Israel (Schocken),
Bulgaria (Colibri), Czech Republic (Fraktura), Croatia (Host).

Seksik, Laurent: LA LÉGENDE DES FILS
(Flammarion, August 2011, 196 pages)
Phoenix, Arizona, 1962. The United States faces the threat of Soviet nuclear missiles set up in Cuba and
pointing in its direction. Meanwhile, a more stifled yet chillier threat hangs over Meredith and Scott Hatford –
the threat of one man’s violence and despair. This is the story of a boy’s search to conquer his father’s affection.
The shattering of an enamoured heart, the paths of redemption for a man crushed by war, the insane dream of a
son who is convinced that wild horses fade into the sea when their time is up.
In Les Derniers jours de Stefan Zweig, Laurent Seksik delved into the spirit of the Mitteleuropa of old
and a great writer’s descent into hell. Furthering his exploration of the depths, Seksik revisits, in La Légende des
fils, the myths of Kennedy’s America, a new world of ebullience and chaos. In this novel on blame and pardon,
the linked fates of three characters are progressively sealed. Though bearers of hope, they head towards a tragic
destiny.
Born in 1962, Laurent Seksik is a doctor and writer. He has already written La Consultation and La
Folle histoire, published by Lattès, as well as a biography of Einstein (Folio Biographies, 2008). Last year he
met with success when he published Les Derniers jours de Stefan Zweig (Flammarion, 45,000 copies sold).
Russian rights are under option with Ripol-Classic

Schneider, Michel: COMME UNE OMBRE
(Grasset, August 2011, 334 pages)
“Some stories want to be told. I’m telling my brother’s story, or a mirror image of it. But you can’t
separate the mirror and the image that’s reflected in it.”
Two brothers bound from childhood by unspoken rivalry. Bernard, the elder – a bewitching, violent
man – never recovers from serving in the Algerian War in the early 1960s, eventually committing suicide in
1976. Michel grows up in the shadow of his older brother, in turns hating, admiring and imitating him – and
eventually betraying him.
The chapters written from alternating points of view reflect a terrifying symmetry between their names,
their battles, their loves, and the women whose lives they shared, beginning with their mother. Michel searches
long and hard for all the things he never said to Bernard. A letter from the author to his long-dead brother – a
letter that will never be read by the one man who inspired it.
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Michel Schneider was born in 1944. He is a psychoanalyst and writer. Grasset has published his essay
Morts Imaginaires, awarded the Prix Médicis de l’essai, and Marilyn dernières séances, awarded the Prix
Interallié, adapted as a documentary and translated into eighteen languages, including English.
Foreign Rights optioned for the following countries: Germany (BTB Verlag), Brazil (Objetiva), China
(Alpha Books Company), Korea (Agora Publishing), Croatia (Alfa), Greece (Kastaniotis), Lebanon (Sedia),
Israel (Modan), Italy (Bompiani), Japan (Kawade), the Netherlands (Bezige Bij), Poland (Znak), Portugal
(Difel), Romania (Trei), the United Kingdom (Canongate), Russia (Ripol), Spain (Alfaguara), Turkey (Yapi
Kredi).

Bauer, Nathalie: DES GARÇONS D’AVENIR
(Philippe Rey, August 2011, 448 pages)
Nathalie Bauer found inspiration in the family archives to deliver a fiction that paints, against the
backdrop of World War I, the lives of young medical students aspiring to remain in the carelessness climate of
their youth before the war. Based on intimate documents (books, photos, diaries) of her grandfather, some of
which are reproduced in this book, Bauer retains the historical background, while transforming the protagonists
into heroes of a fiction.
In 1915, Raymond Bonnefous, a student of medicine, leaves for the war, where he spends nearly four
years in the hell of the trenches. Working at the rescue posts, he witnessed the scary procession of wounded and
maimed soldiers. With other doctors, including his friends and Morin Declercq, they try to alleviate the suffering
that flows to them, often risking their own lives. Above all, they want to live and forget the nightmare of the war.
They use their free time to ride, have fun in Paris, visit their families, to love, too. Thus, in spite of everything,
Bonnefous and Declercq embark on a peculiar relationship with young and lucid Zouzou: last moments of
carelessness of a generation that wants to prolong a world which is about to disappear. Despite the horror of the
daily struggles, they are able to find a form of happiness. This paradox makes this masterfully written and welldocumented text one of the finest novels devoted to the Great War and to those who still tried to remain men
against all odds.
Nathalie Bauer is a translator from the Italian and holds a PhD in History. She already published two
novels ZENA (2000) and LE FEU, LAVIE (2007).
“Un roman centré sur quatre garçons emportés dans l’horreur de la guerre de 14 qui a marqué la fin
du monde ancien, et le début du monde moderne (…) toute la trame est authentique, l’intrigue inventée “ Livres
Hebdo
“Avec ce troisième roman, elle se révèle une grande romancière” Télérama

Jung, Matthieu: VOUS ÊTES NÉS À LA BONNE ÉPOQUE
(Stock, August 2011, 224 pages)
Aged forty-two, Nathalie Dumont lives in the Bastille neighbourhood of Paris in a huge, magnificent
apartment that her outrageous professional success allowed her to buy. She is the doting mother of a young
woman of twenty-two, Charlotte.
In the early autumn of 2009, however, Nathalie is having the worst period of upheaval of her life.
Charlotte has moved away to California so she can put her skills to use in the lucrative green economy. What’s
more, having discovered he was shamelessly cheating on her, Nathalie has dismissed Alain, the man she has
shared her life with for ten years. The break-up is all the more painful because Nathalie was hoping that with him
she could conceive the second child she longs for with undiminished fervour, despite the passing years.
At a private view, she meets Arno – Arno Genic. She’s instantly captivated. He is twenty years old,
exhibiting his first paintings. Lurching from one temporary job and one housing crisis to another, he struggles to
live by his art. That evening he pays no attention to the flurry of right-on female admirers that always gravitates
around him, for he has eyes only for Nathalie. They see each other again, they like each other. At first Nathalie
fights against this mutual thunderbolt. Only, every hour she spends with him is rapture. In her topsy-turvy life,
Nathalie finds nothing more comforting that the long conversations she has with the man who will soon be her
lover. She is bowled over by this young man’s innate goodness, his sparkling intelligence and his unusual
humour.
Something beyond words binds them together, something on a level of pure sensation; a spontaneous
intimacy, which draws on obscure reminiscences emerging from a long-buried past, at the very limits of their
souls… What irresistible force draws them towards each other like this?
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Matthieu Jung lives in Paris. He is the author of LA VAGUE À L’ÂME (2007) and PRINCIPE DE
PRÉCAUTION, published by Stock in 2009

Jaenada, Philippe: LA FEMME ET L’OURS
(Grasset, September 2011, 240 pages)
Back in the good old days, Serge Sabaniego, aka Bix, never went to bed before dawn. But now he has a
wife and family. Bix is a placid rebela teddy bear who wants to be a tiger – or, to be more precise, a real bear.
And as it turns out, old habits die hard…
One day, Bix walks out on his wife and child to go back to his old drinking buddies, who could
charitably be described as the dregs of humanity, heading for hell. There’s a shabby drunkard down on his luck,
a guy who never got over losing his first love, a girl that everyone lusts after, a bear that dabbles in kidnapping,
and a poker champion who casually gambles his life away… Once again, Philippe Jaenada’s latest novel is full
of both wit and despair. In the author’s own words, it is “A novel about gravity and about falling […] in which
the narrator bravely struggles back to the surface, born anew, like a phoenix, full of life. The tragedies and
broken lives remain lying in the gutter. It’s a good feeling. You put the book down (…), go and have a drink on a
sunny terrace, and tell yourself (and each other) that actually, things are pretty good”.
Philippe Jaenada was born in 1964. His previous works include CHAMEAU SAUVAGE (Prix de Flore,
Julliard, 1997) and, for Grasset, LE COSMONAUTE (2002), VIE ET MORT DE LA JEUNE FILLE BLONDE
(2004) and PLAGE DE MANACCORA, 16H30 (2009).
Foreign rights to his previous novels have been acquired in Spain (Siruela), Holland (De Geus), Italy
(Feltrinelli), and Greece (Lagoudera).

Lelorain, Patrice: REVENANTS
(La Table ronde, August 2011, 354 pages)
From Paris to its suburb Bois-Colombes, from the seaside resort Sables d’Olonne to Stockholm,
Revenants portrays the ‘post-68’ generation: one of silences and things left unsaid, of undefined causes, fleeting
fame and multiple love affairs. A lost generation, filled with disenchanted fairies and princes without kingdoms,
who carries the rock music as an emblem.
REVENANTS is a remarkably written underground novel, rich in characters whose paths continually
cross.
Born in 1955, Patrice Lelorain travelled through Europe before devoting himself to cinema. From 1985
to 1986 he contributed to the last issues of the review of Cinematography. Author of QUICK-SANDWICH
(Calmann-Lévy, 1991), COLÈRES (Verticales, 2000), OFF (Climats, 2001), SACCAGES (Le Rocher, 2002),
and ADIEUX (Liana Levi, 2004), he published his work QUATRE UPPERCUTS (winner of the Prix de la
Nouvelle de l’Académie française) at La Table Ronde in 2008.
“Il semble que Patrice Lelorain ait accouché et couché sur le papier ce grand œuvre qu’il portait en lui
depuis longtemps. REVENANTS est un objet littéraire non identifié, porté par une écriture et une souffrance”
Livres Hebdo

Quint, Michel: THE LOVERS OF FRANKFURT
(Editions d’Heloise d’Ormesson, August 2011, 240 pages)
Florent, a young French publisher, is attending the Frankfurt Book Fair for the first time. Reluctant to
go to Germany, where his father was killed, he was also hesitant about taking part in the rituals of the publishing
industry’s yearly Mecca. Nevertheless, he books a room in a prestigious luxury hotel, the sort of place a selfrespecting publisher is duty-bound to stay.
Florent casts a cynical eye over the cocktail receptions and encounters that are all part of the literary
sales show. But a flamboyant brunette is about to wreak havoc and throw his whole life into question. A
powerful player at a major publishing house, this bold, impulsive woman seems to be luring him into a trap with
unknown consequences. Their sensual, seemingly casual love affair is set against a background of political
intrigue recalling a bloody era when ex-Nazis and the Baader-Meinhof Group were part of everyday life. A cast
of vibrant, eccentric characters contributes to Michel Quint’s incisive text, which recreates the unique
atmosphere of the world’s largest book fair. The novel opens with a double murder that sparks off a thrilling
investigation full of unexpected twists.
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Michel Quint was born in 1949 in the Pas-de-Calais. He began his career as a professor, first of classical
letters then drama, before turning to writing plays for theatre, television, and radio, notably for France Culture
(in 1986 he was awarded the sacd prize for new radio talent), and finally concentrating on the roman noir. In
1989 he was awarded the Grand Prix de la Littérature Policière for BILLARD À L’ÉTAGE, his breakthrough
novel, and in 2000 he won the Cinéroman Prize and the sgdl prize for EFFROYABLES JARDINS (published in
English as In Our Strange Gardens, and subsequently translated into 25 languages and adapted for the cinema by
Jean Becker. Michel Quint continues to publish novels on a regular basis and devotes his time to writing.
Russian rights for EFFROYABLES JARDINS were sold to Fluide Publisheurs
“Ce premier livre aux éditions Héloïse d’Ormesson ne laissera pas indifferent” Livres Hebdo

Guibourgé, Stéphane: LE NOM DE SON PÈRE
(Stock, August 2011, 288 pages)
Vincent and Anna meet in 1986. They are twenty years old, belong to a generation, an age of sound and
fury that they don’t fit into. They love each other for while and then separate. Meet up again from time to time
over the years, never stop loving each other, in their own way.
Anna travels, she restores works of art in different places around the world, ripping lost images from the
silence around them; while Vincent abandons himself to his passion, his reason for living – climbing, constantly
escaping from a world that stifles him.
One day Vincent disappears. Passes himself off for dead on a climb. For a long time Anna waits for his
return, then, when she has lost hope, she sees this man she still loves reappear out of the blue. And yet,
respecting his freedom, she encourages him to embark on a brutal and insatiable quest, one that sets Vincent on
the trail of his own father. The time has come for Vincent to confront his origins. Who is the man who came to
work in France but abandoned him by returning to his homeland? What Berber words did he whisper to him?
The story of THE NAME OF HIS FATHER is as much Vincent’s as Mokhtar’s, the Moroccan workman
exiled in France. It is also a poetic journey from Vigge Biaundo to Mexico and all the way to the Kot Sri Saket
monastery in Thailand, from the Bolivian Altiplano to Tangiers and Taroudant, and to the very heart of the Atlas
Mountains.
Born in 1966, Stéphane Guibourgé has had seven novels published (his last book, LA PREMIÈRE NUIT
DE TRANQUILLITÉ, was published by Flammarion in 2008), as well as two collections of short stories, and two
books of photographs. He is also a journalist who specialises in travel writing and culture.

Bizot, Véronique: UN AVENIR
(Actes Sud, August 2011, 112 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Médicis
A predicted death, a large and empty house, a snowstorm…and more or less reliable memories…UN
AVENIR is a family story. They are six brothers and sisters living in various parts of the world. When the
narrator turns up at the distant corner of earth where his twin brother Odd lives, the villagers see no difference:
they assume he is Odd (he won’t clear up the error). A letter will set the wheels in motion: it is the start of a
moving depiction of the brothers and the sisters – Harald, Dorthéa, Adina, Odd, Paul and Margrete.
Without ever leaving the old couch of the family study, it takes the reader from an expensive Monaco
apartment to the Malayan jungle. And it is also a road trip on a tractor, an uncomfortable walk, a day out
swimming to be remembered, a Scottish tantrum, a case study of male depression … among others.
There is not much hope in UN AVENIR but there is, however, the possibility of a future. The reader
discovers, too, that the scenes behind always are at least as decisive as the close-ups, as the author brilliantly
renders absence perceptible and silence audible.
After the highly-praised MON COURONNEMENT (2010), Bizot’s irresistible and instantly
recognisable style is here again: the inimitable sentences, never too heavy in spite of their richness; the universe,
so original and pleasantly confusing, where the dark face of fate is delicious because it is always packed with
comical strangeness, astonished lucidity, smiling vulnerability and slightly untameable metaphysics. MON
COURONNEMENT received the Grand Prix du roman 2010 of the SGDL (Société des Gens de Lettres) and the
Prix Lilas 2010.
“L’auteure confirme, après MON COURONNEMENT (Actes Sud, 2010), dèjà très réussi, tout son
talent d’entomologiste ironique, toute l’alacrité de sa manière”Livres Hebdo
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Choplin, Antoine: LE HÉRON DE GUERNICA
(Le Rouergue, August 2011, 160 pages)
Sélectionné pour le Prix du roman FNAC
Antoine Choplin immerses the reader in the terror of war while also throwing light onto the importance
of art, and how it helps us to survive and to understand what really took place.
Guernica, April 1937. Basilio, a young, self-taught painter, spends his time in the marsh observing grey
herons, those majestic long-legged birds. Despite German bombers in the sky on the morning of the 26th he
insists on portraying the invisible trembling of life in the feathers of one of the herons. A few hours later,
Guernica has been reduced to ashes, and another, better-known painter will depict that scene masterfully. Yet
both artists – the amateur painter of herons and the celebrated Picasso – question the tragedies of war and
incarnate the importance of art to bear witness to those tragedies.
Antoine Choplin was born in 1962. He gained prominence with the widely acclaimed RADEAU, in
2003. LE HERON DE GUERNICA is his seventh novel.
“Tout en sensibilité, par touches fines entre fiction et réalité historique, Antoine Choplin réussit
parvient à élever le personnage de Basilio au rang d’artiste, le faisant s’interroger aux côtés des plus grands
artistes du XXe siècle sur la nécessité de voir dans l’art le moyen de dire le réel en le dépassant” Page

Fontenaille, Elise: LE PALAIS DE MÉMOIRE
(Calmann-Lévy, August 2011, 144 pages)
An evocative yet delightful tale, taking the reader down intellectual, spiritual and sensual roads in a
spellbinding journey.
From the depths of an opium den, the Jesuit Artus de Leys – deserted by faith and torn by love –
hesitates over the comfort of oblivion and the pain of remembrance. The man he loves exists only in his mind
now. To bring him back to life, Artus builds an imaginary edifice inherited from an ancient art form: a memory
palace.
With each addition to his palace, memories come flooding in, from his first visit to China in the1720s to
his escapades in Paris and his friends of bygone days. He sees himself riding in the forests of Manchuria
alongside his beloved pupil, Jade, the prince of the Willow clan, who he initiates to the Ars Memorativa and the
Christian faith. Together they seek a definition of heaven, blending Christ and Confucius, revering the poet Li
Po... But Artus can't keep reminders of their passion's fatal turn at bay, without seeing his palace of memory
collapse...
Élise Fontenaille was born in Nancy and has worked as a journalist in both Vancouver and France. She
is the author of numerous novels, including BRÛLEMENTS,L’AÉROSTAT and LES DISPARUES DE
VANCOUVER (PrixErckmann-Chatrian). The discovery of a great-great-uncle, a Jesuit martyred in China in
1900 and canonized by John-Paul II, put her on the trail of the Jesuits in China and the art of memory they had
taught to future mandarins.
“Un roman original, tout en nuances, un petit bijou qu’il ne faudrait pas que les musts de la rentrée
éclipsent” Livres Hebdo
“Envoûtant, inspiré, le conte d’Elise Fontenaille se présente comme un hommage à l’ars memoriae
enseigné par certains jésuites en Chine et tombé dans l’oubli” Le Nouvel Observateur
“Elise Fontenaille compose un récit spirituel et sensuel, et prouve une fois de plus qu’elle a l’art
d’explorer des thèmes novateurs et des univers pour le moins intrigant” Page
“(…) très joli conte plein d’esprit, écrit avec grâce et légèreté” Le Figaro Magazine

Gaudé, Laurent: LES OLIVIERS DU NÉGUS
(Actes Sud, May 2011, 160 pages)
From Rome to nowadays, four short stories where men are shadowed by death.
An old man, who thought he talked with Frederic II, dies in Italy. A Roman centurion, who is sent to the
remote borders of the Empire, comes back in time to see the fall of Rome. A French soldier is faced with a
“golem”of mud in the trenches of Northern France. A Sicilian anti-Mafia judge talks to his “brother”judge killed
by the Mafia, all the time knowing he is the next one. All these men want to testify, to pass down knowledge, to
bid farewell.
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Laurent Gaudé’s writing is powerful and mesmerizing, it is quite difficult to forget those four stories.
He has written here four literary short stories that study human behaviour at its climax with his usual delicacy
and beautifully crafted style, in the vain of CRIS and LA PORTE DES ENFERS.
Laurent Gaudé was born in 1972. He is a novelist as well as a playwright. His previous books CRIS
(2004), LA MORT DU ROI TSONGOR (2002), LE SOLEIL DES SCORTA (2004, Winner of the Goncourt
Prize), ELDORADO (2006), LA PORTE DES ENFERS (2008) and OURAGAN (2010) are all published by
Actes Sud.
“Les problématiques qui inspirent Laurent Gaudé sont souvent graves, toujours essentielles, jamais
pathétiques au sens propre. (...) Son œuvre est un vaste chant, presque un requiem pour le genre humain.”
Livres hebdo
“Laurent Gaudé revient au récit. Son nouveau livre en comporte quatre, qui font écho aux thèmes
prédominants de ses romans – l'Italie, l'Afrique, l'Antiquité, les enfers, etc. (...) Brouillant habilement les pistes
entre fiction et réalité, passé et présent, Laurent Gaudé prouve encore une fois son immense talent de conteur.”
Lire
“Ultimes sentiments, sensations, souvenirs – au tempo de la nature, de la maladie et de la disparition.
Les forces de l'esprit et de la terre sont au rendez-vous. Et pour les admirateurs de Laurent Gaudé, il faut noter
que l'énergie et la touffeur de son style s'accordent très justement à la brièveté de la forme. (...) Le lecteur s'y
laisse prendre. (...) L'ensemble est convaincant” Le Monde
“Quatre récits puissants et épiques (...) Chacun de ses textes a sa forme, sa noirceur et son lyrisme. La
construction choisie par Gaudé empreinte à la mythologie et au théâtre.” Le Figaro littéraire
“Ces quatre récits denses, à la dramaturgie parfaite, concentrent tout le talent du Goncourt 2004. (...)
L'écrivain maintient ses héros sur l'arête du mystère de la vie, ce “combat perdu à mener ». Il les grandit par la
beauté de son style, à la fois exalté et tenu, au rythme d'une sombre harmonie.” La Vie

Goby, Valentine: BANQUISES
(Albin Michel, August 2011, 220 pages)
In 1982, Sarah left France for Uummannaq in Greenland. When she got on a plane destined for the
icecap at Roissy airport, little did her family know that they were seeing her for the last time. No news. She
simply disappeared. She was twenty-two.
Twenty-seven years later, Lisa follows in the footsteps of the sister who vanished. Leaving husband and
children behind, she makes the very same journey. She arrives in Greenland, a devastated country inhabited by
an abandoned population who watch helplessly as their icy territory melts away. But her quest is also a way to
discover her own identity, from the impossible reconciliation with her sister’s death to her own reconstruction.
Laureate of the Hachette Foundation, Valentine Goby has received several prizes for her previous
books: QUI TOUCHE À MON CORPS JE LE TUE (2008) and DES CORPS EN SILENCE (2010).
“Valentine Goby nous offre à nouveau un véritable concentré d’émotions au cœur de ce qui agite
l’humanité, individuellement et collectivement” Page
“Valentine Goby signe un roman initiatique, envoûtant et grave” La Croix
“BANQUISES est aussi un sublime roman sur la disparition du monde, un regard sur ce que bientôt,
nous ne verrons plus” www.blog.muze.fr

Haddad, Hubert: OPPIUM POPPY
(Zulma, August 2011,192 pages)
English sample translation available
Shortlisted for the Prix Roman Fnac
Casting light on the tragedy of child-soldiers, this novel asks an incisive yet moving question: “Who
would dare adopt the young Taliban?”
OPIUM POPPY is the story of an Afghan child, Alam. Come to France by his own means, Alam neither
plays nor smiles. A child-soldier, Alam is the victim of adult barbarity and travels the world in search of
freedom. As the child-hunt advances, Alam’s story emerges. The story of a little Afghan peasant boy, torn
between war and the opium trafficking, between his desire to learn and intimidation, between his admiration for
a chaotic brother and his hopeless love for an all too pretty neighbour…
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This story of every imaginable hardship, which is in the same honourable vein as PALESTINE, will
leave the reader disoriented and deeply uneasy. Haddad's writing illuminates the poignant moments of this story
with grace. A fast-moving, enthralling novel that surprises and shocks.
Born in Tunis in 1947, Hubert Haddad has never forgotten his Jewish and Berber origins. He was raised
in Paris and published his first book of poems at the age of twenty. In his work - more than fifty novels, plays,
and essays - he explores the behaviour of human beings in extremis, among them PALESTINE, Prix des Cinq
Continents de la Francophonie 2008 and Prix Renaudot Poche 2009 (more than 60,000 copies sold in France).
Foreign rights sold to : Spain (Demipage)
“Un grand Hubert Haddad qui prend à bras-le-corps la barbarie de notre époque”. Livres Hebdo
“… OPPIUM POPPY est un roman riche en émotion mais sans pathos, rapide mais extrêmement dense,
qui passe des descriptions d’une nature belle à couper le souffle à des scènes de violence apocalyptiques”.
Livres Hebdo
“C’est une réflexion, un coup de poing, une balle dans le cœur que ce roman”. Page
“L’écriture de Haddad illumine ce récit poignant de moments de grâce. Il nous transporte avec les
goûts, les odeurs, les sons tout au long de ce superbe roman où il défend l’innocence et la pureté avec un talent
de conteur jamais démenti”. L’Express

Kaoutar Harchi: L’AMPLEUR DU SACCAGE
(Actes Sud, August 2011, 128 pages)
Short-listed for the Prix Roman Fnac
Thirty years ago a terrifying collective act driven by fierce sexual repression profanated a woman’s
body and left an indelible stamp of despair on the respective fates of four men. Connected by the fatality of this
sacrilege, they are now crossing the Mediterranean again to confront the final episode of their inconsolable
disaster under the Algerian sky.
Set to the rythms of classical tragedy, of repeated crimes and impossible atonement, Kaoutar Harchi
takes the reader from the darkness of a French prison to a quest for the source of this evil beneath Algerian skies,
as she retraces the grim fable of a human rave condemned to tearing itself apart when individuals – bound and
gagged by the need to stifle their memories – are powerless to exorcise the demons that control their bestial
flesh.
Born to Moroccan parents in Strasbourg in 1987, Kaoutar Harchi holds a masters degree in socioanthropology. Since 2010, she has been teaching literature and sociology at the Sorbonne. ZONE CINGLÉE ,
her debut novel, was published in 2009 by Editions Sarbacane.

Lançon, Philippe: LES ÎLES
(JC Lattès, August 2011, 400 pages)
Short-listed for the Prix Wepler-Fondation La Poste
Long-listed for the Prix Décembre
A novel on modern loneliness. This is the story of an elegant and refined woman of Hong Kong who
becomes deeply distraught during a trip to Cuba. It is the story of the reasons she travelled there and the effect
her insanity has on the man who shares her story: how he imagines her memories, lovers, friends and daydreams.
It is the story of a man whose heart is inextricably linked to these two islands, Hong Kong and Cuba, where
nothing had destined him to live except the obscure and capricious desire to inhabit the moment, to write, and to
love.
It is the story of the people in Hong Kong, Paris, Cuba and India who are alone and who travel because
they are alone. They are the islands.
Philippe Lançon is a journalist with the daily newspaper Libération.

Le Tellier, Hervé: ELECTRICO W
(JC Lattès, August 2011, 300 pages)
An ode to first loves that can leave unimaginable scars.
Antoine, a photographer, returns to Lisbon after an absence of ten years. There he meets up with
Vincent, the newspaper’s correspondent and voice of this narrative. They are on a mission with their newspaper
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to cover the trial of a serial killer. As a child, Antonio met a young girl named “Canard”. She was his mythical
love, an eternal love that should always grow and never die. And yet, this dream of happiness was suddenly
crushed.
For personal reasons, Vincent is inspired to help Antoine heal the wounds of this shattered love story
and begins to search for Canard. He knows he is not very gifted for happiness and was never able to finish
anything he started, but maybe, just this once, he could change someone else’s destiny for the better. Each
encounter brings him closer to his goal, like the succession of waves pushes a raft towards the shore, but
horizons constantly move away from us and destiny cannot be conquered.
Electro W, named after the tramway line in Lisbon, tells the story of the nine days of Vincent’s
investigation during the month of September 1985 when the earth shook in Mexico and the writer Italo Calvino
passed away.
Hervé Le Tellier is a writer, poet and member of Oulipo. His previous novel ASSEZ PARLÉ
D’AMOUR received great critical acclaim.
“Servi par une écriture d’un beau classicisme, ELECTRICO W est un roman tout en trompe-l’œil, où un
auteur brillant joue sans cesse avec son lecteur”Livres Hebdo
“Une histoire pleine d’esprit écrite par l’un des maîtres de l’Oulipo, qui fait une prometteuse entrée
dans l’écriture romanesque”Page

Magoudi, Ali: UN SUJET FRANÇAIS
(Albin Michel, August 2011, 300 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt
This is the story of a man seeking himself through a family tragedy inexorably linked to three global
tragedies: colonisation, the Holocaust, the Algerian War.
Ali Magoudi is investigating the life of his father, Abdelkader Magoudi, born in Algeria, who travelled
around the Mediterranean, spent some of the war years in Poland and ended up in Paris where he died in 1973,
taking his more or less shameful secrets with him. To fill in the gaps in his father’s story, the author carries out a
personal investigation and genealogical research in the government archives…
Ali Magoudi, a psychoanalyst, is also a prolific writer whose works include RENDEZ-VOUS, LA
PSYCHANALYSE DE FRANÇOIS MITTERRAND.
“UN SUJET FRANÇAIS est un des “romans vrais”les plus passionnants de la rentrée”Libération
“Un poignant récit qui en dit long sur notre rapport aux défunts et sur les tourments de l’existence”Sud
Ouest

Minard, Céline: SO LONG, LUISE
(Denoël, August 2011, 250 pages)
Short-listed for the Prix France Culture Télérama
Long-listed for the Prix Fémina
This offbeat and dream-like novel written in a very studied style, wherein the author plays with the tools
of language, marks a return to pure fiction on the French literary scene.
A world famous French writer in her eighties decides to leave everything she owns to Luise, her life
companion, and the love of her life. They met when they were both thirty, and have never parted ever since. The
pair lived a happy and privileged life made of extensive travels and adventures, entirely dedicated to literature
and art.
As she carefully gives the finishing touch to her will, which she had endlessly crafted throughout her
entire life, which she sees as her “ultimate work », the narrator reminisces her childhood, the reasons why she
chose to write in English rather than in her native French, the day when she met Louise, the vacations spent in
England, Ireland, Italy and Switzerland, where she met many larger than life characters. She also writes upon the
wonderful moments of sheer magic in the woods with fairies and pixies, a heavenly vision of the magic of
Nature that remind of Nabokov’s artistic intuitions.
A powerful and poetic novel that combines sensuality and playfulness, and proves the perfect showcase
for Minard’s inventive and epic sense of storytelling.
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The author of a novel that is widely regarded as one of the finest novels in recent French literature (LE
DERNIER MONDE, 2007), along with other highly singular works (BASTARD BATTLE, 2009; OLIMPIA,
2010), which all met with critical acclaim, Céline Minard, who also was a boarder of the Villa Medici in 2007
and 2008, is one of the most important literary writers of her generation.
“Le dernier roman de Céline Minard raconte, sous forme d’adresse à l’être aimé, la vie d’une auteure
et de sa compagne. Un tour de force féerique” Livres Hebdo
“Sous la plume de Céline Minard, le testament d’une vieille romancière devient évocation de souvenirs,
glissant vers l’étrange et le fantastique, libération de l’écriture. (…) Une réjouissante impunité éclabousse le
livre. (…) L’écriture mitraille d’un registre à l’autre. À chaque fois touché. S’y mêle, quand il le faut, la langue
étrangère, le vieux parler des contes, les vindictes, et la douceur aussi, les paroles chuchotées. SO LONG,
LUISE et un roman magnifique, bouleversé, troubles de pressentiments, d’attentes.” Le Monde
“Le roman se déploie comme une oraison intérieure, fêtant la nature et la jouissance des mots”
Libération
“Poétique, violente, érotique, ludique: l’incroyable prose de Céline Minard, écrivain surdouée et
incandescente” Télérama
“L’une des plus belles écritures de la scène littéraire française” Ouest France

Montalbetti, Christine: L’EVAPORATION DE L’ONCLE
(P.O.L, August 2011, 330 pages)
Short-listed for the Prix Médicis 2011
“Why do they say that, evaporated, why do they talk about evaporation, whatever the reason is there
are always people ready to pack their bags and disappear before the break of dawn, and people who go to make
another life somewhere with another name, and most likely an imaginary past, an invented history, if they’re
asked, to cover their tracks. That’s what happened to the uncle. One morning, when everyone was still asleep
inside, he silently stepped over the threshold, and his body sank in to the blue haze of dawn. »
These lines render both the atmosphere and the tonality of Christine Montalbetti’s new novel. We are
plunged into a Japan that could be imagined as medieval or eternal, in any case, spared from industrial
modernity. What is important to know, once one has come over the surprise of the title, is that in Japan, when
someone has disappeared, but not necessarily died, if that person has cast off the moorings and left all
acquaintances, occupations and habits to leave nobody knows where, that person is said to have “evaporated”…
And so the uncle had evaporated and his nephew sets out to find him. This novel is about the nephew’s voyage
and also the interrogations and hypotheses about this disappearance. As usual with Christine Montalbetti, the
novel consists in delicates stylistic figures and delicious narrative procrastinations that mark a form of writing,
even more profound, always capable of discreetly reconstituting a culture through descriptions of landscape and
actions, and through beings and things.
Christine Montalbetti was born in Le Havre and now lives in Paris. She wrote LE CAS
JECKYLL, JOURNÉE AMÉRICAINE, PETITS DÉJEUNERS AVEC QUELQUES ÉCRIVAINS CÉLÉBRES,
NOUVELLES SUR LE SENTIMENT AMOUREUX, WESTERN, EXPÉRIENCE DE LA CAMPAGNE,
L’ORIGINE DE L’HOMME and SA FABLE ACHEVÉE, SIMON SORT DANS LA BRUINE, all published by
P.O.L.

Percin, Anne: LE PREMIER ÉTÉ
(Le Rouergue, August 2011, 168 pages)
A masterfully told story of innocence and cruelty, and of teenagers’ discovering physical attraction.
Because their grandparents have recently passed away, two sisters go back one summer to the village
where they used to spend their holidays when they were teenagers. But Catherine, the younger of the two, is
unhappy about being there. Precise and painful memories come back to her as she strolls through the streets of
the village, bumping into familiar faces.
While the sisters clear out the house, Catherine reveals the secret which she has had to struggle with
since the summer of her sixteenth birthday. For the first time, she will tell the dreadful tale that she might be
guilty of, in the form of a confession that she forces her sister to listen to.
Anne Percin recounts a heart-rending confession about the discovery of a desire denied by morality.
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Anne Percin was born in 1970. Her first novel, BONHEUR FANTOME (2009), was awarded the Prix
Jean Monnet des jeunes lycéens européens. She is also the author of several novels for young readers, most
notably COMMENT BIEN RATER SES VACANCES (12.000 copies sold in France, rights sold to Hungary
(Könyvmolyképzö Kiao), TV rights sold)
“Percutant, juste, émouvant, vrai et sensible… On pourrait prolonger longtemps la liste des
qualificatifs. Ce livre est une heureuse surprise” Page

Rolin, Jean: LE RAVISSEMENT DE BRITNEY SPEARS
(P.O.L, August 2011, 288 pages)
25,000 copies sold in France already!!
Short-listed for the Prix France Culture Télérama
Long-listed for the Prix Renaudot
Should we take seriously the threats of kidnapping of an Islamic group against Britney Spears? French
secret services think so.
Certainly, the agent they have sent to Los Angeles to follow the case has a few handicaps- he can’t
drive, he smokes in public palaces, he doesn’t know anything about show business and he has a tendency to
melancholy, but he will do his best to overcome them. He will tirelessly consult specialized websites, get
acquainted with paparazzi, and spend time in Rodeo Drove shops or Sunset Boulevard bars. He will thus become
an undisputed specialist of both Britney and Los Angeles public transports.
Still, his mission will be a failure and, it is form his exile in Tajikistan, near the Chinese border, that he
is sending us this disillusioned account of his misadventures in California.
Jean Rolin was born in 1949. He is a writer and a journalist. He published many books, among which
LA LIGNE DU FRONT (Prix Albert Londres 1988), ZONES, L’ORGANISATION (Prix Médicis 1996) and
L’EXPLOSION DE LA DURITE (2007).
“À travers l'histoire cocasse d'un agent secret envoyé à L.A. pour sauver Britney d'un complot
islamiste, c'est un roman noir ultra contemporain que signe Rolin, c'est-à-dire décalé, drôle, étayé d'une enquête
quasi ethnographique (...) Un défi littéraire réussi.” Les Inrockuptibles
“C’est un chef-d’œuvre d’humour et de mélancolie rentrée, un roman d’espionnage souvent désopilant
doublé d’un passionnant reportage sur l’Amérique et ses excès” Le Nouvel Observateur
“Alors que les terroristes menacent d’enlever Britney Spears, le héros est envoyé par la France à Los
Angeles pour tenter de déjouer leurs projets. Ce livre faussement people est prétexte à une déambulation
fabuleuse dans cette ville mythique, emblème du rêve américain qui en prend pour son grade.” Lire
”Des excès de la pop culture aux marges de Los Angeles, Jean Rolin fait de Britney Spears l’héroïne la
plus romanesque de la rentrée littéraire. (…) Le livre le plus novateur et inclassable de la rentrée.” Les
Inrockuptibles
“(…) La toile de fond du livre en devient très vite le motif central. Los Angeles, que le narrateur arpente
sans fin, piéton infatigable et solitaire offrant de la ville des anges un tableau dont Jean Rolin, génial écrivain
paysagiste, formidable poète réaliste et contemplatif, détient seul le secret” Télérama
“Ce RAVISSEMENT DE BRITNEY SPEARS nous laisse fascinés, et ravis, aussi, par la vertigineuse
vacuité pop de cette celebrity culture poussée à l’extrême.” Vogue
“On imagine mieux Jean Rolin en Afrique ou en Tchétchénie enquêtant sur le sort des déshérités plutôt
qu’à L.A se penchant sur les caprices des peoples. Et, pourtant, avec LE RAVISSEMENT DE BRITNEY SPEARS
l’écrivain nous offre une joyeuse parodie de roman d’espionnage où tout est vrai.” Elle

Grimbert, Philippe: UN GARÇON SINGULIER
(Grasset, March 2011, 240 pages)
The story takes place in a seaside town on the Channel coast. Three characters share one terrible secret.
Philippe Grimbert’s latest novel, torn between dreams and lucidity, is a troubling tale of initiation in the style of
his previous novel, La Mauvaise rencontre.
Louis, a solitary student, finds himself irresistibly drawn by a job offer on the university notice-board.
Someone is looking to employ a young man to look after “a special boy” staying with his mother on the
Normandy seafront, though the tourist season is long past.
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The name of the beach, where Louis spent much of his childhood, wakens a strange feeling that he
cannot explain. He decides to apply for the job, and spends the next two months living a deeply unsettling and
intense relationship with Iannis, a profoundly disturbed young boy, and his mother Helena, a writer. Louis
gradually becomes attached to the mysterious, unpredictable, silent Iannis, who seems to read his thoughts and
makes him face up to a part of himself he refuses to acknowledge.
Helena, pained and perverse, is locked into a destructive relationship with her son. She, too, pushes
Louis hard, forcing him to look deep inside himself. Meeting Iannis and Helena changes the course of Louis’s
life for good. The deserted, windswept beach resort forms the backdrop for a tale of initiation that breaks the
chains of everyday life, infecting him with a passion that drives him to commit one wild act of liberation.
Philippe Grimbert is a psychoanalyst. He has published several novels, including LA PETITE ROBE
DE PAUL (Grasset, 2001), UN SECRET (2007), filmed by Claude Miller starring Patrick Bruel, Cécile de
France and Ludivine Sagnier, and LA MAUVAISE RENCONTRE (2009), currently being filmed for television.
Foreign rights sold for previous titles: Bulgarian (Paradox), Chinese (Shanghai 99 Reader, Ten Points
Publishing), Czech (Havran), Dutch (De Geus), English (Portobello Books), German (Suhrkamp), Greek
(Plethron), Hebrew (Matar Publishing), Hungarian (Magveto Kiado), Italian (Bompiani), Japanese (Shincho
Sha), Korean (DDWorld’s, Prunsoop Publishing), Polish (Nasza Ksiegarnia), Portuguese (Brazil: Record,
Portugal: Platano), Romanian (Trei), Russian (Phantom-Press), Serbian (Carobna Knjiga), Slovene (Didakta),
Spanish (Tusquets), Swedish (Norstedts), Turkish (Merkez Kitapcilik).

FRANCOPHONE AUTHORS
Awumey, Edem: ROSE DÉLUGE
(Boréal, September 2011, 210 pages)
A story that celebrates our shared human heritage in a world of frightening fragility.
Rose has died following an endless struggle – a struggle against her own body falling apart, a struggle
against the nightmares seeping into her shattered mind. Now Sambo, her nephew, must undertake a final ritual
and honour her last request: to bury her remainsin the city that never left her dreams, New Orleans, Louisiana.
To accomplish this impossible mission, Sambo must borrow a childhood friend’s identity. His journey –
a long coach ride through the United States – begins in Canada, where his friend lives. In a tiny bus station in
Hull, he meets Louise, who also dreams of escape and faraway places. Gradually, as they wait for an
increasingly late bus to arrive, their worlds become acquainted and begin to intertwine. With Louise at his side,
Sambo begins what is to be Rose’s last journey.
Edem Awumey’s third novel is filled with dazzling lyrical power. A story of human beings on the
move from Africa to America, from dusty South to chilly North.,
Edem Awumey was born in Togo in 1975. He now lives in Canada. His first novel, PORT-MÉLO,
which was published in 2006 by Éditions Gallimard, garnered the Grand Prix littéraire de l’Afrique noire in
2006, one of the most distinguished literary awards in Africa. His second novel, LES PIEDS SALES (Éditions
Boréal) was long-listed for the Goncourt in 2009.

Hane, Khadi: DES FOURMIS DANS LA BOUCHE
(Denoël, August 2011, 220 pages)
Shortlisted for the Prix Roman Fnac
An African woman embarks on a quest for freedom in Paris. A major writer is born.
Khadîja was born in Mali, and lives in the Château-Rouge district of Paris, home to a large African
community, where she struggles to make ends meet, and raise her four kids decently. She suffers from deeprooted emotional isolation: trapped within the suffocating confines of her native culture, she is at odds with her
Muslim faith and is rejected by her own folks, including her children, because she has an affair with Jacques, a
white man, who is also the father of her new-born mixed-blood son.
All the people around her feel entitled to brutally and unfairly question and condemn her life choices,
whether intrusive and vindicative neighbours, local shopkeepers and cops, even the ridiculous and pompous selfdeclared African “patriarchs ». Faced with this absurd trial, wherein Africans and Europeans prove equally
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narrow-minded and prejudiced, Khadija will find the strength and courage to fight back and rebel, yet without
losing her sense of humour.
This intense depiction of Paris’ little Africa is further enhanced by a very inventive and lively writing
style that mixes up French and African influences. A beautiful novel upon the price to be paid to achieve
individual freedom.
Khadi Hane was born in Dakar, Senegal, in 1962. She is the author of several novels, including MA
SALE PEAU NOIRE (Manuscrit.com, 2001) and LE COLLIER DE PAILLE (Pocket, 2010)

Miano, Léonora: CES ÂMES CHAGRINES
(Plon, August 2011, 289 pages)
Two brothers, polar opposites who both seek redemption, try to escape the shared destiny of their
family. A novel that is at once universal and pertinent, solidly anchored in reality while exploring the territory of
the imagination.
Two brothers, Maxime and Antoine (aka Anton, aka Snow) live in a big city in the North. They are
opposites and opposed to one another, both in character and in their paths in life. Born in Mboasu, lacking the
civil identity that papers would provide, Maxime has managed to find work in a bank, but, to get around the
administrative problems his situation presents, he uses his brother Snow’s papers. Snow, the shady wheeler and
dealer, lives off of those who lack papers and is paid for it. He is utterly self-centered, a dried-out fruit with
dreams of sequins and glitz in the world of modelling. The secret and deep-seated resentment that motivates the
two is linked to their differing circumstances of birth. Snow is a child born of love, Maxime the accident of a
rape. Thamar, their mother, pays a heavy price for their heritage. Though she lives nearby, in the suburbs of the
city, her squalid existence, ignored by her sons, can scarcely be called a life.
But all that changes when Maxime is promoted and the bank sends him to become manager of one of its
branches in Mboasu. There he can live freely, without having to beg Snow for his services. Maxime decides to
take his mother with him to the Continent.
The family’s equilibrium, such as it is, is threatened, and Snow suddenly finds himself all alone. Will he
find the strength to surmount his suffering and turn his situation into a character builder?
Léonora Miano was born in 1973 at Douala, in Cameroun. She is considered a major new voice of
Afro-European literature. Following her African trilogy composed of L’INTÉRIEUR DE LA NUIT, rated one of
the best works of the year by Lire magazine, CONTOURS DU JOUR QUI VIENT, Prix Goncourt des Lycéens
2006, and LES AUBES ÉCARLATES (2009), she has also written two works on the Afro-European community,
TELS DES ASTRES ÉTEINTS and BLUES POUR ÉLISE (2010). She lives in Paris.
“Cinglant. Une vraie gifle ! Décidément, Léonora Miano est dotée d’un sacré punch” Elle
“CES ÂMES CHAGRINES fait partie de ce dernier cycle portant sur la communauté afropéenne où sont
développés les thèmes chers à Léonora Miano, qui revendique une hybridation culturelle, une identité afrooccidentale” Page
“Un beau regard qui n’est jamais accusateur, mais semble très réaliste sur la condition des familles en
ces terres africaines” L’Echo de l’ouest

Thúy, Kim & Janovjak, Pascal: À TOI
(Librex, September 2011, 176 pages)
À TOI is a romanticized and poetic correspondence between a French-Slovak-Swiss writer and a
Vietnamese-Quebec writer, ignited by the spark of literary love.
In this dialogue between a man and a woman, the reader is invited to share this intimate universe and
discovers along the way the poetic charm that has impassioned thousands of readers of RU. Written in the slow
rhythm of memory or the syncopated beat of a changing world, the texts recount today’s concerns, universal and
personal. Attuned to the sensuality of details, their writings echo, amplify, complete each other and vibrate in
rare complicity.
Their words travel across an ocean and six time zones, over walls, frontiers and cultural divides, to
speak of the beauty of the world and the fragility of life.
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Pascal Janovjak was born in Basel, Switzerland, of a French mother and Slovak father. He spent
several years in Ramallah on the West Bank. Born in Vietnam, Kim Thúy arrived in Quebec at the age of 10.
She lives in Montreal and devotes herself to writing.
Foreign rights sold to: France (Liana Levi), Canada Book Club (Québec Loisirs)

Trouillot, Lyonel: LA BELLE AMOUR HUMAINE
(Actes Sud, August 2011, 170 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt
“Did I use my presence in this world fairly?” Trouillot’s novel asks. A young western woman, Anaïse,
is heading to a small coastal village in Haiti with Thomas, her guide. There she hopes to pick up her father’s trail
and finally clear up the mystery of her grandfather’s tragic disappearance.
But Thomas warns her that she might have to give up on such investigations, as the world she will
experience is filled with otherness and the joyful dead, a world where laws can be flexible. She will discover a
land where the human condition has to reinvent itself indefinitely to face the ferocious appetites of those who
claim ownership of a world that belongs to all.
Lyonel Trouillot masterfully questions the quirks of fate that make people white or black, powerful or
miserable, placing them in the north or south, here or elsewhere. Lyonel Trouillot tells his island through a
family affair.
A novelist and a poet, an intellectual and a fervent player on the international French-speaking scene,
the author was born in 1956 in Port-au-Prince, where he still lives. His work is published by Editions Actes Sud
and his latest novel YANVALOU POUR CHARLIE, received the Prix Wepler in 2009.
“Une histoire humaniste et politique du grand écrivain haïtien Lyonel Trouillot” Livres Hebdo
“Lyonel Trouillot continue de mettre en mots les contrastes désespérants de sa terre natale martyrisée”
Livres Hebdo
“Un texte poignant et conduit de main de maître” Le Figaro
“Un court récit polyphonique, qui chante le monde, sa beauté et ses imperfections en même temps que
l’art qui témoigne et, parfois, juge et condamne” Page
“Une fable lumineuse et dense qui nous incite à nous poser la seule question qui vaille :Que faire de
notre présence au monde ?” Le Figaro Magazine
“Quand viendra l’heure, posez-vous la question qui compte: “Ai-je fait un bel usage de ma presence au
monde?” conseille l’oncle mourrant. Lyonel Trouillot y répond en beauté, avec ce superbe hymne au petit
people de son pays maudit” L’Express
“Voici un grand livre. Ne passez donc pas à côté de LA BELLE AMOUR HUMAINE du poète,
romancier et journaliste haïtien, amoureux des mots et de notre langue. (…) Ce roman a deux voix est d’une
force étonnante. On pressent le prix littéraire…” Femme Actuelle

NON-FRANCOPHONE AUTHORS
ICELAND

Ava Ólafsdóttir, Audrun: ROSA CANDIDA
(Zulma, August 2010, 336 pages)
85,000 copies sold in France
Shortlisted for the Prix Fémina 2010 and for the Grand Prix des lectrices de Elle 2011
Young Arnljótur is about to leave home, his autistic twin brother, his eighty-year-old father and the
crepuscular landscape of lichen-covered lava. His mother had a car accident. As she lay dying in a mass of
twisted metal, she somehow found the strength to phone her loved ones and give calm advice to her son who
listened, unaware that these were the last words of a dearly beloved mother. For between them, there was a bond:
the garden and the greenhouse where she grew a rare, eight-petalled species of the Rosa candida. It was there
also that Arnljótur made love to Anna, a friend’s girlfriend, in a fleeting moment of the night; and in his
innocence, left her with child.
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As he heads for an old rose garden in the continent, with two or three cuttings from the Rosa Candida in
his luggage, Arnljótur is unknowingly on the way to an encounter with Anna and her little daughter, there in
another Eden forgotten by the world and kept by a monk who loves the cinema.
Audur Ava Ólafsdóttir published her first work of fiction, UPPHŒKKUD JÖRD (Raised Earth), in
1998. Her two subsequent works, RIGNING Í NÓVEMBER (November Rain) and AFLEGGIARINN (Rosa
candida), enjoyed universal critical acclaim. ROSA CANDIDA received in Iceland the DV Culture Award, the
Prize for Icelandic Women's Literature, and a nomination for the Nordic Council's Literary Award.
Foreign rights sold to: Denmark (Athene Forlaget), Italy (Einaudi), Germany (Suhrkamp), The
Netherlands (MM Boeken), Spain (Alfaguara), English world rights (Amazon crossing).
“An incontestable literary achievement, Rosa candida proves that extreme subtlety is sometimes
expressed in the simplest terms. The author’s craving for detail and minor events, whose fleeting beauty
nourishes the memory of the characters and the reader, is contagious.” Le Monde des livres
“What could be more charming than this novel, a bubble of delicacy and authenticity that floats up from
a world that has forgotten such words.” Elle
“Such delicacy is the miracle of this Rosa candida, whose petals we pluck almost in a dream, but no,
this book really exists. Audur Ava Olafsdottir wrote it and you simply must read it.” Le Point

SERBIA

Popovic, Mira: PARIS-BELGRADE. (D’UNE TERRASSE A L’AUTRE)
(Viviane Hamy, to be published in February 2012, 150 pages)
Short Stories
Mira Popovic tells us stories of her childhood, love stories, and pure fantasies which take a different
view of the everyday. This collection vigorously unites burlesque, tenderness and humour.
A great voice of Serbian literature to be discovered.
We meet a man fascinated by a pair of subtle grey-black shoes, as well as a pitcher patterned with kitsch
flowers and despised by a whole family, which is nevertheless stolen by a thief. There is even an apparently
useless key which the author decides to put into her text so as not to throw it away.
Childhood memories float to the surface during a meeting or a situation. Such as the deaf-mute boy
from her village in Serbia who was run over because he did not hear the horn of a truck going hell for leather
towards him; or the woman who, on a drive through Paris, is fixated by the back of the taxi driver’s neck because
it reminds her of her lover. She asks the driver not to turn around to prolong the pleasure of this ambiguity and
imagine that the couple’s dream trip to Paris has indeed become reality.
Mira Popovic latches onto the beings and objects spawned by our existences. She pulls surprisingly
bright and enigmatic stories out of their apparent banality.
Mira Popovic was born in Belgrade. She has worked for many years as a Paris correspondent for the
Yugoslav and Serb press. Alongside her journalistic work, Mira Popovic’s work as a short story writer spans
many years, and is recognized and admired by fellow writers. She is published by the best Serbian literary
magazines.

SPAIN

Etxenike, Luisa: VINO
(Robert Laffont, October 2011, 168 pages)
A Spanish literary novel that centers around three main characters who areinextricably tied to one
another’s past and present
Raúl and Isabel have an unusual mother-son relationship; he is a spoiled young man in desperate need
of money and the one possible solution he can think of is to blackmail his own mother. But blackmail her with
what? He breaks into a secret apartment Isabel keeps in a small French town where he finds a clue; a book of
drawings of a vineyard. The drawings were done by Fermín, a boy he had befriended during his holidays as a
teen in the small village of La Rioja. Raúl travels there to find Fermín who has now built a winery in the region.
Raúl suspects that Isabel financed the winery, suggesting that she would’ve preferred Fermín to be her son.
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What Raúl doesn’t realize is that Fermín was madly in love with Isabel, and that she seduced him one
fateful summer. When Fermín refuses to help Raúl, he becomes furious and sabotages the vineyard. This
destruction unwittingly brings Isabel to the village as she must repair the damage caused by her impetuous child.
Fermín, still in love with Isabel after all of these years, seizes this unexpected opportunity to be with her again.
Isabel, desperate to unburden herself from her past, reveals a terrible secret she has been carrying with her since
childhood.With the literary subtlety of a seasoned author, Luisa Etxenike exquisitely writes about the most basic
human relations: hate, passion, love, discretion.
Luisa Etxenike is a journalist for El País and El País vasco.

MIDDLE-EAST

Khalifa, Khaled: IN PRAISE OF HATRED
First published in Arabic by Amissa, Beirut, 2006, 421 pages
Short-listed for the Arab Man Booker Prize 2008
Rarely have Syrian authors tried to enlighten the tragic events that devastated Syria in the 1980’s. IN
PRAISE OF HATRED is a novel built on the author’s recollection of this exceptional period of Aleppo’s
history. The narrator and main character is a teenager who undergoes the bigot influence of her aunts and uncles.
Aiming for God’s approval, she dresses in black and covers her head with the religious veil. She represses her
blooming sensuality, wears bras filled with cardboard, and looks with horror to girls who dare reveal their arms
and breasts in indecent clothing. Following the footsteps of her beloved uncle Bakr, she enters the main
opposition movement, the Islamist brotherhood. Many other characters enrich this novel. There is Maryam, the
eldest who teaches to her teen-aged niece the taboo of the body and Marwa, her sister, who marries an officer of
the “Death brigade”, destined to crush the Islamist Brotherhood, and many others. The characters of this novel
are full of life, very well integrated in a delimited space-time frame. Troubled by their questioning and their
obsessions, they seem familiar and close to our own daily preoccupations.
Khaled Khalifa was born in 1964, in a village close to Aleppo, Syria. He currently lives in Damascus
where he writes scripts for cinema and television. This is his third published novel, after GUARDIANS OF
TREACHERY and THE NOTEBOOKS OF THE BOHEMIANS.
Foreign rights sold to: Italy (Bompiani), the Netherlands (De Geus), France (Actes Sud), Spain
(Lumen)
“The book, a Balzacian tale full of romance and murder that ranges from Afghanistan to Yemen to
Syria, was promptly banned when it was first published here in 2006. All that has given Mr. Khalifa, who is
better known here for his television screenplays, a new prominence as one of the rising stars of Arab fiction, and
a rare public voice on a largely forbidden topic.” New York Times
“It is a marvellous novel which haunted its author for 13 years. Khaled Khalifa broke political taboos
when he published his novel in Syria (...) A cultural event” al-Mustaqbal

Zoyâ Pirzâd: C’EST MOI QUI ÉTEINS LES LUMIÈRES
(Zulma, May 2011, 300 pages)
Originally written in Persian: first published in Iran in 2001
100,000 copies sold in Iran
Written during the feminine wave of post-revolutionary Persian novels, C’EST MOI QUI ETEINS LES
LUMIERES is much more than a testimony on life in Iran in the 70’s. It is a writer’s vision of a society where
women have become the agents at the heart of social change.
A housewife devoted to her three children and her taciturn husband, Clarisse realizes what a failure her
marital life really is. Her routine is abruptly disturbed by the arrival of new neighbours: in the Armenian quarter
of Abadan, this constitutes a minor revolution. Soon her children make friends with Emilie, the newly arrived
girl whose father, a young and attractive widower, promptly awakens Clarisse from her inertia. Although she
lives in a bourgeois and Europeanised environment, Clarisse tries to maintain her family equilibrium by all
possible means and will not allow herself to cross the line. In C’EST MOI QUI ÉTEINS LES LUMIÈRES, Zoyâ
Pirzâd brings us a most intimate description of a woman’s vision of her entourage and her condition, which she
accepts; perhaps not with serenity but at least with a humility that has its own kind of spiritual grandeur.
Zoyâ Pirzâd was born in Abadan in 1952 of a Russian father and an Armenian mother. She first
published three books of short stories. C’EST MOI QUI ÉTEINS LES LUMIÈRES, her first novel, was
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published in 2001 and received several prizes. Already published in France : ON S’Y FERA (2007), UN JOUR
AVANT PÂQUES (2008) and LE GOÛT ÂPRE DES KAKIS (2009).
Foreign rights sold to: Germany (Insel Verlag), U.K. (Oneworld, world rights), Greece (Livanis),
Norway (Solum) and Turkey (Aras), Norway (Solum), China (Alpha Books).

CHILE

Calderón, Felipe Becerra: CHIENS FERAUX
(Anne Carrière, August 2011, 160 pages)
Awarded the Roberto Bolano prize 2006
1980, the north of Chile, under Pinochet’s rule. Only the communal graves of the regime’s victims
invest the arid soil of the Atacama desert.
Rocío, a former medical student, has gone with her husband, Carlos, a police lieutenant, to his post in
the Huara reserve, where there’s nothing to do and far too much to think about. Carlos confides his boredom to
the pages of a notebook, and his fear and anxiety about his wife’s state of mind.
For Rocío is not alone. Unlike the other ‘whites’, she sees the Andean villagers flee their presence like a
curse; she sees the dogs, returned to their wild state, fearful and starving as they roam around the moral decay of
the oppressors. But above all, she hears the voices of children who haunt her, like the lament of her barren
womb, like the vengeful cry of a martyred people and their land.
In this surreal and polyphonic novel, Calderón explores the effects of madness and solitude on two
ordinary human beings who just happen to be in the torturers’ camp. He presents us with a rich text, in which the
language also veers to schizophrenia to better describe the contagion of evil in a macabre merry-go-round that
recalls the prosody of Malcolm Lowry.
Felipe Becerra Calderón was born in Viña del Mar in Chile in 1985. He studied literature at the Catholic
University in Santiago. Nowadays he lives in Vadivia. Wild Dogs, his first novel, received the prestigious
Roberto Bolaño prize in Chile in 2006.
“L’ensemble est d’un baroque onirique, mâtiné de scien-fiction, mélant les registres d’écriture (…). Un
roman sonore tout bruisse, chuchote, chnate, crie. (…) troublant echo sonore de l’horreur. On en sort en
méditant” Artpress

UNITED KINGDOM/UNITED STATES

Levison, Iain: THE CAB DRIVER
(Liana Lévi, January 2011, 246 pages)
Originally written in English.
Inspired by a true case that occurred in Salt Lake City in 2003: an innocent man is enjailed for a murder
he didn‘t commit, waiting for an absurd trial that could lead him to death. Jeff lives a quiet life as a cab driver in
Dallas, until the day the police breaks into his house and takes him into custody as the prime suspect in the
abduction of a little girl. He believes in a huge misunderstanding. But he’s soon discouraged by the doggedness
of the not overly scrupulous police, eager to classify the investigation, a spineless court-appointed lawyer and
fingerprints found where they shouldn’t be... As he awaits his trial on death row while the media get excited
about his “crime,” he starts to crack up. A long descent to hell... With biting humour, Iain Levison takes down
the judicial spiral of one of the most repressive states in America.
Iain Levison was born in 1963 in Scotland. His first novel SINCE THE LAYOFFS sold 40,000 copies
in France and has been published in Germany (Matthes und Seitz), Italy (Instar Libri) and The Netherlands (De
Geus). His second novel UNE CANAILLE ET DEMIE (2006, 15,000 copies sold) has also been published in
Germany (Matthes und Seitz), Italy (Feltrinelli),The Netherlands (De Geus) and UK/USA (Bitter Lemon Press).
Foreign rights sold to : Germany (Deuticke).
“Iain Levison signe avec ARRÊTEZ-MOI LÀ un roman coup de poing, violent, âpre, inoubliable (…)
Iain Levison, l’un des observateurs les plus justes de la société américaine, et au-delà, de nos systèmes
contemporains” Mediapart
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May, Peter: L’HOMME DE LEWIS
(Actes Sud, October 2011, 236 pages)
Following the BLACK HOUSE, L’HOMME DE LEWIS returns to the isolated island of Lewis, off the
coast of Scotland, which once again becomes the scene of a strange and evocative investigation.
With his life a shambles, former police inspector Fin Macleod returns to his native island, Lewis. His
son’s tragic death destroyed his marriage, and he has left the police force feeling resigned to a bleak, hopeless
life.
The windswept moors, the fury of the ocean crashing over the shore: on that land he feels he might find
new meaning for his life. But shortly after his arrival, the body of a young man is unearthed – miraculously
preserved by the bog for fifty years. DNA analysis link the corpse to Tormod Macdonald, the father of his first
love, Marsaili, and the man is soon the number one suspect. A race against time soon begins in an attempt to
unravel the truth: the chief inspector is sent to the island to lead the investigation, and he refuses to spare the
senile old man, who is losing his memory day by day.
Tormod’s story lifts a veil on a largely unknown piece of Scottish history. He was one of the “Homers”:
orphans or abandoned children that the Catholic Church used to send to the Hebrides. The children were
unloaded like baggage, wearing tags with the name of families they had been assigned to. Their true purpose was
to provide free labour and to dilute the consanguinity that was weakening the island’s population.
The old man’s faltering brain delivers random dispatches, gradually unravelling the awful yet dramatic
past, helping to identify the body, and finally putting a stop to a decade-long vendetta.
After the BLACK HOUSE (2009 rights sold: Italy (Einaudi), Germany (Rowohlt), English-speaking
world: Quercus, Spain (Random House Mondadori). Portugal (Dom Quixote), Russia (Corpus/Astrel), we are
once again faced with a touching and uncompromising inspector, who at this point in life is trying to build his
future on the ashes of the past. The mysteries of majestic, untamed Scotland make a dream-like setting for these
tormented souls whose adventures Peter May orchestrates so masterfully.
Russian rights are under option with Corpus.

DEBUT NOVEL
Almendros, Vincent: MA CHÈRE LISE
(Editions de Minuit, September 2011, 160 pages)
Short-listed for the Prix France Culture Télérama
MY DEAR LISE is a love story that is both beautiful and simple, between a young girl from a very
wealthy family and a young man who is rather solitary and comes from a working-class background. The story is
told by him ; he is never judgmental and with an almost eerie detachment, he tells the complicity with Lise’s
warm and welcoming family, the whims of young girls, amorous desire and weariness that can creep in quickly
in a couple.
A 25-year-old man is hired by a wealthy family as a private tutor for their 15-year-old daughter, Lise.
He is immediately attracted to the stubborn, blossoming girl-woman. Yet he never would have guessed that he’d
follow her to the ends of the earth.
Vincent Almendros wittily, gracefully and charmingly describes the encounter between a teen in the
first flush of womanhood and a man ten years her elder who is already starting to feel old. A novel that is
surprisingly simple and yet so full of meaning.
Vincent Almendros was born in 1978. MA CHERE LISE is his first novel.
“Vincent Almendros orchestre parfaitement la confrontation entre une adolscente en train d’éclore et
un jeune homme de dix ans son aîné qui a déjà l’impression de vieillir” Livres Hebdo
“Il y a beaucoup de charme, de grâce et de finesse dans les pages entêtantes de MA CHÈRE LISE”
Livres Hebdo
“Premier roman subtil et inquiétant.” Les Inrockuptibles
“Un roman surprenant de simplicité et pourtant tellement lourd de sens” Page
“Une jolie comédie douce-amère et tout à fait irrésistible” Page
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Marnier, Sébastien: MIMI
(Fayard, August 2011, 448 pages)
La Courneuve, the Paris suburbs. Jean-Pierre, or J.P., lives in a housing estate with his five rowdy
brothers, his violent father and his worn-out mother. To kill time, he martyrizes anyone he can get a his hands
on, in particular a certain Barthélémy, also known as Mimi. Top of the class, Mimi lives in a bungalow and takes
vacations with his parents all over the world. More than enough, that is, to make someone like J.P. want to hit
him.
Years later, J.P. has left La Courneuve for the suburbs of Lyon. Now he's a pizzaïolo, spreading tomato
sauce on pizza dough day after day. But it's all he could find. Addicted to porn, the real girls around him seem
less attractive than the hair-free actresses in the movies. He still knows they all want him. A lot of men do too,
the fags! A violence, ready to erupt at the slighest occasion, is simmering in his muddled head. Then, one day he
happens to cross paths with Mimi again. That bastard Mimi has a political career, a gorgeous wife and a
government car with a chauffeur! It's all too much for J.P. From then on in, he's obsessed with Mimi.
Sébastien Marnier is 33 and lives in Paris. A screenwriter and filmmaker, the director of several awardwinning short films, his first feature-length film is in the making. Mimi is his first novel.
“Lorsqu’on avait rencontré Sacha Sperling , après MES ILLUSIONS DONNENT SUR LA COUR, une
évidence s’était imposée : on avait affaire à un véritable écrivain” Livres Hebdo
“A en croire ses admirateurs, il serait le nouveau Sagan au masculine” La Marseillaise
“Chronique d’une attraction puis d’un désamour, ce roman est le négatif d’un ROMÉO ET JULIETTE
moderne, servi par une écriture d’une incroyable maturité” 24 Heures Regions
“C’est un premier roman énorme par son culot, ample par son ambition, iconoclaste par son ton, et
dérangeant par sa violence verbale. Un tour de force en tout cas, et un défi littéraire relevé de main de maître”
La Marseillaise

Saintenoy, Fanny: JUST BEFORE
(Flammarion/Susanna Lea Asst., October 2011, 356 pages)
Selected for the Fnac and Lire/Virgin Prizes, Fall 2011
"You have given a sense of happiness to someone who rarely savored it." Daniel Pennac
JUST BEFORE opens with the voice of thirty year-old Fanny, the youngest of four generations of
women. She is by her great-grandmother's side, watching over her in her last hours. In alternating voices, Fanny
and her great-grandmother tell their stories. A novel of love and longing, JUST BEFORE captures the story of
these four women, and through the glimpses into their worlds, that of a century. From Paris and the South of
France, through Rajasthan and the Indian desert, the women evoke memories of romance on the riverbanks of
the Seine, of facing the sudden loss of a husband in a concentration camp, of the Champs Elysées on Liberation
Day, of seeking freedom from the constraints of marriage. These strong and inspiring women each reveal how
they faced the unknown.
Moving and bittersweet, JUST BEFORE is a novel for mothers, daughters, and generations to come.
Fanny Saintenoy is thirty-nine years old and lives in Paris with her two children. JUST BEFORE is her
first novel.
“A delicate and moving first novel, marked by tremendous freedom, joy and insight. Saintenoy displays
panache and balance, steering clear of easy tricks and sentimentalism - this blend makes the strength of this
book.” Le Monde
“A novel full of emotion, which stays with the reader for a long time. A true gem!” Lire
“This profound novel charms the reader by its straightforward simplicity.” Elle
“In JUST BEFORE, Fanny Saintenoy interweaves the portraits of a young woman with that of her
great-grandmother in a sharp and honest way.” Le Magazine Littéraire
“Through to the end of this moving interwoven portrait [of two women], Fanny Saintenoy excels in
mastering simplicity, spices up the narrative with a mix of humor and poetry, and creates emotion without
artifice.” Page des Libraires
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Kader, Slimane: WAM
(Robert Laffont, August 2011, 168 pages)
26-year old Slimane Kader’s debut novel introduces Wam, a twenty-something from the Parisian
banlieue who hasn’t done much of anything to escape from the rut in which his life is perpetually stuck. He is a
self-proclaimed “artiste” whose works can be seen tagged on buildings and train cars across Paris. Not since
Faïza Guène’s KIFFE KIFFE DEMAIN, has such an original literary voice exploded on the scene.
During the course of one night in Paris, Wam finds himself in the strangest situations.Things start out
calmly enough when Wam offers to buy a broken-hearted woman some drinks, without having any money.
Three shots of vodka later, her boyfriend returns, begs her forgiveness and leaves Wam to pay the bar tab. Since
he can’t, he has no choice but to hit the owner and run. Things spiral out of control from there. As outrageous as
Wam’s night is, he goes through a wonderful transformation that inspires him to take life and himself more
seriously, and dare to be someone.
Slimane Kader, 26, grew up in the Parisian banlieue. Fired from a Buffalo Grill for refusing to dress up
as Santa Claus, he now works as a diving instructor on a Caribbean cruise ship.

Guyard, Alain: LA ZONZON
(Le Dilettante, August 2011, 288 pages)
A philosopher who gives workshops to inmates in jail gets seduced and almost goes off the rails. A
story that is comical yet deep : it is crude, flamboyant, and irresistibly sarcastic!
Lazare Vilain is a thirty something year old philosopher who is sent to teach a few convicts at the
Nimes prison. He is not the usual philosophy teacher; he is more the type who hangs out with organizers of
rigged games and free fights, who ties up with others until some thugs invite themselves to his table to insult his
wife. Whereupon he takes the bull by the horns and decides to teach philosophy to headstrong convicts. All goes
well: troubled, anxious and intrigued, prisoners attend his classes. But little by little, Vilain gets to know them,
befriends them, smuggles letters, until he becomes involved in the underworld, circles he shouldn’t move in with
unless armed with caution and a personalized Glock pistol. As we follow his adventures, we discover a boxing
gym, clubs, brothels, seedy backrooms and bars; we sit at Mr. Riccioli’s table, we meet Rocky-les-baffes, Leïla
the widow of an anarchist bank robber, and the aptly named Barbarovitch, the PACA Peachums, who rule over
an entire family of fake beggars and workers. We even get to attend a prison bullfight and encounter a
“pornologist pizzaiolo”. And for the grand finale, a love declaration and a political reckoning. Metaphysical and
earthy, this tough, caustic debut novel draws you into a strange, unfamiliar world.
“My public was certainly not one that hung out in philosophy cafés for urban philosophers and semiprofessors posing as philosophers... ” A.G.
Alain Guyard was born in 1966. Even to himself he remains a mystery that he can’t manage to solve in
five lines. He occasionally does a bit of “philo-sophie” in town, in prisons and psychiatric hospitals, and in the
country, in sheep pens and caves.
“For his first novel – drawn in part from his own experience (he too is an “outdoor” philosopher) –
Alain Guyard has concocted a cocktail of love and social satire, with a zest of spying. His inspiration and style
recall San-Antonio, Audiard: it is original, funny and slightly subversive.” Livres Hebdo

Delfavard, Marien: DU TEMPS QU’ON EXISTAIT
(Grasset, August 2011, 384 pages)
A remarkable debut novel by an author aged just seventeen. A star is born.
The novel begins and ends with a funeral. In the intervening pages, the man about to be buried tells the
story of his life. As the depressive son of a bourgeois family, his only outlets against a profound sense of ennui
are sarcasm and daydreams. The child grows into a sensitive young man who travels across France, horrified by
the vulgarity he encounters at every step.
More Bildungsroman than picaresque adventure, Du temps qu’on existait recounts the hero’s spiritual
growth, right up to the serenity of his final hours, when he encounters happiness at long last. The hero may be
bowing out of life early, but he has lost none of his acerbic wit. The text alternates between passages of
melancholy beauty, moments of pure satire, and hilarious vignettes, like a game of Monopoly that every family
will recognise. A pure delight.
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Marien Defalvard is nineteen. He lives in Orléans. His mastery of language, drawing on a lifelong love
of literature, is unparalleled in such a young writer.

Biefnot, Véronique: COMME DES LARMES SOUS LA PLUIE
(Editions Héloïse d’Ormesson, May 2011, 325 pages)
A captivating love thriller. Naëlle, a magnificent young woman with a dark secret, lives a quiet life
keeping people at arm’s length. Until she meets Simon Bersic, a successful author, who cannot overcome the
grief of losing his wife. The attraction is mutual, is it a second chance at love for the writer?
A horrible kidnapping will force them to face evil and oblige Naëlle to revisit her terrible past.
Véronique Biefnot is a comedian, a painter and a director. She lives in Brussels. COMME DES
LARMES SOUS LA PLUIE is her first novel.

de Vilno, Pierre: ELVIRE & JEREMY
(Editions Héloïse d’Ormesson,, September 2011, 165 pages)
Elvire lives with a woman and Jeremy prefers the company of men. But they will fall in love.
He teaches law at the Sorbonne University and she attends his class. Even though they are worlds apart
they are immediately attracted to each other. They fall passionately in love but they both prefer furtive
encounters rather than trying to establish a deeper relationship. When the couple tries again a heterosexual
experience, their dilemma remains unresolved: it is painful to be together as it is impossible not to be. Sex, lies,
and gender: ELVIRE & JEREMY is the light-hearted novel of an impossible love.
Born in 1974, Pierre de Vilno is graduated from the National School of Music. He works as a journalist
for national radio station Europe 1.

Deloffre, Virginie: LÉNA
(Albin Michel, August 2011, 300 pages)
Lena is waiting for her husband’s return. Vassia is a pilot in the Red Army. She enjoys waiting, drawing
strength even from his absence. In her community flat, she writes this to the man and woman who brought her up
in the great Siberian North: Varvara the peasant, still a communist, and Mitia the geologist who was first sent
there by the authorities and stayed.
Vassia, selected by Star City to be a cosmonaut, tells her the long history of the conquest of space, the
launch of Sputnik in 1957, the first inhabited spacecraft with Gagarin in 1961, the Russian’s triumph over the
Americans. It is now 1987; the end of the Soviet Union looms on the horizon, all that remains to be conquered is
the sky and the infinite space of Siberia, Lena’s homeland from whose nomadic people her mother hailed.
Virginie Deloffre is a doctor. Since childhood, she has been fascinated by Russia, the Great North and
icy landscapes. LÉNA is her debut novel.
“Un magnifique roman qui, de la toundra sibérienne à la mythique Cité des Etoiles, nous raconte les
rêves et les espoirs de quatre personnages en quête d’absolu” Page
“La nouvelle romancière à la plume forte et poétique passe au scalpel l’âme russe” Le Figaro
littéraire
“Considéré comme « exceptionnel », reçu comme la splendide redécouverte de la conquête de l’espace
par les Russe, ce roman est une grande joie de lecteur et de libraire” Le Nouvel Observateur

Coudrier, Isabelle: VA ET DIS-LE AUX CHIENS
(Fayard, August 2011, 816 pages)
Love, to him, is the most ordinary, most timeworn of intrigues. She sees it more like the
quadrant of a circle, or the sequencing of pi.
Sylvia is a math teacher, enamoured of algebraic purity and wary of equations without
existential solutions. Louis is a film critic, on the qui vive for clichés and platitudes, not only in
movies but also in the world around him. Louis and Sylvia are obviously not made for each other.
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Together, they will clumsily go through all the motions of love, without ever pronouncing the
word. With each new phase of their relationship, they will make it a point, furthermore, not to see
each other for weeks at a time, to better convince themselves that it all means nothing.
VA ET DIS-LE AUX CHIENS is screenwriter Isabelle Coudrier's debut novel.
“VA ET DIS-LE AUX CHIENS, l’impressionnant coup d’essai romanesque d’Isabelle
Coudrier, est sans doute en cette rentrée littéraire française ce qu’il y a de plus proche de ce que les
Anglos-Saxons appellent un « page turner ». Son livre est éblouissant de maîtrise, d’émotion, et d’une
très curieuse tristesse allègre…” Livres Hebdo

Gallet, Bruno: DES VOYOUS MAGNIFIQUES
(Anne Carrière, October 2011, 280 pages)
Here is a novel that starts off as a classic ‘getaway’ detective novel and moves on to be a humane and
poignant adventure.
During a hold-up in a small town in the Southern Alps, Tuscan kills a bank manager. He steals a car and
escapes along with Abel, his accomplice. They intend to seek refuge at his sister’s place in the heart of the
country. But they have an accident and have no choice but to flee by foot across the wintry landscape. On the
way, through the strange magic of a precious burden they’ve been obliged to take on board, their very ordinary
escape is gradually transformed into a redeeming quest, metamorphosing the crooks themselves into altruistic
hoodlums.
In the vein of the American country novel, told in an unadorned, engaging style, this story is about
essential and often tragic things at the heart of nature around us that can crush man or, sometimes, transcend
him. The force of feeling and wild beauty of the landscape give this story an epic and noble dimension.
Trained as an architect, Bruno Gallet is a scriptwriter for cinema and TV. His passion is
mountaineering, and he is a high mountain guide and himalayist. He lives in Avignon. DES VOYOUS
MAGNIFIQUES is his first novel.

Josse, Gaëlle: LES HEURES SILENCIEUSES
(Autrement, January 2011, 144 pages)
Delft, 1667. Behind the apparent calm of a Dutch interior scene, the inti-mate vacillations of Magdalena
van Beyeren.
Magdalena is the wife of Pieter van Beyeren, an administrator in the Dutch East Indies Company. Born
into a family of wealthy ship owners, Magdalena is rigorous, a stickler for order and thrift, mistress of herself
and her hearth. She could have succeeded her father if only trade were not reserved to men, and the place of
women in the home. It is to an interior space that she seems to withdraw. An interior where she was portrayed
from behind, at her harpsichord, near a window casting light on a succession of rooms exuding calm, on a
painting of almost unreal charm produced by an artist of the time, Emanuel de Witt.
This decor holds secrets that are delivered in Magdalena’s diary. Her disappointment in not being able
to succeed her father who had no male heir. Her meeting with Pieter. All the intimate cracks in her existence.
One memory oppresses her, fills her nights with anguish: the murder that she witnessed as a child. And other
misfortunes surrounding her…
Gaëlle Jossewas born in 1960. Following studies in law, journalism, psychology, and a few years spent
in New Caledonia, she now works as a writer for a magazine in Paris and lives in the Paris region. She has
published poems in numerous journals and is the author of several poetry collections.
(http://gaellejosse.kazeo.com) LES HEURES SILENCIEUSES is her first novel. This is a superb portrayal of the
Dutch Golden Age is nevertheless not a historical novel but rather a diary, the self-portrait of a woman.
Foreign rights sold: Italy

Pestre, Isabelle: LA ONZIÈME HEURE
(Belfond/Place des editeurs, September 2011, 240 pages)
A coming-of-age tale about a moving friendship between a young girl and an older Albanese refugee.
Lisbeth is an eleven-year-old girl who feels lonely and left out by the adults, even her parents. During
the summer holidays, a teenager has been hired to babysit/keep an eye on her, but Lisbeth is often alone, as her
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babysitter goes to meet her boyfriend every day. Hanging out on the beach, Lisbeth meets Misha, an Albanese
refugee. They become friends, and one night, Lisbeth runs away from home to see him…
Isabelle Pestre has run a media-supervision company for fifteen years. She now dedicates her time to
writing. LA ONZIÈME HEURE is her first novel.

Gestern, Hélène: EUX SUR LA PHOTO
(Arléa, Août 2011, 288 pages)
Short-listed for the Prix du Roman Fnac
A magnificent reflection about family secrets and the specific memories that photography preserves.
A small ad in a newspaper – like a message in a bottle. Hélène is trying to find out the truth about her
mother, who died when she was three. Her only clues: two names and a photograph found among some family
documents that shows a happy, carefree young woman, with two men that Hélène doesn’t know. An answer
arrives: Stéphane, a French scientist who lives in England, has recognized his own father.
So begins a long correspondence studded with clues. Hélène and Stéphane patiently work backwards
through time, digging into family archives, gazing at photographs, searching through their own memories. Their
stories gradually begin to call out and respond to each other and to overlap at times, generating a tale that is not
like the one they had always been told. Their unexpected discoveries lead them to reexamine their own points of
view about their families, their childhoods and their own lives.
This is a captivating novel and the plot is revealed with great craft.
Hélène Gestern is 40 years old. She lives and works in the city of Nancy. EUX SUR LA PHOTO is her
first novel.
“C’est à découvrir absolument et j’envie votre chance de ne pas l’avoir encore lu”. Page
“Une histoire d’amour peu banale et véritablement captivante, un délicieux moment de lecture”.
L’Express

Guyon, Margaux: LATEX ETC.
(Plon, August 2011, 267 pages)
When you’re seventeen and bored to death, you’re ready to take any risk just so time won’t seem to
drag by so slowly. A powerful first novel of disturbing sincerity, written with style and brio.
A high school student in the little city of C***, near Avignon, Margaux divides her time between her
outings, her friends, her reading and her studies. Her parents are separated, she considers her stepmother an
uncultivated ninny, and only her “erudite” grandmother seems worthy of her interest and respect. Saucy and
well-read, she is “practically eighteen” and casts a cynical eye on the existence she perceives as excruciatingly
boring in “not the very depths of rural France, but borderline”. Until the day when, since it’s a way of passing
the time like any other, she begins to sell her body to the prominent figures of the region.
Reckless and insolent, Margaux is the symbol of youth desperately looking for ways to occupy the time,
without drawing any limits as to method until the day when….
Margaux Guyon is twenty-one and was born in Avignon. She survived childhood and, amazingly,
adolescence, both passed in the rollicking town of C***, with its melons, its grand housing projects, and its
endemic boredom under a sky of leaden sun. She lives in Marseilles and is currently preparing the entrance
exams for the prestigious Ecole Normale Supérieure.
“Voilà un roman d’une effronterie maximale, cynique, fluide, cultivé. On peut parier qu’il fera
événement” Le Point
“Mutin et acerbe LATEX, ETC. surfe sur le vague à l’âme de la jeunesse, voguant entre satyre,
anecdotes bidonnantes, et dialogues entre potes qui vannent et qui rassurent. Tout ce qui fait la saveur de ce
petit roman rebelle, à la langue bien pendue” Grazia
“Ce premier roman d’une écrivaine âgée de 21 ans raconte la sexualité débridée d’une lycéenne
provinciale qui se morfond dans sa petite ville, au sein de sa famille étriquée”. Marie Claire
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Stefanini, Anne-Sophie: VERS LA MER
(JC Lattès, August 2011, 250 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Renaudot
From Paris to Nice, the road-trip of a young woman and her mother.
Laure is eighteen. She inherited her mother’s taste for solitude, silence and long trips. As a child, she
learned to read from the pages of Le Livre des voyageurs, an encyclopaedia filled with the heroic journeys of
female adventurers born centuries before. Laure grew up waiting to be old enough to live on her own. Now she
is eighteen and tomorrow she is leaving on a trip with her mother, one last trip, just the two of them.
From Paris to Nice, a lengthy road stretches out before them like a snake. Progress is dependent upon
the occasional tantrums of their old car, stopovers for the night and chance meetings with strangers. The young
woman excitedly anticipates her first glimpse of the sea she has dreamt about. Her mother, on the other hand,
approaches the city she fled twenty years earlier, before Laure was born, searching for a new adventure and
hoping to forget the past.
On the road, mother and daughter discover they are haunted by the same fears, the same longings. Both
harbour false memories, images invented and held for truths. Both realize too that some things will never be
resolved. But nothing is more important than this last moment together.
Anne-Sophie Stefanini is an editor who has always been passionate about Africa. She was born in 1982.
VERS LA MER is her first novel.
“Un très beau texte sur la tragédie de la maladie d’Alzheimer, la perte des souvenirs, l’oubli et le
mensonge (ou les nons-dits ?), et un magnifique portrait d’une relation mère-fille”. Page
“Rarement un premier roman a su aussi bien définir la fragilité de deux êtres, si proches et pourtant si
étrangers l’un à l’autre”. Le Figaro Littéraire

Touchard, Frédéric: NU ROUGE
(Arléa, Août 2011, 208 pages)
Finishing up her thesis about Edouard Pignon, Camille decides to head for the Nord-Pas-de-Calais, the
painter’s native region. She wants to find out for herself where the artist’s inspiration came from. But her quest
soon takes on another dimension.
Guided by Jean, a chance encounter with whom she starts to get involved, she is drawn into an
undreamt of reality, composed of working-class struggles and traditions that are disappearing as the mines and
textile mills close. She gets crash courses in the still-open wounds of World War I, industrial wastelands, and
illegal immigrants’ desperately nomadic lives. Each encounter, each place visited, teaches her about resistance
and political commitment. But what is her personal life worth compared to this collective destiny? Nothing and
no one, not even Jean – especially not Jean and his growing love for her – can prevent her from going to meet
her destiny. And the incredible, outrageous thing she decides to accomplish will reveal her to herself.
Frédéric Touchard is a documentary film-maker. His work includes: La Fanfare ne perd pas le Nord,
La Digue, Les Habitants, Etats d’âmes, Cayeux, si la mer monte and more. He lives and works in Paris and Lille.
NU ROUGE is his first novel.

Skowronek, Nathalie: KAREN ET MOI
(Arléa, Août 2011, 150 pages)
KAREN ET MOI is first and foremost the story of an encounter, one that only literature could make
possible, between a magnificent writer, Karen Blixen, who died in 1962; and an eleven-year-old girl reading
inside a tent.
Time passes, the lonely little girl has become a young woman, the narrator of this book, who is writing
a biography of the writer who accompanied her on her first trip to Kenya. The further she delves into her subject,
the more she realizes that her character, the Karen of her dreams – the one who felt constricted by the Danish
salons of her childhood; struck out for Africa with her husband, Bror; battled the elements to make her coffee
plantation flourish; fell madly in love with Denys; then went back, 17 years later, to her family home in
Rungstedlund, broken and alone – calls out to her own existence and buried aspirations. So she turns towards her
closest friend and asks her for help in resolving her inner torment: a sentiment of strangeness, painful memories,
desires buried under the appearances of an ordered life, and an almost painful need to write poetry. For it was
through writing that Karen rescued herself.
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Nathalie Skowronek was born in 1973 and lives in Brussels, where she works in publishing. KAREN
ET MOI is her first novel.
“Il faudrait épuiser les superlatifs et user les épithètes élogieuses pour évoquer et vanter ce KAREN ET
MOI (...) C'est l'histoire fragmentée et blessée de la romancière danoise Karen Blixen. (...) On tombe sous le
charme de l'entrelacement subtil de ces deux vies de femmes (marquées par la peur et l'abandon). (...) C'est
magistral.” Le Figaro
“Un très joli livre, intime, raffiné. Attachant jusqu’au bout” La Libre Belgique
“Le premier roman de Nathalie Skowronek mérite assurément l’attention. Par la densité du propos. Par
la finesse et la maîtrise de l’écriture. Par la virtuosité de la construction en miroir, face au livre célèbre de
Karen Blixen” L’Humanité

Tanette, Sylvie: AMALIA ALBANESI
(Mercure de France, September 2011, 102 pages)
The setting is the Apulia region, at the beginning of the 20th century. Amalia is a young girl growing up
in a humble, traditional family. She soon knows that she doesn't want the same life as her mother and the other
women around her. People find her strange. She feels different.
One day, she meets a handsome, green-eyed Turkish sailor who tells her about having swum across the
Black Sea. With such a man, thinks Amalia, she will be able to follow her dreams. The young couple decides to
leave the red land of Tornavalo and try their luck in Alexandria. Amalia is pregnant - expecting a little girl - it is
too late to back out and she embarks on a new life that will have its share of upheavals.
Sylvie Tanette is a journalist, Amalia Albanesi is her first novel.
“Classique et enlevé, le coup d’essai de Sylvie Tanette tente de dénouer les fils d’une lignée de femmes
prêtes à toutes les aventures”. Livres Hebdo
“Un très beau premier roman bref et dense sur l’héritage”. Page

CONTEMPORARY TRENDS
Frédéric Chouraki: LA LOI DU PLUS FORT
(Denoël, August 2011, 180 pages)
An acute and understated depiction of our twisted neocapitalist society in which domination is
everywhere: in the workplace, within the couple and even between friends. Samuel is an obscure Parisian writer,
mostly remarkable for his lack of ambition and drive. Tired of struggling with unemployment benefits, and
afraid of his own kleptomania, he decides to take a job as a salesman for Jonas Wolf, a greedy and
megalomaniac heir. His job is ludicrous– he is supposed to conquer an unlikely « Indian market », and it soon
turns into a torture, as he becomes an underpaid slave at Wolf’s beck and call… In order to survive, Samuel has
to learn how to fight the ferocious and neurotic failed entrepreneur.
A task made even more complicated by the many problems that besiege the people close to him, who all
fall apart: his boyfriend Arsène is the victim of an identity theft that ends up ruining his life. Ester, who works as
a journalist for a female magazine, is stalked by her husband, whom she wants to leave.
This post-financial meltdown and disillusioned comedy deals with a world wherein everyone is forced
to play a role. Enhanced by an ironic and understated writing style, LA LOI DU PLUS FORT humorously
tackles the issue of the abuse of power, whether financial or sentimental.
Frédéric Chouraki was born in Paris in 1972. Passionate about women’s tennis, Jewish mystique and
Anglo-Saxon literature, he worked as a teacher, a free-lance journalist for cinema publications and a reporter in
faraway lands. He is the author of L’HÔTE (2007), JACOB STEIN (2002) et LA GUERRE DU KIPPOUR
(2010).
“Tout cela est drôle, raconté avec une verve féroce, et fort bien écrit” Livres Hebdo
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Schneider, Vanessa: LE PACTE DES VIERGES
(Stock, August 2011, 192 pages)
2008, Gloucester, USA. Seventeen young girls in the same high school fall pregnant at the same time.
Stunned amazement in the town. Rumour has it that there was some sort of pact. The girls arranged to have and
raise their children together. What exactly is the truth?
Four of the girls tell their story to a journalist who has come to investigate the event.
There is Lana, the leader, whose father disappeared one day, leaving her alone with her mother who has
become completely mute, stupefied by medication, drink and television. Lana was put into foster care for a
while, and here she met Cindy who was taken in by her aunt when her mother left home to run away with the
plumber. There is Sue, hemmed in by her puritanical God-fearing parents, and Kylie who shares her mother’s
passion for Kylie Minogue and has taken part in a constant stream of Mini-Miss competitions since she was very
young.
Their four voices take it in turns to build a description of the “group” and their relationships. They also
evoke the mystery of these multiple pregnancies and the pact which gave these girls a means of escape from
humdrum life in a harbour town where unemployment and its aftermath ruin families and leave little room for a
better future.
Through the criss-cross narration of these four adolescents’ lives, through accounts of their childhood
and their wounds, their hopes and sources of happiness, Vanessa Schneider describes tenderly and not without
humour a particular American society hovering between pointlessness, dreams and reality.
Vanessa Schneider is a political journalist for Marianne magazine in France. She has written one
published essay and directed one film, and has had two novels published by Stock: LA MÈRE DE MA MÈRE
and TÂCHE DE NE PAS DEVENIR FOLLE.

Goyet, Mara & Giagnoni, Sophie: FEMMES À RÉNOVER
(Flammarion, May 2011, 208 pages)
In the narrow paradise that is the footpath outside the school exit, Bertrand is in his element. This is
where he can lovingly and tenderly observe the young mothers who find themselves overly rushed, overly
depressed, overly idle, ageing too quickly already. This is where they wait for their kids. Then go back home to
get on with preparing family dinners that are anything but glamorous affairs for the father has either taken off
with a girlfriend or else is the type to settle for dull uneventful evenings.
Bertrand reinvents these young modern Parisian women. At the age of sixty, he could pass for their
father, but he has a delectable charm that intoxicates them, propelling them to smash their routines, to smooth
away the wrinkles from their ringed eyes, and to send their minuscule dramas packing.
A zany contemporary satire, Femmes à rénover is a sassy and merciless novel written by two young
novelists with an acerbic outlook and a rich comic imagination. This is a bitter-sweet vision of the lives of socalled liberated women.
Mara Goyet has published two works in the Café Voltaire collection. Sophie Giagnoni is a journalist
who contributes to women’s magazines.

Sperling, Sacha: PURPLE PLASTIC HEARTS
(Fayard, August 2011, 256 pages)
Jim works in a video rental store. Lou dreams of dancing in music videos. They live near the industrial
zone, among Pizza Huts and American-style steakhouses. Or could it be California? Among desert cactuses and
sunfilled LA streets?
Because Jim is a cowboy. He likes to live like he's in the movies. A good thing, too, because Lou likes
boys who are larger than life. The ones who can turn Renaults into Cadillacs, and the highways of Normandy
into Route 66s. That's why she decides to follow him. But what happens when the movie starts to wind to an
end? Once upon a summer, a boy and a girl try to escape the world around them. For a few short days, they think
their love will see them through. But ignoring the emptiness of one's existence never makes it fuller. The palm
trees eventually turn back into sycamores.
After MES ILLUSIONS DONNENT SUR LA COUR, his debut novel, a best-seller in both France and
abroad, Sacha Sperling invents an alternate lyricism, an ode to the poetry of chain restaurants and suburban
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avenues. Yet the novelist knows that beauty, especially that of youth, is often a lie. Sacha Sperling is 20 years
old.

Blondel, Jean-Philippe: ET RESTER VIVANT
(Buchet Chastel, August 2011, 242 pages)
Shortlisted for the Prix Roman Fnac
ET RESTER VIVANT tells this coming-of-age story, fill of laughter and pain, discoveries, encounters
and looks back at the past.
The narrator is twenty-two. He has lost his mother and his brother in a car accident. The story begins
just as he loses his father in a car accident too. On his own from then on, he decides to sell the family apartment
and leave with his two closest friends: Laure and Samuel. Destination: Morro Bay, California. Morro Bay: an
obsession fed by the Lloyd Cole song for years. California: the mythical country that influenced an entire
generation.
For the first time, Jean-Philippe Blondel tells his story. We remember his gentleness, and discover his
incredible resilience. And this text, which finalizes mourning, celebrates life above all.
Jean-Philippe Blondel is 43 and has been teaching English at Lycée Sainte-Savine (Aube France) for
twenty years. His first novel, ACCÈS DIRECT À LA PLAGE (2003), won the Prix des librairies Initiales
award. After several books published Robert Laffont, he joined Editions Buchet/Chastel with LE BABYSITTER, which published his book G229 in 2011.
“Une ode à la vie”. Page
“Un poignant roman autobiographique”. Livres Hebdo
“Un déchirant cri du cœur: ”Je voulais vivre. Putain, comme j’ai voulu vivre”. La Vie
“Road-movie intense, fuite en avant dont on lit le récit d’une traite. Prenant et revigorant”. Point de
Vue

Nollet, Estelle: LE BON, LA BRUTE, ETC.
(Albin Michel, August 2011, 250 pages)
Nao and Bang: a unique couple to say the least, a twosome with nothing to lose. Bang was brought up
in care and knew only children’s homes… and beatings, because he possesses a sinister gift: when he looks into
other people’s eyes, he provokes the release of shameful secrets. As for Nao, she may be beautiful, intelligent,
daring and a real encyclopaedia when it comes to animal life, she knows the doctors haven’t given her long to
live.
From Paris to Mexico, Asia and the Central African Republic, this desperate yet lively road movie is a
succession of tragi-comic and world events sparked off by Bang’s diabolical gift.
Estelle Nollet published her first novel, ON NE BOIT PAS LES RATS KANGOUROUS in 2009. It
received several prizes and excellent reviews.
“Un road movie singulier dans lequel les personnages nous touchent par leur sensibilité et leur naïveté,
mais aussi par leur fragilité” L’Hebdo
“Un livre tonique, aux accents parfois désespérés qui ne brident pas l’élan d’un récit aux branches
multiples. On s’y accroche avec plaisir, sautant de l’une à l’autre avec la confiance que nous donne le talent de
la romancière” Le Soir
“Un beau roman, qui tourne autour d’une héroïne comme on les aime : à la fois forte et fragile”
www.toutelaculture.com
“Un roman qui offre avec maestria un genre que l’on ne pratique plus guère au sein de notre
république des lettres : celui de l’allégorie. Et cette allégorie pourrait bien devenir un mythe de notre modernité
sans héros” www.lacauselitteraire.fr

Foglino, Bernard: WELCOME TO REAL LIFE!
(Buchet-Chastel, August 25, 2011, 240 pages)
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Frank Medrano, 40, is a star of the Trading Floor of the Consortium, the biggest bank in the world. His
job is to find stocks that will skyrocket. His daily life is tuned to the rhythm of the Stock Market, and as soon as
he leaves that world, Frank feels lost. His private life is a wasteland. His fiancée just broke up with him, and he
drifts aimlessly around a nearly empty apartment.
Now even at work, things are slowly starting to go wrong. For one thing, Frank has been getting
debilitating migraines. Worse, his friend the Market isn’t whispering as many good ideas into his ears lately. His
boss feels that he’s getting less productive. It’s a world without mercy. So Frank is told to pull himself together.
In panic mode, he decides to invent a trendy waste-recycling company out of thin air. In a virtual world, it has
become very easy to lie. With the help of the mysterious Mr. Smith – and of sweet Marlene, Frank pulls it off.
“ForEverGreen” is an instant success and its stocks go sky high. But for how long?!
Set in a world he knows well (Bernard Foglino is a financial analyst) and both worryingly and
fascinatingly up to date, Welcome to the Real World paints a somber portrait of our world, but does so with
poetry and a sharp eye.
Born in Bordeaux in 1958, Bernard Foglino lives in Paris and works in the financial sector. His first
novel, Le Théâtre des rêves, was published by Buchet/Chastel, then in 2008 came La Mécanique du monde,
which has just come out in paperback at 10/18.

Kaufmann, Isabelle: GRAND HUIT
(Le Passage, August 2011, 296 pages)
A beautiful dream-like adventure literary novel and philosophical tale in a Tim Burton universe in
which both the characters and the reader are to ask themselves this question: is lost time ever found again?
In 1924, Kitz, the owner of a craft toy factory has just been betrayed by his best friend and colleague,
and by his wife who have run away together. Devastated and abandoned, while he is desperately driving off at
high speed in the plains of the North-East of France to put an end to his life, the Hand of Fate changes his plans:
he is stopped in his speed by a dead women lying in the middle of the road, who is still holding her alive three
months old baby in her arms. Kitz leaves the dead body behind and goes home with the baby. Now overwhelmed
with the happiness of being a father, he has finally found a reason to live. But happiness won’t last: his ex-wife
who, tortured by her secrets, sends him a letter in which she blames their failed marriage on him, demanding the
sixteen years of their marriage back. The same night, David, who is now an intelligent eight years old boy, is
kidnapped. If Kitz wants to see his son again, he will have to give eight years of his life to the kidnappers.
This novel is the quest of a man who desperately tries to find a way to pay his debts with time. And it is
not an easy thing to do. A Bulgarian clairvoyant and two crazy scientists will give him some clues but he will
have to rely on his own to find the answer. This story is told like a philosophical tale in the context of great
scientific discoveries and reflection on time – such as those of H. G. Wells and Einstein.
The reader is snatched into a colourful dream world which is more and more appreciated by the
audience thanks to Tim Burton’s movies. The eccentric and engaging characters are masterfully depicted with
humor and with a subtle sense of poetry.
This account is both a beautiful and refreshing lesson on our life and quest of happiness and an
accessible reflection on the philosophical notion existence and time.
Isabelle Kauffmann is also the author of NE REGARDEZ PAS LE VOLEUR QUI PASSE (2006, Prix
Marie Claire du futur écrivain 2006).

Paravel, Dominique: NOUVELLES VÉNITIENNES
(Zulma, May 2011, 192 pages)
In the company of Nicolò, a 12th-century gambler; Julien, a present-day photo-reporter, Lorenzo Lotto
and Veronica Franco, we enter the narrow streets of Venice. The characters in this book are artfully placed at
seven different periods of La Serenissima’s history, yet they all experience an extreme relationshup – whether
love or hate – with the city.
Seven stories set at seven different eras in the history of Venice. Seven character – be they artists,
prostitutes, philosophers or ordinary people. Subtle yet profound links between art, pain, pleasure and solitude
are interlaced in this intense labyrinth. NOUVELLES VÉNITIENNES reveals the mystery and uncompromising
character of Venice, far from the usual clichés.
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Dominique Paravel was born in 1955 and is a teacher. In 1983, she went to Venice where she stayed for
the next twenty years. A translator and author of guide books about Venice, she founded a cultural association
called Arte a Venezia. NOUVELLES VÉNITIENNES is her first work of fiction.
“Will you follow Nicolo, the gambler, or rather Lauretta, who removes her robes and gives herself to
whoever pays? Everything has a price here, everything is false; yet all is beauty and masks hiding the faces of
those whose paintings of girls only sharpen their love for boys … There isn’t just one Venice, but a thousand and
one! And that is exactly what the author has succeeded in doing, making us want to go back again and again.”
PAGE des libraires
“A collection of short stories, Nouvelles vénitiennes can also be read as a whole, almost like a novel
told in chronological fragments, telling a tale of the sole essential character of this narrative: Venice itself. The
style is classic and crystalline; readers consequently feel at ease with the Venetian world of Dominique Paravel,
a connoisseur of the city who brings us her personal perception - rich in echoes of Venice’s mystery, which all of
us, in our own way, should attempt to seize.” Fattorius
“For lovers of the Serenissima… and everyone else. A fine style, a delightful discovery.” Notre temps

Loubière, Sophie: L’ENFANT AUX CAILLOUX
(Univers Poche, April 2011, 330 pages)
When Madam Préau returns home after several weeks of convalescence, she immediately notices that
the neighborhood has changed. A new family has moved in next door and, from her window, she can see their
every move. She quickly begins to understand that something just isn’t right with them. They have two perfectly
healthy children who play in the yard after school, but a third child appears from time to time who seems to be
calling for help by throwing pebbles at her window in hopes of getting her attention. The police refuse to listen.
Cut off from her own grandson, Madam Préau is determined to help this child. But everything changes the day
that, after befriending the family, she attempts to poison them...
Who is this Madam Préau? A dangerous paranoiac, as some people claim her to be? An old woman
suffering from loneliness if we believe her son? Or a special being, gifted with vision beyond the realm of
“normal’?
A stifling and moving atmosphere, a dense psychological novel that speaks of the past, of
psychoanalysis and offers another vision of the illness of paranoia. A book packed with surprises, as in titles by
Nicci French, where the insane are not always who we expect them to be…
Author of five novels, detective short stories and a children’s book, Sophie Loubière also made a name
for herself in the publishing community thanks to a unique literary program (Parking at Night, France Inter) and
her reviews at France Info (Thriller Info). Her novels, whether they are literature or thrillers, are treated in the
same manner… with sensibility.

Collection: LES AFFRANCHIS
(Robert Laffont, March 2011, 20-50 pages each titles)
LES AFFRANCHIS is a new collection inspired by Kafka’s famous LETTER TO HIS FATHER; it’s a
collection which will unite some of France’s best contemporary authors and which offers them the platform to
write the letter that they never had the chance to write.

Ernaux, Annie: L’AUTRE FILLE
Annie Ernaux writes a powerfully moving letter to an older sister who died tragically before she was
born, a sister that her parents never told her about. She only learned of her existence by accidentally overhearing
a conversation. Annie Ernaux’ works: LES ARMOIRES VIDES (Gallimard, 1974), CE QU’ILS DISENT OU
RIEN (Gallimard, 1979), LA PLACE (Gallimard, 1986), LA HONTE (Gallimard, 1999), LES ANNÉES
(Gallimard, 2008)

d’Estienne d’Orves, Nicolas: JE PARS À L’ENTRACTE
Nicolas d’Estienne d’Orves’s letter is to a childhood friend with whom he formed an inseparable bond,
until his friend’s suicide. Nicolas d’Estienne d’Orves’ works: FIN DE RACE (Flammarion, 2002), OTHON OU
L’AURORE IMMOBILE (Les Belles Letrres, 2002), LES ORPHELINS DU MAL (XO, 2007)
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Tessarech, Bruno: VINCENNES
Bruno Tessarech reminisces to an old comrade from 1968 about the experimental Vincennes, France’s
first open admissions university where students from all walks of life were mixed. Bruno Tessarch’s works:
SENTINELLES (Grasset, 2009), POUR MALAPARTE: PORTRAIT (Buchet Chastel, 2007), LA FEMME DE
L’ANALYSTE (Buchet Chastel, 2005)

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL
Goudineau, Christian: LE PROCES DE VALERIUS ASIATICUS
(Actes Sud, September 2011, 304 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt
Why is Decimus Valerius Asiaticus sentenced to death by Emperor Claudius in 47 A.D.? Why does
Claudius let him choose about his death? And why is Asiaticus pleased about that? The young philosopher
Charmolaos wonders about those questions, being involved in the events.
Asiaticus fought on the Rhine, urbanised its capital Vienna and he built numerous monuments to
celebrate the emperor’s glory. Thanks to the Imperial family he climbed the career ladder within the Empire – he
became high magistrate, senator, consul. He has been close friends with Caligula and then benefited of the
Emperor Claudius’ favour. He was extremely rich, possessing the prestigious Gardens of Lucullus and estates in
various provinces, particularly in Egypt.
So why this sensational trial and its fatal sentence ? That question reappears constantly in this novel
abounding with breathtaking coups de théâtre which make us discover the Roman Empire at its beginning,
together with extraordinary people and unexpected conspiracies.
Why did this trial take place ? The answer will take your breath away.
Christian Goudineau is professor emeritus at the Collège de France and hold the chair of National
Antiquities. He published, among other titles : LE VOYAGE DE MARCUS: LES TRIBULATIONS D’UN
JEUNE GARCON EN GAULE ROMAINE (2005) and L’ENQUETE DE LUCIUS VALERIUS PRISCUS
(2004).

Degroote, Annie: LES RACINES DU TEMPS
(Calmann-Levy, October 2011, 300 pages)
A spellbinding historical evocation, carefully documented that, through a subtle symmetry, highlights a
double portrait of women dragged in to a breath taking quest for identity.
The county of Flanders, the 14th century. While the city of Kassel is busy raising money to free
Countess Yolande, prisoner to the King of France, young Renaude, a parish servant, has given birth to an
illegitimate child. Banished by the parish priests, she gives up her infant child, Insbette, to a family of peasants in
order to save her.
The child grows up to be a scholarly with a passion for books and illuminated manuscripts. Over
coming the disgrace of her origins, she sets off to find her mother...
French Flanders, today. Renowned journalist NinaVan Parys has returned to her birth place to write a
paper on Yolande of Flanders, a veritable medieval “states woman”. By chance, she discovers a parchment
revealing the horoscope – astonishingly similar to her own –of an illegitimate young woman from the Middle
Ages. The disturbing coincidence soon sees Nina investigating her “twin”from long ago, never suspecting the
quest would lead the secret of her own birth…
Anne Degroote, a native of French Flanders, lives in Paris. Before turning to a career in literature, she
was an actress, a stage director and a playwright. A well known figure in the north of France, a columnist for La
voix du nord and the winner of Lille’s Grand Prix des letters de la societe des arts et des letters, her thirteen
previous novels have earn edher a faithful readership through out all of France.
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Sigaud, Dominique: FRANZ STANGL ET MOI
(Stock, August 2011, 224 pages)
“In the beginning there was a man, Franz Stangl, born in Austria in March 1908, a good career police
officer in the Austrian force, recruited by History into the Gestapo, rapidly promoted, firstly as a superintendent
in one the hospitals in the programme for exterminating the disabled, then in 1942 to commander of the
Treblinka extermination camp . His last promotion.
From there, Italy, defeat, flight, a false name and a move to Brazil. Beautiful long years until his arrest
in 1967, extradition to Germany, the trial, condemnation to life imprisonment, then the appeal.
Yet, at the beginning of this account, we have these words uttered on the eve of his death, “I have no
hope left”, almost final words, preceded by a “I’ve now said everything for the first time”, which radically
differentiated him from the other culprits and was to be the start of the last phase of his life, lasting
approximately twenty-four hours, committing him quite unexpectedly to a course almost diametrically opposed
to the route he had taken so far. Hence perhaps the appeal for me, the urge to know more. An introduction at
least, and then this Franz Stangl and Me came to me straightaway.” Dominique Sigaud
Taking this key question of “things Stangl and I have in common” as a starting point, Dominique
Sigaud allows us to see how this man betrayed himself under the influence of the “dragon’s law”; he did nothing
wrong, he feels, simply obeyed orders and by that very submissiveness took part in the worst horrors. The
author, who was born fifteen years after the Shoah, explores how his generation was confronted by the aftereffects, the consequences. How does that dragon’s law – and the ability to resist it – still survive today.
A unique book which is utterly contemporary thanks precisely to the fact that it is anchored in a specific
but key moment in history.
Dominique Sigaud is a journalist and writer, and has had a dozen novels, factual accounts and books of
detective fiction published, from L’HYPOTHÈSE DU DÉSERT (Gallimard, 1996) to CONTE
D’EXPLOITATION (Actes Noirs, 2011).

Marchal, Eric: LE SOLEIL SOUS LA SOIE
(Anne Carrière, September 2011, 644 pages)
After the success of the 2 volumes of INFLUENZA (Prix Carrefour Savoirs 2009), LE SOLEIL SOUS
LA SOIE is the epic tale of a land, an epoch and a profession.
In the closing years of the 17th century, one of the smallest states in Europe, the Duchy of Lorraine, is
recovering from French occupation and various wars, and hopes to enjoy a generation of peace. Nicolas Déruet
is a travelling surgeon. His life is upended the day he meets Marianne Pajot, a midwife in Nancy.
Imprisoned after an operation which the patient did not survive, Nicolas is obliged to go into exile in the
coalition forces, then warring against the Turks. From the Lorraine countryside to the Hungarian steppes, from
abandoned hovels to the gilt of royal palaces, his destiny is an extraordinary one, driven by love and an ambition
to revolutionise medicine.
In this novel, Éric Marchal tackles a gripping theme, the fierce rivalry at that time between doctors from
the Medical Faculty and barber-surgeons. The former exercised the immense power of their corporate body to
keep the latter in the category of those who carry out simple medical acts. One of this book’s outstanding
features is that readers participate in the numerous operations carried out by Nicolas Déruet, which are based on
real documented cases of those times.
The author has also unearthed some historical nuggets: the status of Roma in 17th century Europe, the
professional players of royal tennis, the vanished zoo of Versailles, Joseph Urfin, the wild man… They add spice
to the story and a slice of history that is captivating in itself, with its conflicts and the enormity of the stakes.
Eric Marchal is 45 years old. He is the author of INFLUENZA, a historical series with the pace of an
adventure / spy story, in which a young doctor is called up during the Second World War to investigate the secret
causes of the 1918 Spanish flu. A highly gripping series, it is also a Bildungsroman, showing how a young man
influenced by his time and education discovers that “in wartime”, as Churchill said, “truth is so precious that she
should always be attended by a bodyguard of lies.”
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Riou, Jean-Michel: UN JOUR, JE SERAI ROI
VERSAILLES, LE PALAIS DE TOUTES LES PROMESSES, tome 1
(Flammarion, November 2011, 550 pages)
Versailles: 3,000 rooms decorated by an army of artists, 8,000 hectares of reclaimed swampland, 6,000
servants to assist the Sun King. Fifty years of perseverant labour, and tens of thousands of men and women
thronging to this new Eldorado. Architects, masons, adventurers, soldiers, workers, prostitutes… here is their
story. And the story of the Palace of All Promises, from 1638, the day when the future Louis XIV was born, to
his death in 1715.
Through the destinies of three clans – that of the Marquis de La Place, that of Pontgallet, the king’s
mason, and that of the illegitimate Toussaint Delaforge –, from Paris to Versailles, we follow the saga of the
most fabulous of palaces where the sun never sets.
Who is the father of the orphan Toussaint Delaforge? Convinced that the truth is being concealed from
him, Delaforge escapes from the terrible Montcler College to discover the secret of his origins. Finding himself
on the street, he is taken in by Pontgallet, the king’s builder who offers him a new life. Ten years later, Delaforge
has made a success of himself: he constructs Versailles before taking on other prestigious projects such as the
inns to house the workers appearing en masse. Cheating, lying and stealing to meet his ends, he aims to one day
be powerful enough to force the Marquis de La Place to recognise him as his son. But is the truth always located
where we believe it to be found? How is vengeance to be wreaked on the king’s own construction site?
Jean-Michel Riou has published a number of best-sellers with Flammarion, including LE SECRET DE
CHAMPOLLION, L’INSOUMISE DU ROI-SOLEIL, 1630, LA VENGEANCE DE RICHELIEU, and 1658,
L’ÉCLIPSE DU ROI-SOLEIL.

Deschodt, Eric: IPHIGÉNIE VANDERBILT
(Robert Laffont, August 2011, 360 pages)
In the beginning, it’s love at first sight. Henri, a university student, meets Iphigénie, a beautiful, young
American. Henri’s mother warns him against the eccentricities, even strangeness, of Americans, but he pays her
no attention. He marries Iphigénie just before the events of 1968.
They have three children very quickly - Victor, Ariane and Louis. Despite their strong cultural
differences, the couple forms a united front as they carry on with their lives. The same is true for the in-laws:
after a rocky start, Paul and Anne Lebleu learn to appreciate Jack and Andromauqe Vanderbilt more and more.
This is true to such an extent that, as years pass, they consider themselves to be one family.
May 1968, the withdrawal of troops from Vietnam, the arrival of the Left in France, the Rainbow
Warrior scandal, the Iraq War, 9/11, Obama’s election…the Lebleus and the Vanderbilts cross history together
over the course of five decades.
Eric Deschodt has published more than 20 works including LOUIS XIV, ATTILA, GUSTAVE EIFFEL
and ABÉCÉDAIRE DU CIGARE.

Baudouin, Jacques: LA REINE DU YANGZI
SHANGHAI CLUB, Volume 2
(Robert Laffont, November 2011, approx. 350 pages)
The sequel to Baudoiun’s two-part sweeping family saga set in 19th century Shanghai
In Shanghai Club Baudouin introduced Charles Espernac, a Frenchman with a thriving transportation
business in Shanghai in the late 1800s. Although he had an illegitimate child with a Chinese prostitute, Charles
married Olympe de Crozes, a headstrong and adventurous woman who was a stranger to him. At the end of the
novel, Charles was assassinated by his enemies and Olympe stood ready to take over the reigns of his empire.
While Olympe takes great risks in transporting goods along the Yangtze, she also dedicates herself to
raising her two children, Louis and Laure. After she hands over the company to Louis in 1900, Olympe sets off
to discover the country she has lived in for so long. She’s caught by surprise by the Boxer Rebellion in Peking
and escapes from near death.
Charles’ three children each take a secret part in the battle: Louis leads a double life as a rich
businessman and revolutionary, Laure becomes the mistress of a Japanese intelligence officer, and Zhu Chang,
their Chinese half-brother, fights by the side of Sun Yat-sen and then Chiang Kai-Shek. When the revolution
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risks destroying the family business, Olympe once again takes control to save it from the chaos that threatens all
of China.
Jacques Baudoin is the author of several novels including Le Mandarin blanc (Prix du roman historique,
1999), and more recently Petit Mao. He worked in publishing for many years before working in the ministry of
Foreign Affairs. He is now the CEO of CNRS Editions.

Lartéguy, Jean: LES CENTURIONS
(Presses de la Cité/Place des editeurs, November 2011, 280 pages)
A classic of war literature. 1955, French officers Raspéguy, Boisfeuras, Merle and Esclavier are
returning home, after the Dien Bien Phu defeat. The war has changed them. They have witnessed the atrocious
death of their friends, they have fallen in love, and under the spell of Asia. Can the go back to their former lives,
with their wives and chidren? These centurions feel like they do not belong to normal society anymore.
But they are called back to fight in Algeria, for the 10th Regiment of Colonial Paratroops. The Maghreb
is nothing like Asia, except for one thing: the war. Another war, but for the same cause: independence…
After a short military career, Jean Lartéguy became a writer, and published some fifty books about
Algeria and Indo-China. He died in February, 2011.

Pigaillem, Henri: LA SPLENDEUR DES BORGIA
(Telemaque, Volume 1 : LA POURPRE ET LE FER, June 2011, 316 pages)
(Telemaque, Volume 2 : LES SOUPERS DU VATICAN, October 2011, 320 pages)
Henri Pigallem presents in a splendid work the crimes, intrigues and historical events of the Borgia
family, in a 2-book novelised series.
1503. Pope Alexander VI has just died. Buckard, Master of ceremonies at the pontifical court since
1484, was very close to the state's secrets... With Francesco, his secretary, he reveals the flamboyant real story of
the Borgias which still fascinates by its unbelievable cruelties and conspiracies.. Packed with meticulously
researched historical details, Henri Pigaillem's series brings Rodrigo, Cesar, Juan, Lucrecia alive...
A member of the "Société des gens de Lettres" and "Cino del Luca foundation," Henri Pigaillem is the
author of numerous historical biographies. He received the Prix de l'Académie française for his work.

Chauveau, Sophie: FRAGONARD, L’INVENTION DU BONHEUR
(Telemaque, October 2011, 315 pages)
Sophie Chauveau depicts the exciting life of Fragonard, one of the pioneers of Impressionism and
brings the French (painting) society of the 18th century to life in an inspired biographical novel.
Fragonard is the most brilliant painter of French 18th century. He takes hold of his novels' emotion as
nobody does, as the inventor of sensuality and happiness in painting that he is. With "Le Verrou", "La
Gimblette", "La fête à Rambouillet" or "l'Escarpolette", he creates a new style, he paints lines in a new way which could be described as the beginning of Impressionism. He will be the first curator of the Louvre Museum,
after having been run away from the French Revolution with the help of the great painter David, just before
being chased away by Napoleon. His life in the Louvre among his fellow painters (Boucher, Chardin) was totally
unknown ; Sophie Chauveau reveals it here.
Sophie Chauveau is not only a writer, but also a playwright and stage director. As an author of novels,
essays and monographs about art as a language of love, she has also dedicated 4 years of her life writing her very
successful trilogy on Italian Renaissance focused on Lippi, Botticelli and da Vinci, which sold over 300,000
copies in large format and paperback (Folio imprint).

Teulé, Jean: CHARLY 9
(Robert Laffont, March 2011, 240 pages)
N#1 in best-selling list
The tragicomic pen of Jean Teulé strikes again. His subject this time – Charles IX, the French king
notorious for the St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre of 1572 in which thousands of Huguenots were brutally
murdered.
Teulé begins his latest novel portraying Charly 9, 22 years old, as a mere puppet who is pressured to
give in to his mother Catherine de Médicis’s wishes to go ahead with the massacre. The guilt over these murders
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will lead to Charly’s rapid descent into madness which is at the heart of this darkly entertaining tale. Charly
loves to hunts so when winter sets in, he has animals brought into the palace so that he could hunt in the warmth.
The New Year traditionally began on April 1 and was considered a Spring holiday when people would
dance half naked. Charly’s decision to begin the New Year on January 1 leads to the deaths of many who
continued to celebrate without clothing. He even believes that he could simply replenish the Kingdom’s treasures
by producing false money, with his head engraved on each coin. These are just some of the examples of Charly’s
madness, at times both absurd and deadly, that will quickly lead to his own death just two years after the
massacre.
Jean Teulé has written the following works published by Julliard: RAINBOW POUR RIMBAUD,
DARLING (recently adapted for the cinema), LES LOIS DE LA GRAVITÉ, Ô VERLAINE!, JE FRANÇOIS
VILLON (130,000 copies sold)¸ LE MAGASIN DES SUICIDES (350,000 copies sold, animated film in
production), LE MONTESPAN (prix Maison de la Presse, 550,000 copies sold) and MANGEZ-LE SI VOUS
VOULEZ (180,000 copies sold)
The Russian rights for LE MAGASIN DES SUICIDES are sold to Pokolenie

Malka, Francis: LA NOYADE DU MARCHAND DE PARAPLUIE
(Hurtubise, October 2010, 176 pages)
It is Southern France in the 11th century, and an umbrella merchant makes the gift of a mysterious book
to a young cobbler. After reading his own life-story in its pages, the young man decides to write a sequel. To his
astonishment, what he has written actually comes true, and he tries rather clumsily to turn the future to his
advantage, still managing to bring on centuries of catastrophes instead: floods, the lean in the Tower of Pisa,
World War One, and so on. This is a hisTorical novel that also delves into fantasy.
Francis Malka has studied music at the Conservatoire de Montréal and mechanical engineering at the
École Polytechnique. He has built specia lized research software for Semantix which is used by agencies like the
FBI, the CIA or the NASA. He has been nominated for the Prix de la relève littéraire Archambault 2007 and le
Prix France-Québec 2007 for The Deaf Cellist. His previous novel LE VIOLONCELLISTE SOURD
was highly acclaimed by critics.
Praises about LE VIOLONCELLISTE SOURD:
“Francis Malka has given us a book rich in its contemplation of truth and falsehood and audacious in
its interweaving of politics, society and music.” Le Libraire
“An excellent novel.” Le Soleil

WOMEN WRITING
Serre, Anne: LES DÉBUTANTS
(Mercure de France, August 2011, 176 pages)
Anna Lore is 43 years old when she meets Thomas Lenz, 56, and falls passionately in love. She has
been living with Guillaume for 20 years. They have a very close relationship, attracting the admiration of their
friends and family. Anna still loves Guillaume deeply but her attraction to Thomas is irrepressible. She tries to
resist but to no avail. Will she really end twenty years of happiness with Guillaume? Destroy everything she has
built to start anew, and take the risk of failure? How will this new love change her? Then Guillaume leaves her,
forcing her to choose, torn as she is between the two men she loves.
Anne Serre's story tells in minute and intimate detail the birth of a passion, day by day, almost hour by
hour. With a deep understanding of her characters, she pieces together the fragments of love, as careful and
feverish as an archaeologist of desire.
Amongst Anne Serre’s many books, LE CHEVAL BLANC D’UFFINGTON (Prix Charles Oulmont),
LE NARRATEUR and UN CHAPEAU DE LÉOPARD (Prix de la Fondation del Duca, in 2008).
“Aimer deux hommes à la fois ? Anne Serre décrit les tourments d'une passion au jour le jour. (…)Anne
Serre s'y entend pour faire parler la passion.” Lire
“… la romancière expose moins l’éternel conflit entre jeune passion fumante et vieil amour douillet que
le fantasme d’amours sans rivalités et complémentaires”. Livres Hebdo
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“Anne Serre, telle une archéologue des sentiments, relate la naissance de cette passion avec beaucoup
de finesse, de subtilité et de psychologie. Elle raconte une histoire universelle et intemporelle qui, de façon très
troublante, fera écho chez nombre de lecteurs”. Page

Nobécourt, Lorette: GRÂCE LEUR SOIT RENDUE
(Grasset, September 2011, 440 pages)
Lorette Nobécourt returns to the literary scene after an absence of several years with a magnificent love
story that is also a moving tribute to the power of literature.
Roberto Montalvo flees torture in Chile; Unica Moreau flees her brutal father. The two meet in
Barcelona in 1984, united by their love of freedom, literature, and writing. Together, they have a son, Kola.
When Unica commits suicide, Kola sets out to confront the demons of the past. He is helped in his quest by his
father and by Alejandra, Unica’s psychiatrist who has become Roberto’s new partner. Haunted by the memory of
his mother, Kola returns to Chile to explore not only his own past, but that of a country destroyed by a brutal
dictatorship. In so doing, he discovers his own destiny.
GRÂCE LEUR SOIT RENDUE is a major literary undertaking spanning two generations, two
continents, and twenty major characters. More than just an account of a passionate love affair between two
writers, it is a tribute to the Chilean writer Roberto Bolaño and, in a wider sense, to literature itself, as well as a
meditation on how stories are handed down from generation to generation and on the nature of freedom. Its
limpid style will draw readers in from the very first page.
Lorette Nobécourt was born in Paris in 1968. She has written several novels, including LA
DÉMANGEAISON (1994), LA CONVERSATION (1998), HORSITA (1999), Nous (2002), and EN NOUS LA
VIE DES MORTS (2006).
Her previous novels have been published in Romania (Est Editura and Corint), Korea (Yeolimwon),
Italy (King Kamehameha Press) and Germany (Liebeskind).

Constantine, Barbara: ET PUIS, PAULETTE
(Calmann-Levy, Autumn 2011, approx. 300 pages)
After the best seller Tom, petit tom, tout petit homme Tom, Barbara Constantine succeeds once again to
create a real gem and to take the reader to a moving and strong story, full of life, humour and hope. You will
smile, be teary–eyed and above all feel good.
Ferdinand is alone now, all by himself on big empty farm. His son, daughter and grand children have all
moved away...
One day his neighbour, Marceline, shows up after a terrible storm. With his usual awkwardness,
Ferdinand invites her to stay. Then his best friend Guy, are cent widower at loose ends, moves in. Lastly come
the Lumière sisters, fleeing a monster of a nephew bent on getting their home.
Thus a strange 67 to 95 year-old quintet is formed. An odd arrangement, to say the least, that little by
little it becomes the norm. When the health needs of the eldest proves to be too much for them, the clan
determines to recruit a suitable candidate at a nearby nursing school, who, in exchange for a few hours work a
week, will be given room and board. Muriel takes them up on it. Then at the local agricultural school, Kim is
enlisted to help out with the garden.
One night an increasingly round and nauseous Muriel gives birth – both to her own surprise and that of
everyone else –to a little girl, an unwanted addition in Muriel's eye... But our new-formed fivesome don't see
things in the same light... Baby Paulette will be well looked after indeed! Continuity girl, ceramics-maker, and
novelist, Barbara Constantine published ALLUMER LE CHAT in 2007, AMÉLIE, SANS MÉLO in 2009, and
the best-seller TOM, PETIT TOM, TOUT PETIT HOMME, TOM in 2010 already sold in 7 languages.

Djavann, Charlotte: JE NE SUIS PAS CELLE QUE JE SUIS
(Flammarion, August 2011, 544 pages)
Leaving, whatever it takes. A thirst for adventure, willpower, dreams and illusions will all come
crashing against reality. Iran, Paris, Istanbul, Dubai; prison, torture, rape, prostitution. Only madness and
solitude remain.
Parallel lives in different cities, the one and the same woman. Two inverted and intertwined time
periods: an unbridled epic accompanied by psychoanalysis and all its risks and dangers, session by session.
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Everything is laid out on the couch: the relationship with the father, with men, childhood traumas, exile, the
French language that must be appropriated in order to draft the narrative of a life, to reconcile oneself with life.
Novelist and essayist Charlotte Djavann is the author of books including BAS LES VOILES!,
COMMENT PEUT-ON ÊTRE FRANÇAIS?, and LA MUETTE.

Giraud, Brigitte: PAS D’INQUIÉTUDE
(Stock, August 2011, 272 pages)
Instead of doing up the house he has just bought, the narrator of Not to Worry is forced to take a long
time off work to stay with his sick son, and enters into a peculiar intimacy with him, made up of quite new acts
and gestures, reinvented on a daily basis.
A house-husband in spite of himself, he loses touch with the printing press where he works and with his
indispensible friend Manu, and slips into an invisible, domesticated life while his wife, who has recently been
taken on by a small business, can’t afford any time off and has no choice but to devote herself to her job.
This ordinary family gradually loses its social connections and points of reference, caught up in the
logic of illness that suddenly gives their lives a different meaning, shatters each of their roles – not only the
parents’ but also Lisa’s, the older sister – and sees other people’s lives going on outside, suddenly unreal and
inaccessible.
The day that his colleagues at the printing press each give the father some of their own holiday time so
that he can continue devoting his days to Mehdi, this radical and unexpected surge of solidarity turns codes and
customs upside down, and the question of the balance between the social sphere and the sphere of the family
raises its head again, all the more emphatically. In the end everything pivots on this allocation of time that was
un-hoped for but which acts like a trap because such a gift like is so very complicated to give and to accept. In a
world where solidarity is far from the norm, the generosity of these colleagues is reassuring and unsettling in
equal measure, especially as they offer time not money.
The narrative tries to probe into what a life dedicated to another, to others, would be like, while also
exploring the question of a gift, a debt, of submission and domination, and asking: what does it mean to be a
father today, and what does it mean to be in a couple as parents?
Brigitte Giraud was born in Algeria in 1960. She has written five novels, La chambre des parents
(Fayard, 1997), Nico (Stock, 1999), Marée noire (Stock, 2004), J’apprends (Stock, 2005), Une année étrangère
(Stock, 2010) and a factual account, A présent (Stock, 2001) as well as L’amour est très surestimé (Stock) which
won the 2007 Goncourt de la nouvelle.

Abécassis, Eliette: ET TE VOICI PERMISE À TOUT HOMME
(Albin Michel, September 2011, 320 pages)
A beautiful portrait of a new caracter caught between love and the weight of tradition.
Anna, a Jewish orthodxe is about to divorce Simon. She met Sacha, a secular Jew. The attraction
between them is immediate. But without the Jewish ritual phrase, "And here you are allowed to every man" that
has to make her former husband, a wife even divorced, never really does find its freedom.
With this novel, Eliette Abecassis improves the lyrical accents of LA RÉPUDIÉE and the biting irony
of UNE AFFAIRE CONJUGALE. This is an intense, feverish and breathless novel.
Novelist and essayist, Eliette Abécassis masters several genres: intimist (LA RÉPUDIÉE, MON PÈRE,
UN HEUREUX ÉVÉNEMENT), epic (QUMRAN, LE TRÉSOR DU TEMPLE, SÉPHARADE) and essays
(PETITE MÉTAPHYSIQUE DU MEURTRE, LE LIVRE DES PASSEURS, LE CORSET INVISIBLE). Two
of her books, KADOSH and UN HEUREUX ÉVÉNEMENT, have been adapted for the cinema.

Billetdoux, Marie: EN S’AGENOUILLANT
(Stock, September 2011, 384 pages)
This marks Marie Billetdoux’s return to the novel, and one that courses with the sap and fevered
activity of youth, the youth of the early 1950s, thirsty for poetry, for literature, in an unrecognisable Paris in the
heart of the Latin Quarter whose name and magic and smell have been almost forgotten.
Jean La Haut is twenty-one, Lim Houang-Ho, twenty. The Sorbonne, friendships, garret rooms, pitchers
of water at the ends of corridors, notes slipped under doors, love, Roman Catholicism, Valéry, Mallarmé,
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incense, France, old ladies, the countryside…, and, in the pit of everyone’s stomach, a constant fear they are
wasting their lives! We are in the realms of both the everyday and the tragic.
If anyone says that, after the considerable impact and repercussions of C’est encore moi qui vous écris,
Marie Billetdoux has taken on the wild and extraordinary challenge of responding in novel form to her “monster
work”, then they are right.
Marie Billetdoux, writing as Raphaële Billetdoux, is most notably the author of PRENDS GARDE À
LA DOUCEUR DES CHOSES (1976 Prix Interallié), MES NUITS SONT PLUS BELLES QUE VOS JOURS
(1985 Prix Renaudot) and CHÈRE MADAME MA FILLE CADETTE (1997). In 2006 she first published under
the name Marie UN PEU DE DÉSIR, SINON JE MEURS followed by C’EST FOU, UNE FILLE (2007) and
C’EST ENCORE MOI QUI VOUS ÉCRIS, published by Stock in 2010.

Caffin, Vanessa: ROSSMORE AVENUE
(Belfond, April 2011, 240 pages)
English text available
Selected by the Breakfast & Books programme at the Berlin International Film Festival 2011
The lives and loves of tenants of the same building in Los Angeles, seen through the sharp eyes of Lily,
a young French woman.
Rossmore Avenue houses, a small L.A. condo that houses the broken dreams of a motley crew of
tenants centered around Lily, a French shiatsu teacher. Jane and Charlie are a young couple overwhelmed by
parenting and whose marriage is on the rocks. Luke is a once-successful painter who has lost his inspiration.
Georges is a widower, who has left France behind, hoping to catch a glimpse of his lifelong idol who lives in
L.A. They all live together under the watchful eye of Cora, their Norwegian-speaking Mexican superintendent.
Lily, despite or maybe because of her Gallic outspokenness is a port in a storm for all the tenants of
Rossmore but she also feels very lonely. Will her dates with Tom evolve into something real? Will Jane ever
find happiness? Will Luke? And Georges, will his dream of meeting his idol ever come true? In the midst of
these daily crises, Pedro, Cora’s husband is found dead, in an apparent accident, but is it?
Vanessa Caffin is a journalist who divides her time between writing and screenwriting. Before
ROSSMORE AVENUE, she has published two novels, J’AIME PAS L’AMOUR... OU TROP, PEUT-ÊTRE
(Anne Carrière in 2008) and MÉMOIRE VIVE (Belfond in 2010).

Ollagnier, Virginie: ROUGE ARGILE
(Liana Lévi, Septembre 2011, 232 pages)
Rosa has just lost her “adoptive” father, Egon, the only remaining link with her childhood home in
Meknes, Morocco. Having returned to bid her final farewells and settle the estate, ready to wipe the slate clean
regarding an inheritance that burdens her well established and well ordered life in a well-heeled Parisian suburb,
she is about to rediscover a part of herself that has been carefully buried for twenty years.
Assaulted by unwelcome memories and the discovery of unknown aspects of her parents’ past,
overwhelmed by the affection of her Moroccan nanny, stunned by the stories of the godmother who has come to
support her, little by little Rosa comes to find the messiness and phantoms of the past insinuate themselves into a
life where everything, until then, seemed to fit neatly into place.
In a finely crafted and sensual style,Virginie Ollagnier interweaves destinies, mingles voices, and
retraces the course of lives governed by History and family secrets.
Born in Lyon, France, in 1970,Virginie Ollagnier is an instructor in written communication and the coscriptwriter of the ‘graphic novel’KIA ORA. Her first novel TOUTES CES VIES QU’ON ABANDONNE(Liana
Levi, 2007) earned great public and critical acclaim and won eleven literary awards, including thePrix coup de
cœur du roman historique de la ville de Blois , and thePrix du premier roman du Touque. She has also published
L’INCERTAIN (Liana Levi, 2008).
“Un récit sensuel et onirique, où sentiments et douleurs s’avivent au soufflé de l’Orient, de ses parfums
et ses couleurs” Paris Match
“Un texte subtil, captivant et vibrant comme peut l’être cette terre du Maroc…” Le Télégramme
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Abécassis, Agnès: LE THÉORÈME DE CUPIDON
(Calmann-Levy March 2011, 240 pages)
Cupid's Theorem: two parallel lines never converge... unless, of course, a well-aimed arrow changes
their course!
Some love stories get off to a slow start for one very simple reason: Cupid is short-sighted! Ask any
short-sighted person, after all, to land an arrow smack dab in the middle of two auricles and ventricles. Chances
are the projectile will go lodge itself elsewhere, serving up a stomachache, a headache or a toothache instead.
But sometimes our coquettish Cupid keeps on shooting (there's no denying he's a stubborn fellow), albeit without
his glasses. Now, it just so happens he's found a match truly made in heaven: Adelaide, a casting director, and
Phil, a filmmaker. For years, however, Cupid has repeatedly misfired, raising not even the slightest of sparks.
Yet nothing happens by chance. Indeed, even love has its laws, a mathematical law, in our case: Cupid's
theorem, two parallel lines that never converge... Unless, that is, they meet up at an intersection and fall in love.
Take, for example, the trajectories of our lovebirds with seemingly antipodean expectations. Adelaide,
exuberant, straight-forward and funny - and fed up with love - and Philéas, awkward, serious and shy - with sex
on the brain. Each in turn relates the ins and outs of daily life, revealing, along the way, the failures of one very
short-sighted cherub... who finally gets it right!
Novelist, screenwriter and illustrator born in 1972, Agnès Abécassis lives and works in Paris. She is the
author of the bestselling LES TRIBULATIONS D’UNE JEUNE DIVORCÉE, an abrasively funny look at life
after divorce (over 100,000 copies sold); AU SECOURS, IL VEUT M’ÉPOUSER!, a hilarious text on the joys
of coupledom; as well as TOUBIB OR NOT TOUBIB, CHOUETTE, UNE RIDE!, SOIRÉE SUSHI and the
comic book (text and drawings), LES CARNETS D’AGNÈS (novembre 2009), a lively look at the trials and
tribulations of a working mother.
The Russian rights are under Option with Pokolenie

Dyens, Dominique: INTUITIONS
(Héloïse d’Ormesson, March 2011, 189 pages)
In a biting manner and against the backdrop of an investigation, the author paints the secrets and
madness of a middle class family that would do anything to keep up appearances.
Nathalie and Patrice Royer are the paragon of the perfect couple who succeeds in life: two children, a
charming house in a residential suburb, good jobs… But beyond appearances, truth is Nathalie dreams of
cheating on her husband while Patrice already does cheat on her. When their son Gregory announces his
marriage with Gala, the paranoiac Nathalie decides to investigate the young woman. Unexpectedly, this will lift
the veil on dark secrets.
Dominique Dyens sketches a picture of a family on the verge of implosion. She excels at portraying the
everyday life of the middle class, only in order to highlight the part of illusion and underlying madness in it.
Punctuated by a breathless investigation, this novel, halfway between reason and madness, reveals to the readers
the secrets of a microcosm that would do anything to keep up appearances.
Dominique Dyens lives in Paris. She is the author of five titles including LA FEMME
ÉCLABOUSSÉE, ÉLOGE DE LA CELLULITE ET AUTRES DISGRÂCES, and most recently DÉLIT DE
FUITE. She also writes for the cinema and works for the magazine Service Littéraire.

de Rosnay, Tatiana: ROSE
(Héloïse d’Ormesson, March 2011, 247 pages)
Originally written in English
ROSE tells the story of the fight of an endearing woman to keep her home.
Paris, 1860s. Hundreds of houses are being razed, and neighborhoods are reduced to ashes.
Commissioned by Emperor Napoleon III, Baron Haussmann instigates a set of planning reforms that will create
a general outcry. Rose Bazelet, a 60-year-old widow, is determined to fight against the destruction of her family
home till the very end. Trying to overcome the loneliness of her daily life, she writes letters to Armand, her late
and beloved husband. But this ritual soon turns into a kind of redemption. As she reminisces about the past, she
is forced to come to terms with a secret that has been buried in her for thirty years.
Rose witnesses an époque that shook the city to its very core. In this ode to Paris, houses harbor secrets,
and their walls are soaked with the joys and sorrows of its inhabitants. Faithful to her previous successful novels,
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Tatiana de Rosnay gives a beautiful and haunting exploration of one’s past, in a distressful historical
background.
Tatiana de Rosnay is a screenwriter, a journalist writing for French ELLE and a literary critic for
Psychologies magazine. ROSE is her eleventh novel. In 2010, Tatiana de Rosnay was the best selling French
author in Europe and in the U.S.A. Five millions copies of SARAH’S KEY (2006) and BOOMERANG (2009)
were sold in over 30 countries. A movie based on SARAH’S KEY, starring Kristin Scott-Thomas, was released
in 2010.
Foreign rights sold to: the U.S.A. (St. Martin’s Press), the U.K. (MacMillan), Germany (Berlin Verlag),
Norway (Bazar), the Netherlands (Artemis), Sweden (Sekwa) and Portugal (Objectiva).
The Russian rights for previous works are sold to Family Leisure Club/Hemiro
“On retrouve dans ce roman tous les ingrédients qui font la saveur des histoires de son auteure : une
héroïne déterminée, les secrets du passé qui ressurgissent, un pan de l’histoire de France revisité.” Elle
“Un roman épistolaire très féminin et touchant qui honore Flaubert, Balzac, Baudelaire, et nous
renvoie à une époque pleine de charme.” Version Femina

Testud, Sylvie: CHEVALIER DE L’ORDRE DU MÉRITE
(Fayard, March 2011, 272 pages)
The hopeless and hilarious struggle of a woman whose obsession for cleaning becomes a threat to her
peace of mind and to her happiness.
Though her professional life makes her very busy during the day, the protagonist can’t help cleaning up
her flat when she comes home. Hair, dirty socks and crumbs make her sick. His companion Adrien suggests they
should hire a cleaning woman, to peace her mind. But overcoming an obcession is not that easy, and a cleaning
woman cannot stand in for a shrik. The obcessed woman will therefore continue to job compulsively, work hard,
and clean until her life becomes a real mess.
Sylvie Testud is a successful actress who awarded two Césars in her carreer. She published three
previous novels: IL N’Y A PAS BEAUCOUP D’ÉTOILES CE SOIR (Pauvert, 2003), LE CIEL T’AIDERA
(Fayard, 2005) and GAMINES (Fayard, 2006).
“Derrière l’humour assumé et porté par un sens acéré de la formule, elle aborde dans son roman des
sujets à polémique ou à hypocrisie : la place des sans-papiers, le féminisme, l’avortement, le machisme.” Le
Figaro

EROTIC STORIES
Holder, Éric: EMBRASEZ-MOI
(Le Dilettante, September 2011, 221 pages)
The short stories in Eric Holder’s EMBRASEZ-MOI (Light My Fire) are sensual journeys.
A book about fiery love to indulge in. “What’s the matter with me?” That is what the characters in each
of the seven love stories seem to be asking themselves. The author of Mademoiselle Chambon sheds light on that
instant when everything is turned upside down, with his usual sensitivity but with an electrifying lewdness too. If
anyone had told Aurore she would sleep with two men the same night, and that one of them would become the
father of her daughter… If anyone had warned Farid that by seducing Brigit, his whole life would turn into one
long nightmare… If anyone had told beautiful Madame Bercoff that she’d fall for an idiot… But love takes
people by surprise, seven times in this collection of unexpected (to say the least) short stories. For these stories
don’t stop at the threshold of the bedroom. They follow the new lovers to their beds, where they explore, along
with the reader, the mysterious paths to harmony.
“Well, since we’re going to talk about sex, what are we going to talk about? Personally, I choose its
lewder aspect. That vision of organs, especially when someone’s caught off guard, is a lot like a street fight. The
degree of violence leaves one speechless. I have never experienced this shock better than the day I listened to a
true story, which was an astonishing turn of events.”
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Eric Holder was born in 1960, in Lille. Beatnik youth, three sisters, no post-secondary studies. He was
first published at 24, and has been continued to be a prolific writer ever since. His books inlcude L’HOMME DE
CHEVET, EN COMPAGNIE DES FEMMES, NOUVELLES DU NORD ET D’AILLEURS…

Becker, Emma: MR
(Denoël, January 2011, 300 pages)
In her first novel, Emma Becker puts under scrutiny the erotic vertigo experienced by a modern day
Lolita.
Ellie is eighteen and leads a carefree and superficial life until the day she comes across Mister, a
married surgeon nearing fifty. At first strictly epistolary, their affair finally takes off in a Parisian hotel room.
Ellie will go through several months of feverish waiting, punctuated by clandestine get-togethers and brief phone
conversations. An emotional vicious circle she will try to break, unsuccessfully.
Apart from her exceptionally honest writing, filled with intimate descriptions that break the rules of
“respectable literature”, Emma Becker has renewed the Lolita gender by giving voice to the girl instead of the
mature man. Ellie’s point of view brings to light the thoughts, curiosity and needs of a young person who tries to
learn about human beings though transgression.
Emma Becker is 22. MR is her first novel.
Foreign rights sold to: the U.K.(Constable & Robinson) and the Netherlands (De Bezige Bij).
“Mlle Becker énonce dès le début son projet : entendre la voix de Lolita. Excellente initiative : dans les
romans d’amour entre un vieux et une jeune, ce n’est jamais la jeune qui parle. Or ne serait-il pas intéressant de
savoir enfin pour quelles raisons une nymphette craque sur un quadra libidineux (à part pour son fric) ? Moi ça
me passionne.” Le Figaro
“Avec une belle écriture attentive, précieuse et incandescente, elle explore les dangers de la passion,
entre brûlures de l’âme et addiction au sexe.” Grazia

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Hoffmann, Stéphane: LES AUTOS-TAMPONNEUSES
(Albin Michel, August 2011, 232 pages)
For Hélène and Pierre, marriage has always been like a ride on the bumper cars: “uncomfortable, you
take some knocks, you give a few, you go round in circles getting nowhere, but at least you’re not alone."
Forty years of married life, a fine house in the Gulf of Morbihan, children already flown the nest. Pierre
gives up his business and comes home. Hélène is devastated. She doesn’t want to see this man she has always
loved as an aged husband in retirement. How can she give him a new zest for life? But perhaps Hélène isn’t
really the futile, indifferent snob she appears to be. Could she be living a double life? When they start organizing
a big party for their swanky friends to celebrate their fortieth wedding anniversary, catastrophe looms on the
horizon.
Stéphane Hoffmann, a journalist and book reviewer, published LE GOUVERNEUR DISTRAIT (1989)
and CHÂTEAU BOUGON (1991), which received the Nimier Prize. DES FILLES QUI DANSENT (2007) and
DES GARÇONS QUI TREMBLENT (2008).
“Une comédie particulièrement corrosive et mordante sur la bourgeoisie de province et sur le
marriage” Livres Hebdo
“On ne s’ennuie pas une seconde!” Livres Hebdo

Bourdin, Françoise: DANS LES PAS D’ARIANE – TOME 2
(Belfond, October 2011, 340 pages)
Continuation of the 1st volume LE TESTAMENT D’ARIANE. A diary lifts the veil from Ariane’s
family secrets…
Only heir of her Aunt Ariane, Anne Nougaro decides, despite her family’s opinion, to keep the property
she has inherited, in south-west France. With the help of her brother Jérôme, she will turn it into a guesthouse,
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giving it a new lease on life. Her husband, Paul, unable to understand this choice, refuses to live in the house he
hates. He will wind up asking for divorce.
But Anne’s family will reunite and support her. One day, as she is reading Ariane’s diary, Anne
discovers she was probably an illegitimate child. Is that why her mother was so upset about the inheritance? Will
Anne confront her, and try to find her real father?
With over 3 million copies of her books sold, Françoise Bourdin is one of France’s foremost writers of
women’s fiction. Her novels have been translated into 8 languages. Russian rights are under option with Family
Leisure Club.

Révay, Theresa: DERNIER ÉTÉ À MAYFAIR
(Belfond/Place des editeurs, October 2011, 450 pages)
From the glittering ballrooms of Edwardian high society to the fields of the Valley of the Somme,
through a decade of delight and disaster, the promising young heirs of two patrician families discover the
shocking truths behind family secrets, and search for the true meaning of their lives.
1911. The Rotherfields are a prominent English aristocratic family. Since the eldest son died after an
accident caused by his youngest brother, Edward, who has become a dashing aviator, womanizer and gambler, it
is Julian who must carry on the family name. But he is known as the “reluctant heir". Evangeline, the eldest
daughter, has joined the Suffragettes. Only Victoria is looking for an eligible young man. Along with their
German cousins and French friends, their lives are shattered by the war. Personal challenges run head-on into the
historical cataclysm…
Theresa Révay is a novelist and translator. Her best-sellers, LA LOUVE BLANCHE and its sequel,
TOUS LES RÊVES DU MONDE have been translated into 8 languages: Der Club Bertelsmann / Goldmann
(Germany), Circulo de Lectores / Plaza y Janés (Spain), Athenaeum (Hungary), Circulo de Leitores (Portugal),
Swiat Ksiazski (Poland), Alnari (Serbia), Euromedia (Czech Republic) and Family Leisure Club (Ukraine). She
has also published two previous novels with Belfond: Valentine ou le temps des adieux, sold to Fischer Verlag
(Germany) and Family Leisure Club (Ukraine) and Livia Grandi ou le souffle du destin, sold to Fischer Verlag
(Germany), RCS Sonzogno (Italy), Athenaeum (Hungary) and Family Leisure Club (Ukraine).
Foreign rights sold to Der Club Bertelsmann in Germany; Russian rights are under option with Family
Leisure Club

Liberati, Simon: JAYNE MANSFIELD, 1967
(Grasset, August 2011, 192 pages)
Louisiana, 29 June 1967. A metallic blue Buick Electra 225 on its way to New Orleans ploughs into the
back of a truck. Jayne Mansfield and her lover Samuel Brody are killed on the spot. Simon Liberati recounts the
accident with a cool detachment worthy of David Cronenberg’s Crash.
Jayne Mansfield was one of the world’s most photographed stars, on a par with Brigitte Bardot, the
Beatles, and Pope Paul VI. Jayne Mansfield, 1967 attempts to measure the erotic power of the woman who
embodied the collapse of the Hollywood star system. Simon Liberati’s book focuses on the precise moment
when the actress tipped over from Eros to Thanatos. His work is an anti-biography, a fascinating counter-portrait
of one of the most famous sex symbols of the 1950s.
The account of the accident is brief, the style dry and factual. A series of flashbacks shed light on Jayne
Mansfield’s Hollywood lifestyle: her passion for all things pink, her dabbling in Satanism, her love of dogs and
whisky, her children, her lovers, a life spinning out of control. Jayne Mansfield was as famous for her IQ as she
was for her cup size. As Simon Liberati writes, “She made too many bad films to let her life be a dud”. A book
for film buffs and lovers of extreme literature.
Simon Liberati was born in Paris in 1960. He has published three novels. Jayne Mansfield, 1967 is the
first devoted to the body and spirit of a glamour icon.

Anglade, Jean: LES DOIGTS BLEUS DE LA PLUIE
(Presses de la Cité/Place des editeurs, August 2011, 340 pages)
In the same vein as The Bridges of Madison County, a sweet and touching story about a woman who
feels stuck in her life as a wife and mother.
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Auvergne, France. Aline has been married twice, but has never been happy. After her first wedding, she
followed her husband to Tunisia, where he died. She came back with her children to Auvergne, where she
married a chilly/unfeeling bailiff (“court clerk” or “court attendant”, “bailiff fait très 19e siècle), for the sake of
her children. At age forty, Aline’s life is dull and sad; she feels like she has never had the chance to be in control
of her own life, and is nothing but a wife and a mother. Edmond is an ageless man who has never been married
and lives freely, travelling all over France in his old 2CV.
When these two lonely hearts meet, a literary and epistolary friendship grows between them, before
turning into a deep and unexpected passion. Although Aline is still married, she cannot deny her feelings for
Edmond, living this affair as an enchanted interlude in her life. She decides to accept their love and follow him,
leaving everything behind. But she cannot escape what the future holds for them…
Jean Anglade is a prolific writer who has written more than 90 books: biographies, short stories, essays
and novels.

Signol, Christian: AU CŒUR DES FORÊTS
(Albin Michel, October 2011, 360 pages)
Bastien lives alone in the midst of his forest since his wife, Louise, died.
One day he receives a message from his granddaughter Charlotte who is suffering from a bone tumour
in her leg. She asks if she can come and stay with him for a while. Bastien’s life is about to undergo radical
change. Little by little, a man who rarely speaks finds himself recounting his family history, in particular the
mysterious disappearance of his sister Justine during the war. From that moment on, Charlotte has only one idea
in her head: to solve the mystery.
Author of popular sagas, LA RIVIÈRE ESPÉRANCE, LES MESSIEURS DE GRANDVAL, LES
VIGNES DE SAINTE-COLOMBE (Maisons de la Presse prize in 1997) Christian Signol has also written more
intimist books such as BONHEURS D’ENFANCE, LA GRANDE ILE, UN MATIN SUR LA TERRE,
POURQUOI LE CIEL EST BLEU and UNE SI BELLE ÉCOLE. He is a master of popular fiction.

Bessora: CYR@NO
(Belfond, September 2011, 240 pages)
A modern and acerbically written version of Cyrano de Bergerac, dealing with deception in love, the
virtual and real worlds, real life and fiction.

Roxane is trying desperately to become famous in the pitiless world of theatre, but all she gets
are roles in ads for straightening shampoos and betting on horse races. Roxane is a mixed-race young
woman, who is not very good-looking, with her big nose and “hybrid” physical appearance. And to
top it all, she has fallen in love with Christian, who dumped her by email after a one-night stand. But
Roxane has a special ally: she can count on Cyrano, her imaginary alter ego from the 17th century.
Bessora was born in Brussels in 1968, and is the daughter of a Gabonese diplomat and a Swiss
mother. She has studied anthropology and has published seven novels and three novellas. She has been
in New York, where she is writing a new novel, for several months.
“La romancière de Et si Dieu me demande, dites-lui que je dors s'amuse à recomposer le personnage de
CYR@NO, un avatar de Roxane et de Cyrano, chargé de séduire le bellâtre Christian.” L'Est républicain
“Réseaux sociaux, amours virtuelles... Dans une langue très actuelle, limite crue, mais tellement juste.”
Femmes d'aujourd'hui

André, Boris: ATTENTION AU SCORPION. VOUS NE CROYEZ TOUT DE MÊME PAS
À CES BÊTISES?
(Flammarion, September 2011, 608 pages)
If you are a male or female born between 1 January and 31 December, then you should take the time to
savour this truly romantic comedy featuring incisively witty characters, a cascade of twists, a little of sex, and a
lot of love. If you are a male or female born between 23 October and 22 November, then the story of
psychoanalyst Julie Finkelstein, a fiery Scorpion who goes by her instincts, will strangely resemble your own.
And if you haven’t yet come across Guillaume Béranger, a young Virgo with a lively, independent spirit, then
you are about to make a decisive encounter...
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COMMERCIAL FICTION
This spicy and entertaining romantic comedy, a cross between Notting Hill and Four Weddings and a
Funeral, is the second volume in a new series “Don’t Tell Me You Believe This Nonsense!”, where each heroine
bears the traits of her astrological sign.
André Boris is a Virgo with Leo rising. Following MÉFIEZ-VOUS DE LA VIERGE, ATTENTION
AU SCORPION is his second novel. The start of a cycle of twelve works to match the twelve signs of the
zodiac. To be released in 2012: Mangez du Lion and Son cœur Balance.

Bourgeois, Sylvie: SOPHIE À CANNES
(Flammarion, October 2011, 256 pages)
The story of how forty-year-old Sophie, freshly dumped by François, finds herself at the Cannes Film
Festival as the guest of her friend Géraldine who, at the last moment, can no longer put her up in her room at the
Carlton Hotel for the day before Sophie’s arrival, she meets a new lover to share her bed. The problem is that on
the first weekend of the festival, it proves impossible to find a place to sleep. Having no interest whatsoever in
the world of film, Sophie decides to return to Paris, but this also turns out to be a mission impossible...
As excitement palpably builds up around this world-renowned event, Sophie remains “stuck” on the
Croisette where over a week of setbacks and disappointments, thanks to her sassy charm, she will get to know a
whole range of personalities, from the beach attendant of the Hotel Gray d’Albion to the global head of Warner.
A caustic and entertaining comic read, this is the first volume in a new series, “Les Possibilités de
Sophie” (Sophie’s Choices), recounting the fantastic adventures of an unpredictable forty-something.
After fifteen years working in communications, Sylvie Bourgeois now devotes herself to writing novels,
short stories and screenplays.

Maillet, Géraldine: IL FERAIT QUOI TARANTINO À MA PLACE?
(Flammarion, April 2011, 240 pages)
“I was quite happy as a novelist, with my blank pages, my ego-free computer, my pampering editor –
absolute bliss. And in spite of everything, I was gnawed by a nagging desire to have it out with the cinema: to
venture to the other side of the camera, to direct actors, to make my first feature film.
To get into the the closed and alluring world of cinema, I wrote a script, I accepted the merciless
judgment of all-powerful financiers, I started self-producing my short films, I cried ‘Action!’ with fear in my
belly, I dreamed of dim cinema halls, I looked for the perfect cast, I pleaded with vile agents, I loitered at the Bar
du Martinez during the Festival de Cannes, I crossed paths with Benicio del Toro, Guillaume Canet, and Tim
Burton, in the hope of finding a place in the same family. What would Tarantino have done in my shoes?
This reality-novel is the ‘making of’ my first feature film. It is a plunge into the cruel universe of the
Seventh Art, with its codes, foibles, fads, frenzies, mentors, impostors, and moving sands. I got my full money’s
worth, of humiliations and disappointments, of defections and betrayals, of long takes and dud shots...
Come backstage and see this much-envied and little-known milieu, and discover what happens on the
other side of the decor, free from special effects and trick photography. Between the glitter of a preview night
and dismal box-office takings, after struggling with the financial hurdles and getting a trailer that sells, before the
formatted prime-time promotional hype and the fiasco of a film shoot, in the midst of lies and deceptions, will
my love for the cinema survive? And what about yours?”
After PRESQUE TOP MODEL (translated into Russian) and FRENCH MANUCURE (translated into
Italian and Russian), Géraldine Maillet presents, in the form of a glamorous and satirical novel, the making of
her first film and a plunge into the cruel universe of filmmaking.
The Russian rights are under option with Ripol-Classic

Winckler, Martin: LES INVISIBLES
(Univers Poche, May 2011, 260 pages)
It’s easy to make those who don’t count disappear.
Charly Lhombre, Forensic Doctor on sabbatical, arrives in Quebec to take up a position at the
University of Montreal. Enchanted by the welcoming atmosphere of this big North American city he is quickly
confronted with the clear differences between the self-help associations for the city’s homeless and, on the other
end of the spectrum, the protected world of the university’s professors. Beneath the veneer of professional
relationships, however, power struggles and love rivalries slowly begin to spin their web.
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He had expected to spend a relaxing six months, but Charly finds himself amidst a series of violent
events and rumors of a sordid past: Who brutally attacked three defenseless homeless? Who broke into Owen
LaChance’s house, the wealthy patron of the Research Center, and attempted to kill him? Are these attacks
linked to the assassination of Owen’s wife, the beautiful Kathleen Cheechoo, some years earlier?
The complicity of the surprising Rejane Lalumiere, several film-like dreams and a quick initiation into
the culture of Cree Indians may just be enough to help Charly elucidate this triple mystery.
Martin Winckler has written over forty books including LA MALADIE DE SACHS (P.O.L., 1998), LE
CHOEUR DES FEMMES (P.O.L., 2009). AFTER MORT IN VITRO (2003) and CAMISOLES (2006), LES
INVISIBLES is his third novel to appear at Fleuve Noir. Martin Winckler previously denounced operational
principles and abuse of the medical world in his two last thrillers published by Fleuve Noir.
The Russian rights for his previous works are sold to Ripol-Classic and Geleos Ltd

LITERARY CRIME & SUSPENSE NOVELS
Gattégno, Jean-Pierre: AUTOROUTE
(Calmann-Levy, Autumn 2011, 350 pages)
This highly-visual novel, constructed like both a road movie and a thriller, deftly alternates humor and
suspense, in a surprising fable of sorts whose moral could be: No matter how fary our un, you cannot escape
either self or destiny.
Pierre Raustampon is a man who is tired. Tired of his job as a professor and his married life, tired of his
students who disrespect him and his colleagues who despise him... Not to mention his wife who recurrently
cheats on him. Then one day he's had enough. He takes off in the costly Mercedes of his wife's latest lover,
pocketing, to boot, the man's ID, credit cards and cell phone as well as a large sum of money. Carried away by a
his new-found wealth, Pierre thinks he can burn the bridges to his depressing past. He drives around aimlessly,
drifting in and out of episodes both comical and distressing.
His travels will take him to the four corners of France and will force him to take up another more
intimate journey: a journey within, leading him, ultimately, to question his very being.
The police hot on his trail, he will make some strange and dangerous acquaintances –taking up, in
particular, with the wife of his wife's lover – discovering, along the way, a little-suspected truth. A brutal
awakening that will place his adventures in a very particular light.
Renowned author of psychological novels, Jean-Pierre Gattégno has written numerous books that have
been adapted to film: Neutralité mal veillante, directed by Francis Girod, Mortel transfert, by Jean-Jacques
Beineix, and Une place parmi les vivants, by Raoul Ruiz. The Russian rights for Mortel transfert sold to Geleos
Ltd

Japp, Andréa H.: LE BRASIER DE JUSTICE
The first volume in the new series by Andréa H. Japp.
(Flammarion, October 2011, 408 pages)
We are in the kingdom of France at the start of the 14th century. Monsieur Justice de Mortagne, also
known as Hardouin cadet Venelle, is the youngest in a family of executioners. But this is not the typical
executioner you might imagine. This is a handsome and cultivated man in his early thirties who has amassed a
sizeable fortune. When his elder brother dies, he is nevertheless forced to take over the executioner’s role,
carrying on tradition as Monsieur Justice de Mortagne. While he is not especially bothered by the task of
torturing or killing, neither does it bring him any particular “satisfaction”. After all, he’s not the one to hand
down the sentences... All this changes when one day, in the public square, Monsieur Justice de Mortagne ties to
the stake a young woman, Marie, sentenced for slandering a nobleman whom she has accused of rape. That
Marie is guilty seems incontestable in Hardouin’s mind. But when he learns that she had indeed been raped, he
feels himself to be an accomplice to murder for the first time. How many murders has he committed in the past
by wilfully blinding himself?
Re-establishing justice thus becomes a necessity. A desire for redemption, as well as a burgeoning
exclusive and confidential link with God, urge Hardouin to investigate previous executions – including that of
Marie – and to pay attention to every new person sentenced. His new mission: to clarify the truth and to sentence
those who are truly guilty.
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Andrea H. Japp is one of the queens of French detective novels. She has already published around thirty
works. To be mentioned: the success of the previous series Les Mystères de Druon de Brévaux published by
Flammarion. The Russian translation of the collection Dames sans terre is published by Family Leisure Club.

Ghreener, Stephan: LE HOLD-UP DES SILENCIEUX
(Fleuve noir, June 2011, 528 pages)
Sarasota, early 2009. Amidst the financial crisis, Florida is for sale to the highest bidders. While some
are ready to do anything to obtain a new house – including getting rid of the current occupants by killing them –
Arthur Wainwright, the last real estate nabob has disappeared. Quickly, the good ol’ methods of the Wild West
come back into action. A reward of 2 million dollars is offered to whoever brings in this unique retired fellow dead or alive. A poignant and modern writing style with a superb play list of heroes – a real "rock-n-roll" novel.
If Flemming had created a hero in 2010, that would be Joshua Gallagher: charming and ambiguous, he
travels all over the globe to deal with all sort of crisis, always on the tight line along the borders of legality,
following his own rules and principles. Flamboyant secondary characters who illustrate the collateral damages of
the American Dream: a serial killing real estate agent and a man of leisure who, after having Florida in the palm
of his hands, finds himself with it hot on his heels.
Stephan Ghreener is living between Paris and the US. He set up his own company when he was 20 and
left to the US 5 years later. Back to France, he started to write. Le Hold-Up des silencieux is his second novel
and he is also working on screenplays for television.
“Chases, hit-and-run attacks, murders, sudden new developments: the second novel by Stephan
Ghreener is driven in the fast lane, without rest nor digression.” Le Monde des Livres

Quadruppani, Serge: LA DISPARITION SOUDAINE DES OUVRIÈRES
(Le Masque, September 2011, 230 pages)
After SATURNE, a new investigation by the Roman commissioner Simona Tavianello.
On vacation with her husband in a sublime Italian valley, police commissioner Simona Tavianello’s
peaceful days will soon be shattered to pieces. A series of unexplained murders has begun to traumatize the
region and it won’t take long before Simona gets involved. Who has been distributing tracts signed “The Bee
Revolution”? Who would harm a defenseless beekeeper? What sus- picious experiments are being carried out in
the laboratories of the multina- tional agricultural company, Sacropiano?
Caught between militant radical ecologists and powerful industrialists who have the police as allies,
Commissioner Tavianello will have a hard time kee- ping a cool head and not letting herself get caught up in a
conspiracy theory. Luckily, her husband, Marco, a freshly retired police commissioner himself, is keeping a
watchful eye.
Serge Quadruppani is a renowned author of militant crime novels and a translator from Italian
(Camilleri, Evangelisti, De Cataldo, Carlotto, Fois...) He is a regular contributor to Le Monde diplomatique and
is director of the Bibliothèque italienne with Editions Métailié.

Thiery, Danielle: CRIMES DE SEINE
(Payot-Rivages, September 2011, 238 pages)
Edwige Marion, commissioner of the Railway police is killed near to the platforms of Paris' Gare du
Nord during a robbery. She falls into a coma. At the scene is also discovered the body of "B-M", a small-time
drug dealer who was her grass. Is this a settling of accounts between the representatives of two worlds in
conflict which, through force of circumstance, have to rub along together? Or simply an altercation that turned
out badly? Faced with puzzling clues, Valentine Cara and Luc Abadie, two loyal colleagues of Marion's, quickly
begin to harbour doubts. How can such a seasoned cop walk into such a clumsy trap? Why hadn't she told
anyone she was going? And how can Marion's new lieutenant, Commissioner Guerry's strange behaviour be
explained?
With Paris, having drowned for weeks under heavy rain, preparing for the flood of the century, Marion's
body disappears from Intensive Care. In the chaos of the natural catastrophe that was as foreseeable as it was
unmanageable, Cara and Abadie strive to find their boss so she can receive the care she needs. But
the overflowing Seine has plenty of surprises in store...
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Danielle Thiery was the first woman to reach the rank of Divisional Commissioner in the French police
force. Here she draws on her experience and on a meticulous documentary style to make her 'flood of the
century' terrifyingly believable.

Raguenes, Joël: L’INSTINCT DU PRÉDACTEUR
(Calmann-Levy, November 2011, 350 pages)
A modern-day suspense novel about the horrific secrets of picture-perfect economical success. A
forthright dive in the psychology of a predator, engaged in a self-destructive quest of recognition through power,
money and sex.
From humble beginnings to the head of one of France's largest retail groups in a few short years, JeanNoël Castellanis a much respected - and feared - CEO. He carefully hones both his reputation as an outstanding
businessman and his glamorous image as a lover of art and women, to better hide his obsessive ambition.
As in order to succeed, Castellan will stop at nothing: manipulation, intimidation, blackmail,
betrayal…There are countless victims, even within his innermost circle, but no-on is saying anything; they either
keep quiet or pay the ultimate price.
Castellan thinks he's been dealt an unbeatable hand. Little does he suspect the ruthless enemy, waiting
in the shadows, who has called his bluff and is preparing to unmask him. The more than dubious African origins
of his fortune, his political complicity and his criminal methods are about to be exposed. Every thing is in place
to bring about Castellan’s downfall. Only one thing can save him: his predatory instincts.
Born in Conquet, Brittany, Joël Raguénès is from a family of seaweed farmers. While pursuing a
successful career in business that led him to associate him with the CEO’s of major international groups, he
gained recognition as the author of sagas set in his native Brittany. His works include Le Pain de la mer and
L'Honneur des goémoniers, published with J.-C. Lattès. He lives in Landivisiau.

Bonnot, Xavier-Marie: LE PAYS OUBLIE DU TEMPS (The Land that Time Forgot)
(Pierre Astier Agency/Actes Sud, February 2011, 336 pages)
An exotic detective novel puts Le Baron on the path of a collector of Papua skulls, who paid dearly for
his obsession with primitive societies.
In 1936, in New Guinea, Robert Ballancourt and Dr. Delorme go up the Sepik River to get to a Papua
village called Palembei, in head-hunter territory. Their goal: to buy both trophy heads (enemies’ heads) and
initiates’ heads (ancestors’ heads) to save some vestiges of a culture that has been endangered since Christianity
made an appearance in this part of the world.
Seventy years later, the Marseilles cop Michel de Palma, a.k.a. Le Baron, approaching retirement age,
finds Dr. Delorme – murdered with a reed arrow right between the eyes, in a villa filled with masks and
statuettes from Oceania. Secular mysteries and exoticism feed this exceptionally scholarly detective novel,
which, along its way, revisits works on primitive societies by Freud, Levi-Strauss and Margaret Mead.
Xavier-Marie Bonnot writes Marseilles-based detective novels. His books published by Editions
L’Ecailler du Sud: La Première Empreinte (2002), La Bête du marais (2004) and La Voix du loup (2006). By
Belfond: Les Ames sans nom (2009). LE PAYS OUBLIÉ DU TEMPS is his fifth novel.

Moore, Viviane: AINSI PUIS-JE MOURIR…
(Univers Poche, June 2011, 360 pages)
After marrying Philip Sedley, the young romance novelist Gabrielle Dancel moves into the Chateau de
Tourlaville. Her rural childhood was filled with stories of the dramas that unfolded in this castle, which she now
yearns to make her own. She finds the society disconcerting, with all the codes, unspoken rules, and a husband
who is infinitely more mysterious than he initially seemed.
A world from which she draws the subject of her next novel, inspired by the true story of Julien and
Marguerite, a brother and sister who, in the 16th century, lived a love story until their death which may have
been not only tragic but also incestuous. Inhabited by her novel in progress, Gabrielle seems to straddle the past
and the present and Philip’s sister’s arrival to the castle leads to further confusion. Is history repeating itself?
Madness, tragic love affairs, murder… Perhaps it is the castle itself that, throughout the centuries,
relentlessly besieges its inhabitants? The Russian rights are also available for The saga of TANCRÈDE
D’ANAOR
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Of Irish-Italian origin, Viviane Moore is completely French, although her name certainly wouldn’t tell
you so. Her writing knows no borders, neither geographic nor temporal. At 19 years old she became a
photographer, then a journalist and then worked for the Cartier Foundation. Her first novels were published in
1997, to immediate success. After the saga of Tancrède d’Anaor, whose 7 volumes sold close to 180,000 copies
at 10/18 Editions this unique and anachronistic author of historical fiction, adventure novels, thrillers and
detective novels, comes back to us with a spellbinding tale. Her books have been translated into English, Italian,
Polish and Korean.

DETECTIVE SERIES
Japp, Andrea H.: LES MYSTÈRES DE DRUON DE BRÉVAUX
(Flammarion, 2010-2011)
Through lively, poignant and effective stories, Andrea H. Japp brings together the art of breathtaking,
twist-filled stories and the universe of the historic novel. The breathless plots of her novels are set off by a
formidable writing style.
Jehan Fauvel, reputed mire (doctor), is sentenced to death during the Inquisition (14th century), because
of his unusual medical practices. But the real reason for his arrest is no other than a red stone, which has already
caused much blood to flow, and whose mystery he seeks to penetrate. When Jehan understands that he has been
betrayed, he is dogged by only one fear: that the Inquisition will encroach on his daughter Héluise, his passion
and his most brilliant student. The young woman has no choice but to escape. Disguised as a young doctor
named Druon, she is determined to solve the deadly enigma of the stone. On the way, Druon meets Huguelin,
and he takes her along with him.
Andrea H. Japp is one of the queens of French detective novels. Her works include a successful
historical detective series, called LA DAME SANS TERRE (150,000 copies sold in France and rights sold in 5
countries: the UK, Germany, Spain, Portugal and Russia).

T. 1 AESCULAPIUS
(Flammarion, February 2010, 448 pages)
Shortlisted for the Grand Prix Palatine du Roman Historique
Over 11,000 copies sold through the GLM book club
Druon and Hugelin cross paths with the imperious and imposing Countess Béatrice, who governs her
domain with an iron fist. While it would be within her power to kill Druon and Huguelin, she decides to spare
their lives. On one condition: that the young mire rids her of a monstrous creature that has already brutally
massacred half a dozen peasants and a priest. A superstitious terror has infiltrated all of the Countess’
underlings; some believe that the devil himself is at work. Relying on science and reasoning, and after a series of
twists, Druon will gradually undo the nefarious web woven around the Countess. And unravel the mystery.
“With this rich and suggestive novel, Andrea H. Japp makes us shake with fear but also entertains us
cleverly.” Le Figaro Littéraire
“A brilliant toxicologist, Andrea H. Japp renews the usual recipe for the medieval thriller – politico
religious plots, millenarian atmosphere – with her investigator of a brand new genre; she has concocted a
diabolical cocktail for which there is no antidote.” Le Point

T. 2 LACRIMAE
(Flammarion, October 2010, 457 pages)
Over 11,000 copies sold through the GLM book club
Druon is back on the road, accompanied by the young Huguelin. Practising medicine along the journey,
She arrives at the wealthy and renowned Abbey of the Holy Trinity, whose monks are scathingly criticised,
accused of lacking charity and exploiting the common folk to get rich. A miserly well-to-do haberdasher is
found, and a little while after, a young monk is discovered dead in the forest, executed in the same manner.
During the stay of Druon and Huguelin in the neighborhood, five murders occur: the victims are stabbed in the
back with their right hands cut off – the punishment inflicted on thieves. The head abbot has no intention of
allowing the forces of secular justice to investigate, but the bailiff of Nogent-le-Rotrou requests Druon’s help to
solve this mystery.
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The young doctor wonders what the five murdered men had in common and, as always, he relies on
science and reasoning.

T.3 TEMPLA MENTIS
(Flammarion, February 2011, 478 pages)
Héluise is still roving under the alias of Druon de Brévaux, hounded by the Inquisition and Monsieur de
Nogaret, the bishop of Alençon. Her aim is to discover why the illustrious Jehan Fauvel, her father, was tortured.
And to find out what he knew about the powers of the red stone which the Vatican and the King of France are
itching to possess. In this new adventure, following the advice of the sage Igraine, she approaches the town of
Brou-la-Noble, where a clue is hidden. The young mire (doctor) then heads to Alençon where she wants to
confront the bishop who betrayed her father. Next stop, Nocé, where indignation and anger flare up: the priest of
Saint-Martin’s church and his sexton are impaled, precious religious objects are stolen, and the church
vandalised.
Apparently none of the villagers have seen or heard a thing. This does not however stop them from
persecuting a man whose sole defects are laziness and drunkenness. Will Druon manage to save him? And why,
then, is a notary found murdered in the same detestable manner? Why do some believe that the solution to the
enigma lies in the stained glass? And what if the secret to the stone were lodged in the stained glass representing
the martyr St Eustache of Rome?
Druon is both enthralled and moved to hold in her hands thousands of years of human knowledge that
Church powers are attempting to cover up. And what if her father’s quest aimed at restoring knowledge to
humanity?
Andrea H. Japp is one of the queens of the French detective novel. She has already published 28 works
and is translated into 5 languages English, German, Spanish, Russian (Geleos and Family Leisure Club/Hemiro)
and Portuguese. This is the third volume of a highly acclaimed and successful series Druon de Brévaux: already
published AESCULAPIUS and LACRIMAE.

THRILLERS
Loevenbruck, Henri: L’APOTHICAIRE
(Flammarion, October 2011, 608 pages)
Following a childhood as an orphan raised by Abbot Baudoin, Andrea de Saint-Loup becomes a
renowned apothecary who employs all his might to giving logical meaning to the irrational events surrounding
him. He attracts the attention of the Inquisition that wishes to interrogate him about a small empty room recently
discovered in his home, the existence of which he had been completely unaware. The Inquisition’s emissaries
also issue threats to perform the most elaborate tortures on Juan Hernandez Manau, a man of letters to whom
Andrea recently paid a visit, and a member of the enigmatic Schola Gnosticos society.
Andrea asks Abbot Baudoin to protect two female prostitute friends when the Pope envisages rounding
up ladies of pleasure in whorehouses supervised by the Church. But he is forced to flee when he discovers that
the police has set fire to his house and killed his valets…
Henri Loevenbruck is 36 years old. A journalist and author, he also writes screenplays for films. He has
published more than ten novels with Flammarion and Bragelonne.Translated in thirteen countries, the novels of
Henri Loevenbruck are also enormously successful in bookshops.
Russian rights are under Option with Azbooka-Atticus

Incardona, Joseph: 220 VOLTS
(Fayard Noir, March 2011, 198 pages)
Successful novelist Ramon Hill has got it all: 6-digit sales and colossal advances, a journalist wife, two
beautiful children and a spacious home...
Yet the problem is Ramon has drawn a blank. After weeks of pressure from his publisher, he is still
stuck on chapter forty-three. His wife Margot suggests they spend a couple of weeks at their mountain cabin,
alone, far from the concerns of daily life, so that Ramon can finish his novel. The children are entrusted to the
care of their grand-parents, luggage is packed and off they go. But a gathering of clouds suddenly threatens what
should be an idyllic retreat...
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Joseph Incardona's love story of deceptive appearances explores the dark psychology of a couple at a
dramatic turning. Masterful.
Swiss novelist Joseph Incardona writes in the French language and is one of Fayard's most talented
authors of crime fiction. He is the author namely of REMINGTON (Fayard) and LONELY BETTY (Finitude),
Prix BibliObs finalist.

Serfaty, Thierry: DEMAIN EST UNE AUTRE VIE
(Albin Michel/Susanna Lea Asst., September, 2011, 340 pages)
If you had everything you'd ever wanted but knew it wasn't really yours, would you live out the
beautiful lie? More importantly, would your past let you?
New York, late afternoon, under a dark sky and torrential rain. Jamie Byrne has just run a red light and
hits the brakes a moment too late. His life flashes before his eyes, amounting to little more than regret -- his
loveless marriage, his nonexistent family. His successful career as a surgeon is small consolation. Early the next
day, Jamie wakes up in his house, his car intact. A beautiful woman appears and wraps her arms around him; two
young boys jump into his arms. The scene is picture-perfect, but there is just one problem: Jamie has never laid
eyes on any of them before. Is this his dream come true, or a nightmare? His psychiatrist friend Tobey assures
him that he is merely suffering from memory loss and recurring nightmares, both the result of an accident that
occurred six years earlier, in which his first wife Inès was killed. Jamie decides to try to embrace his new life.
But suddenly he receives a phone call from a voice he could recognize anywhere: Inès. In this gripping thriller,
Jamie Byrne runs from murder and blackmail, and struggles to find the fine line between dream and reality. He
embarks on a desperate quest to discover his fate, pitted between imminent death and perfect love.
Thierry Serfaty is the author of six thrillers, and lives in Paris. He has been translated in a dozen
languages. His website is www.thierryserfaty.com.

Chaumette, Jean-Christophe: LE DIEU VAMPIRE
(L’Editeur, May 2010, 383 pages)
Prix Masterton 2011 !!!
Here is a thriller that looks like bit-lit – but is not ! It will in reality satisfy the public’s appetite for
historical-cum-esoteric thrillers. A group of archaeologists search for the truth about the Order of the Dragon that
is connected to a mysterious vampire myth.
A team of scientists unearths the tomb of Genghis Khan in Mongolia. A strange ovoid discovered in the
mausoleum, which spreads light rays in the form of a dragon, intrigues Sophie, a member of the expedition. In
Switzerland, a renowned psychiatrist sends documents obtained from a monk in Romania to his son Christian
before being assassinated. In the documents the Order of the Dragon is mentioned, a brotherhood which Vlad
Tepes, better known by the name of Dracula, was one of the great masters. Sophie tries to discover the true
nature of the ovoid; Christian tries to understand the reasons for the death of his father. They will learn that the
Order of the Dragon is the origin of the vampire myth and that its members must hold together, determined to
recover the ovoid, which for them is a source of pleasure and power and that they worship as a god. But to win
the battle, Christian and Sophie will have to pay a high price.
Witty and entertaining, with an impeccable suspense, this excellent thriller revisits the history of human
suffering.
Born in 1961, Jean-Christophe Chaumette is the author of twenty books, including THE NINTH
CIRCLE SERIES, SURVEYOR OF THE WORLDS for which he received the Masterton Prize for the Best
Novel 2001. He received it again in 2002. He was voted best French fantasy author of the past decade in 2009.

Cohen, Roland: LA PARADE DES SERPENTS
(Le Rocher, May 2011, 320 pages)
Prix Alcazar of Thriller 2011
Dilon and Ys have just started a peaceful vacation in a rented villa in Saint Tropez. Handsome,
charming and never boring, they’re the kind of characters you want to spend time with. He’s a happy 40something, Marketing Director for a major pharmaceutical firm, and working on a novel during his vacation.
She’s a stunning young woman, confident and ever-so-slightly capricious. A talented journalist, she often
interviews celebrities for women’s magazines. But the young couple soon becomes the target of a peculiar
lobby… Thieves break into their villa. Dilon’s computer is taken… He quickly realizes this is no run-of-the-mill
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robbery. His manuscript could do a lot of harm to certain international pharmaceutical firms whose scheming
and dirty dealings he has become aware of…
A chance encounter puts him in touch with a mysterious professor specialized in esoteric sects and the
history of civilizations…
Dilon’s surprising discoveries will gradually draw him into a veritable trap, as well as a high-speed
manhunt though both Saint Tropez and London. Certain truths about the laws that govern life and death have
been handed down through the centuries… But do we have the right to shed light on them?

Van Cauweleart, Didier: LE JOURNAL INTIME D’UN ARBRE
(Michel Lafon, september 2011, 300 pages)
What if the day you die you start a double life? One that goes backwards, into your memories and back
to your origins and the other forwards, following the emotions and inspiration that you continue to feel. That is
what happens to the narrator of this tale, a four hundred year old pear-tree who has been uprooted in a storm.
Henceforth his conscience is shared between his new way of seeing the world – as logs, as the work of art that
was carved into his trunk – and the human destiny to which he found himself linked during his active life: lovers
with names carved into his bark, someone who hanged themselves from one of his branches, a young girl
accused of being a witch burned with his wood, the rebel adventurer whose ashes were scattered on his roots, the
illegitimate royal upon whose birth he was planted…
How does a tree “work”? What makes up its conscience and what is the secret of its interaction with the
environment? The tree’s posthumous ‘diary’ makes us see the world, nature and man in a whole new light,
through a vegetal way of thinking that develops as it tells a tale full of suspence: will the emotions and memories
disappear once the sap is dry? The pear-tree itself, with its own survival instinct, does not know if it should
replant its roots in the past or point them towards the future, whether to explore ancient history or leap into the
unknown…
Captivating, funny and stirring, THE DIARY OF A TREE brings an original answer to the universal
question: what is, for a tree as much as a man, the best way of avoiding death?
Winner of the Prix Goncourt in 1994 for UN ALLER SIMPLE, Didier van Cauwelaert is a French
writer of novels and plays. Inspired by the themes of family and social achievement, Didier is also interested in
the paranormal and mad science. In film, following UN ALLER SIMPLE and L’ÉDUCATION D’UNE FÉE,
his books HORS DE MOI and L’ÉVANGILE DE JIMMY are being adapted in the USA. The novels of Didier
van Cauwelaert have been translated into more than 20 languages.
Russian rights for the previous works are sold to Fluide and AST Publishers

Camut, Jérôme & Hug, Nathalie: LES MURS DE SANG
(Calmann-Lévy, October 2011, 384 pages)
In an ingenious plot spanning three different eras, Jérôme Camut and Nathalie Hug give us a
masterfully-crafted thriller, both complex and sensitive. You always pay for your mistakes. It's just a matter of
time.
Jack Van Bogaert has been separated from his daughter Lucie for twelve long years. His tumultuous
youth, including an extended stay in a Balinese prison, behind him at last, Jack had found stability with Libby,
the woman he loves, on a small island paradise. To make his unexpected happiness complete, he has gone to
Switzerland to be reunited with Lucie, whose mother has died. A stupid car accident on a mountain road is about
to change everything, however. Lucie is injured, and Jack sets out to look for help, just enough time for trouble
to come calling. The field is open to kidnappers, an abduction that is no coincidence: someone is out to get Jack.
The road to Lucy is strewn with bodies – and incomprehension: murder, blackmail, political scandal...
What awful crime did Jack commit to make someone take it out on his teenager daughter?
Jérôme Camut and Nathalie Hug met in 2004. They have written seven novels together, including
RÉMANENCE (Les Voies de l’ombre, Télémaque), LES ÉVEILLÉS (2008), TROIS FOIS PLUS LOIN (2009)
and LES YEUX D’HARRY (2010).
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Harlay, Jérôme: SMOG
(Belfond, September 2011, 310 pages)
The mysteries of a fascinating houseboat overlooking the bay of Marseille, where three family dramas
are overlapping until a surprising outcome.
Smog is a strange houseboat set in the upper part of Marseille. When the owner of Smog, an odd
couple, tragically dies, Fergus, a ten-year-old boy, inherits it. Fergus is a smart, sensitive and timorous child who
lives with his father. During this summer, Marc Labeyrie, the mysterious handyman of Smog, is taking care of
Fergus, building up a special relationship: he is protective like a father but also very possessive. Their affection
is mutual but Jöel, Fergus’s half-brother, invited to spend the holidays “on board”, is jealous of his younger
brother who has got everyone’s attention, and rebels against Labeyrie. The events are set in motion, and soon
take a tragic turn...
Jérôme Harlay has worked for television and cinema as a sound engineer. He now dedicates most of his
time to writing and was awarded the European Polar Prize of the magazine Le Point for his novel Le sel de la
guerre in 2009. Smog is his second novel to be published by Belfond.
“With SMOG, Jérôme Harlay proposes a psychological thriller about the difficult relationships
between a father and his sons. In a fantastic setting, the death of the proprietors leads to the denouement of the
destinies.” Le Nouvel Observateur-

Toulemont, Manon: SYMFONIA
(Le Rocher , October 2011, 460 pages)
SYMFONIA is a fantasy thriller with a dark atmosphere, blending reality and the surreal within a dense
plot that sometimes veers almost into horror.
The hero, Pacôme, is a vampire who stalks the streets of Paris to quench his thirst for blood. One night
in November, 2009, his hunting expedition takes an unexpected turn of events, and he is forced to flee the scene
of the crime. An investigation starts, and four other heroes will have no choice but to band together: Alice,
Pacôme’s sister, who is enslaved by an inner voice that pushes her to satisfy her sadistic impulses; Olympe, the
eyewitness who caused the vampire to flee, and who possesses uncontrollable powers; Joseph, who is learning to
become a medium and who inadvertently establishes a mental connection with the murderer; and Ange, a
merman who murders young women to create total artworks. From the night of the murder to the resolution of
the affair, the plot follows an implacable chain of events. Drawn into a worrisome and paranormal machination,
the fate of the four heroes will bring them together and leads to a finale that is highly unexpected – to say the
least!
"I was diagnosed with Asperger’s Syndrome (high-functioning autism) at the age of 16. SYMFONIA is
my special interest, a characteristic shared by all high-functioning autistic people, who have a nearly-exclusive
interest in a single field. Since writing is soothing to me, and much easier to handle than human relations, I
created this saga, through which I can exteriorize my thoughts and feelings, and bring my imaginary friends to
life."

Pelissier, Patrice: L’HOMME QUI EN VOULAIT TROP
(Belfond/Place des editeurs, October 2011, 300 pages)
A modern Ten Little Indians (mon dieu, “nigger” ne s’emploie plus, et ce titre n’a pas fait long feu
(http://www.enotes.com/ten-little) set in the mountains of Auvergne
In the Auvergne region,, the police have just discovered that the tiny village of Combes has been
completely decimated. The seven inhabitants have all been murdered, except for one, who died of a heart attack.
There is no trace of a killer around… Alex, who was one of the protagonists and witnesses, can tell what
happened a few days before the tragedy: how he seduced Alexandra, met her neighbours and got to know them
by drinking and talking by the fire.
He describes how the rough weather intensified the villagers’ isolation by shutting them away in their
houses for long hours. How a stranger came to disturb their quiet world and turn them against each other. And
how the immaculate white snow suddenly turned blood red…
Patrice Pelissier was a bookseller, and has had several short stories published in the newspaper La
Montagne. He wrote L’ANGE ET LE LOUP in 2009 (L’Ecir).
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Aubenque, Alexis: CHARITÉ BIEN ORDONNÉE
(Calmann-Levvy, October 2011, 300 pages)
An immersion into the excessive and extravagant world of the super-rich, in a carefully-crafted tale of
suspense.
Back in Seattle, former River Falls sheriff, Mike Logan, has been named head of homicides. With the
first days of spring, he is confronted with the murder of a young art school student. He assigns the case to his
best detectives, Lieutenants Rivera and Nelson, who soon find themselves investigating one of the most
influential families in town, the Winedroves, and in particular the four Winedrove children who have chosen to
follow four very different paths...
With efficiency and rhythm, Alexis Aubenque plunges the reader into a captivating thriller.
A former bookseller and genre literature buff, Alexis Aubenque is the successful author of the River
Falls trilogy: Sept jours à River Falls, Un automne à River Falls which won the 2009 Prix POLAR, in Cognac,
and Un noël à River Falls, published in September 2010.

Grangé, Jean-Christophe : LE PASSAGER
(Albin Michel, September 2011, 750 pages)
First print-run 200,000 copies
Mathias Freire suffers from a strange sickness. He makes ‘psychic escapes’. When he is under stress, he
turns a corner and loses his memory. When he finds it again, he’s become another person, unaware of the fact
that he has built a new self, a new past, a new destiny…
While working as a psychiatrist in Bordeaux, he realises the truth of his condition. There’s only one
way to find out who he really is: to backtrack, one by one, his previous identities until he reaches the original,
peeling away the succession of invented characters to reach the hallucinating truth. Never has J.C. Grangé been
less gory - never has he been more nerve-racking. Probably his best book so far.
From LE VOL DES CICOGNES to LA FORÊT DES MÂNES, Jean-Christophe Grangé’s thrillers are
regularly adapted for the cinema and translated into thirty languages. Jean-Christophe Grangé is the only French
novelist in his genre to reach the international league.
Foreign rights sold to: Germany (Lübbe), Italy (Garzanti) and Turkey (Dogan Kitap), Russian rights are
under option with Azbooka-Atticus group.
“(…) Grangé a le chic, en construisant avec une minutie d’horloger son intrigue au long cours, de
rendre crédible ce que son imagination débordante invente de façon totalement débridée. Bravo l’artiste!” Le
Figaro Littéraire
“Diaboliquement construit suivant le principe des poupées russes, LE PASSAGER se dévore avec un
mélange d’effroi et de jubilation” Aujourd’hui en France

Sulitzer, Paul-Loup: L'EMPIRE DU NÉNUPHAR
(Le Rocher , September 2011, 380 pages)
The 1st thriller set in the world of the Chinese financial industry.
Franz Cimballi, the legendary hero of Money, sets off to conquer China, a huge country whose
overwhelming size both fascinates and terrifies. Can he penetrate this empire, free of western rationalism, that
always seems to slip away the moment you think you have it in your grasp?
Upon arrival, weakened by a new financial crisis, Cimballi doesn’t own much. He soon manages to get
wealthy, but it isn’t easy. Unexpected obstacles are overcome, one after the other… though sometimes only
barely. But for Cimballi, it’s never enough. After the textile industry and the art market, another sector fascinates
him: skyscrapers. So he invests in the free-trade zones. His goal: sell towers to both local and foreign clients.
Like his buildings, Cimballi is climbing ever higher. As the first westerner to reach those heights in China, he is
both admired and hated.
Financial maneuvers are aimed at the globe-trotting businessman’s interests. Big ones. Maneuvering on
a Chinese scale, i.e. titanic. His adversary would seem to be an expert in economic attacks.
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Ollivier, Mikaël: QUELQUE CHOSE DANS LA NUIT
(Le Passage, October 2011, 320 pages)
This thriller takes place in Bruce Springsteen’s fans world.
Six of them will die. Four men and two women whose only apparent link is an unreasonable passion for
a star: Bruce Springsteen, the Boss. Six fans hunted by death concert after concert, from Madrid to Hamburg, to
London, Paris and Antwerp. Suicides? Accidents? Damien, a gendarme who is fond of music can’t accept those
unstoppable deaths. Together with his brother, the police superintendent Guillaume Le Guen he will lead an
investigation across all Europe that will bring them back into the deepest part of themselves. It’s their own world
of twenty years of shared passion that is about to collapse. Even their life is endangered.
Mikaël Ollivier after writing LA PROMESSE DU FEU takes his duo of cops on a disturbing journey
inside the universe of the fans. The two brothers will have to confront their own demons before unravelling
what’s hidden in the dark, disseminating death. As it is said in Springsteen’s song: “Nothing is forgotten or
forgiven.”
Mikaël Olliver has published four previous thrillers TROIS SOURIS AVEUGLES (2002) which was
adapted for the screen, L’INHUMAINE NUIT DES NUITS (2004), NOCES DE GLACE (2006) which was
adapted for television and LA PROMESSE DU FEU (2009). He is himself a fan of Bruce Springsteen and
published his reference biography BRUCE FREDERICK SPRINGSTEEN (2008).

Bannel, Cédric: L’HOMME DE KABOUL
(Robert Laffont, March 2011, 400 pages)
In Cédric Bannel’s fast-paced and exciting new thriller, sexy, green-eyed Commissioner Oussama
Kandar turns the routine investigation surrounding a businessman’s apparent suicide in Kabul into an explosive
case that has international implications.
As Kandar’s investigation over Wali Wadi’s death quickly evolves into one for murder, the Minister of
Security attempts to foil his every move, motivating him even more to solve the alleged crime. At the same time,
a Swiss-based secret organization, The Entity, uses everything in its power to terminate Kandar’s investigation,
even if it means putting an end to his life and murdering civilians in order to find one man with dangerous
information: Leonard Mandrake.
Nick Snee, an analyst for The Entity, searches for Mandrake by investigating a love affair he had with a
beautiful Afghan woman. Nick discovers that Mandrake has information related to Wali Wadi’s death, but he
doesn’t know how. This leads him to question The Entity’s motivations for wanting to stop Kandar. After
breathtaking chases, Nick joins forces with Kandar to find Mandrake which leads to an action-packed and
riveting final confrontation in the Hindu Kush mountains.What Nick and Kandar discover ends up being far
bigger than they could have possibly imagined.
Cédric Bannel, 44, began his career as a foreign diplomat and as a high public official working with the
financial sanctions against Iraq. Today he is the founder and CEO of one of France’s biggest Internet companies.
His previous novels published by Robert Laffont are LE HUITIÈME FLÉAU (1999), LA MENACE
MERCURE (2000), and ELIXIR (2004).
Foreign rights sold: UK/ANZ (Scribe), Germany (Aufbau), Italy (Sperling & Kupfer)

Covin, Alec: LE GÉNÉRAL ENFER
(Plon, February 2011, 384 pages)
Created in the aftermath of the Civil War, the brotherhood of General Fenryder threatens the entire
American continent with terror. His weapon? Bringing our most secret fears to life.
It’s been four years since the dreadful events at Tusitala, when a secret fraternity, borne of the Civil
War and possessed of diabolical powers, brought terror to a sleepy little Louisiana town (as told in Covin’s LES
LOUPS DE FENRYDER, 2005). Two years have gone by since the Wolves of Fenryder went on a killing spree
at the Walter Skoll Foundation, in the heart of New York City (ETATS PRIMITIFS, 2006).
But a few characters from the last two works escaped safe and sound. The little gathering of fugitives,
including journalist Sarah Widar and private detective Tim Modin, join Lorine and her son Scotty, whose father
was horrifically assassinated by the men of the brotherhood. Hunted by the Wolves, they must wipe out the
secret society of Fenryder before it takes over and succeeds in establishing the reign of the Great Night.
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Born in 1970, Alec Covin studied literature and cinema before working in the field of modern art. LES
LOUPS DE FENRYDER, ETATS PRIMITIFS, and DEUX ET DEMI OU LE ROMAN DU DIABLE met with
critical acclaim and established him as one of France’s finest authors of the fantastic.

Lenoir, Frédéric & Cabesos, Violette: LA PAROLE PERDUE
(Albin Michel, May 2011, 544 pages)
Six years after a tragic experience on Mont-Saint-Michel, Johanna, an archaeologist, is hoping to
recover her sense of the magic of stones, as well as her inner peace, on an excavation site, the basilica in
Vézelay. But as soon as she arrives, her young daughter starts having violent nightmares, where she finds herself
in Pompeii when the Vesuvio erupted. Meanwhile on the excavation site, archaeologists are being killed by a
murderer who signs his crimes with quotations from the Gospels…
Convinced there’s a connection between her daughter’s illness and the murders, Johanna starts her own
investigation in which past and present blend into one. The key to the murders? One of humanity’s greatest
secrets, those mysterious words Jesus traced in the sand as he confronted the woman adultery and her accusers.
The forgotten words…
Editor-in-chief of Le Monde des religions, Frédéric Lenoir has written many successful essays and
novels. Violette Cabesos is co-author of LA PROMESSE DE L’ANGE (Maisons de la presse prize in 2004), a
best-seller in France (100,000 copies were sold) and in other countries: it was published in 13 countries
including Germany (Piper), the U.S.A. (Pegasus) and Spain (Mondadori).
“An excellent thriller with an excellent sense of pace, suspense and the world seen from diffirent
angles.” Liberation
“A captivating thriller that gives the keys to understand the workings of international terrorism.
Certainly his best novel in a long time.” Express
“A gripping geopolitical thriller, sharp and effictive, strikingly authentic. [ .. J Nothing is simply black
or white in this fiction but human flaws and qualities are depicted with a keen eye, certainly acquired by the
author through his multiples lives.” Le Figaro Litteraire
“A foscinating geopolitical thriller on Saharan Islamism. [ . .} Fully in line with a John Le Carre, J -C
Rufin has written one of the best novels this spring.” France Soir

SCIENCE-FICTION & FANTASY
Audouin-Mamikonian, Sophie: LA COULEUR DE L’ÂME DES ANGES
(Robert Laffont, January 2012, 400 pages)
The exciting new series from France’s #1 best-selling author of YA novels
At 23, Jeremy is violently murdered. Now an Angel, he quickly realizes that the struggle for survival is
hardly over, and that he still risks death. Because the afterlife and Angels are nothing like he imagined…
In order to survive all Angels must feed off of human emotions. For that to work, Jeremy soon
discovers with horror that he must provoke these emotions: hatred, love, joy, sadness, fear, compassion…Only
the strongest of emotions can satiate the Angels and give their skin a blue tone when emotions and a red tone
when negative.
Since Angels are invisible, untouchable and immaterial, they can influence humans without them every
being aware of it. As Jeremy tries to find out why he was killed, he follows Allison, a beautiful 20 year old who
was the unwitting witness to his execution. By following her day and night, Jeremy falls madly in love.
But Jeremy’s killer is also on Allison’s tail. Followed by three Red Angels who feed off of his extreme,
negative emotions, the killer will do anything to eliminate the unwanted witness to his crime…
Sophie Audouin-Mamikonian, the crown princess of Armenia, is France’s number 1 bestselling author
of YA novels. Her TARA DUNCAN series has 1 million followers in France and 7 million around the world.
The first book in her most recent best-selling series Indiana Teller was published in March 2011. Russian rights
for TARA DUNCAN series sold to Ripol-Classic.
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Barjavel, René: LA NUIT DES TEMPS
(Presses de la Cité, November 2011, 360 pages)
In the icy steppes of the Antarctic, Barjavel rewrites the myth of legendary lovers. A literary classic
In the quiet white Antarctic, the members of a mission from the French polar expeditions are removing
ice caps. The ice field is more than 1,000 meters deep, and the bottom layers are 900,000 years old… Suddenly,
the sounding lines detect a signal coming from below. There is a transmitter under the ice! What are these
scientists and technicians from around the world about to discover?
René Barjavel (1911-1985) is certainly one of the most popular figures of French science fiction. He has
written many successful novels, including LE GRAND SECRET, L’ENCHANTEUR and LES CHEMINS DE
KATMANDOU.

Colin, Fabrice: WINTERHEIM
(Pygmalion, October 2011, 380 pages)
Unavailable for several years and gathered here for the first time in a single volume, the Winterheim
trilogy remains to this day one of the most thorough and bewitching works on Nordic mythology
A long, long time ago, the Faeders and the Dragons decided that they would no longer get involved in
mortal affairs. Having withdrawn far from Midgard, they have nevertheless entrusted to the Lady of Dreams and
her three half-sisters, the Darkness trio, the task of watching over humans. Today, in the kingdom of Walroek,
the young woodman Janes Oelsen, whose parents have never understood his dreaminess and juvenile
impetuousness, acquires, following a wager, a mysterious map. Accompanied by his faithful owl Snowflake, he
sets off for the forsaken Château of Nartchreck where, according to legend, a fabulous treasure lies hidden.
Fabrice Colin was born in 1972. He quickly became one of the leading figures amongst a generation of
writers exploring imaginary worlds to hatch in France at the end of the 1990s. Through his texts such as
DREAMERICANA, OR NOT TO BE, and later, SAYONARA BABY, LA MÉMOIRE DU VAUTOUR,
VENGEANCE (published in Russia and Croatia), A VOS SOUHAITS (published in Russia, Poland and the
Czech Republic) and the recent BIG FAN, he has confirmed his position, over the last decade, as an
unconventional author with no qualms about mixing up genres and trying out literary experiments.

Glot, Claudine & Nagels, Marc: LA LÉGENDE ARTHURIENNE
LA QUÊTE DU GRAAL
(Place des edituers, November 2011, 320 pages)
The last part of the Adventures of the Knights of the Round Table, related with modern words for 21stcentury readers.
Percival spent his childhood in an isolated forest, raised by his fiercely protective mother, who made
sure he knew nothing about knighthood. But destiny will turn him into the greatest knight of the Round Table.
Probably the greatest fighter, but more importantly, the one with the most heart. Percival alone can find the path
to the castle of the Holy Grail, and put an end to the evil that is consuming the Fisher King and to the desolation
destroying Arthur’s kingdom.
Claudine Glot is a specialist in Arthurian mytholigy. She writes novels, tales and articles about
historical and legendary subjects related to Celtic world. Marc Nagels works in publishing and journalism.
Fascinated by Celtic imaginary and mythology, he has written many works on these subjects.

Gaborit, Mathieu: LES CHRONIQUES DU SOUPIR
(Le Pré aux Clercs/Place des edituers, September 2011, 320 pages)
The incredible journey of a group of misfits rebelling against a divine authority
Lilas, a flamboyant redheaded dwarf, has decided to leave her position as chief of the guards of the
Palace of the High Fairy. She opens an inn with her lover. One day, her son Saule arrives at the inn with a very
little girl. He’s being pursued by a group of militia who work with the High Fairy. Despite sensing the danger
that radiates from the little girl, Lilas decides to help her and Saule…
Mathieu Gaborit has written several fantasy novels for Mnemos Editions. He is also a videogame editor.
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Brasey, Edouard & Stéphanie: TRAITÉ DE SORCELLERIE
(Place des edituers, October 2011, 432 pages)
A companion to the magical world of witchcraft
Designed like ancient books of spells, this book revisits the magical world of spells, witchcraft and
magical potions. The beautifully illustrated and laid-out books of this collection are practical and theoretical
companions to the otherworldly.
Edouard Brasey is a reference in the realm of French fantasy. He has written over fifty works on the
subject.

Brasey, Edouard & Stéphanie: LES ENQUÊTEURS DE L’ÉTRANGE
LES MAISONS HANTÉES
(Place des edituers, September 2011, 288 pages)
From Paris to Switzerland, Ohio and California, thrilling and terrifying-but-true stories about ghosts and
haunted places, told by the investigators of the strange.
Edouard Brasey has written more than sixty books about the fairy and the fantasy world.

Michael Moorcock & Fabrice Colin: LES BUVEURS D’ÂMES
(Univers Poche, May 2011, 310 pages)
A world premiere: a new Elric to appear for the first time in French!
THE ELRIC SAGA is one of the most popular Fantasy series today
This episode takes place after the fall of Menilboné, more precisely between WHILE THE GODS
LAUGH and THE SINGING CITADEL in THE WEIRD OF THE WHITE WOLF.
Imrryr la Belle has fallen. The deposed prince Elrich of Melniboné, devastated by the death of his
beloved, haunts the Young Kingdoms accompanied by Tristelune, his only companion. At his side is
Stormbringer, the cursed sword: the Albino cannot part with it, but he has sworn never to use it again. To
survive he is thus forced to use potions and drugs.
In Nassea-Tiki, the opulent city in the south, hope is reborn in his heart: The Black Anemone, a magical
plant that flowers only once per century, may just be able to lavish upon him the strength he now lacks. To find
it he must reach the ruins of Soom, a city lost deep in the heart of the inhospitable jungle. Chance of fate: two
princesses from the kingdom of Uyt, in search of their father, initiate an expedition to Soom. Elric is recruited.
The princesses are quite obviously counting on his sword. The Albino, however, neglects to tell them that it has
been stolen… Will he be able, while being pursued by his former subjects, to conceal this lie to the princesses?
And who foresees the horrors awaiting the voyagers in the cursed ruins of Soom?
Michael Moorcock was born in London in 1939. German bombardments punctuated his childhood
which may explain his somber and apocalyptic vision of the world. In 1961 the first adventures of Elrich
appeared, followed by those of Corum, Hawkmoon, and Jerry Cornelius who would make Moorcock the king of
heroic fantasy. Michael Moorcock was also in charge of New Worlds revue and modern authors (1964-1969).
Fabrice Colin was born in 1972. He has written over thirty novels for both adults and teenagers and
throughout the past decade has explored numerous different territories. Awarded on many occasions, his works
include comic book scenarios as well as radio plays. He has given us, among others, LA MALÉDICTION
D’OLD HAVEN, PROJET OXATAN, DREAMAMERICA and, recently, BAL DE GIVRE À NEW YORK.

Pevel, Pierre: HAUT ROYAUME trilogy - Book 1: THE KNIGHT
(Bragelonne, Text available in spring 2012, 50,000 words per title)
•
Rights already sold to Orion Gollancz in the UK !
•
Dynastic power struggle and intrigues
•
Perfect for fans of George R.R. Martin and David Gemmell
•
A series to publish as separate volumes or in omnibus editions
•
Winner of the David Gemmell Morningstar Award for best newcomer
Pierre Pevel is bringing all the skills of a historical fantasy writer to an epic stage.
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The High Kingdom is facing its darkest hour. Its King has been weakened by illness and many are
discontent with the Queen’s regency. As rebellion rumbles throughout the land, new threats are massing forces at
the realm’s borders.
Desperate, the King decides to free Lorn, who has spent the past year locked away on trumped-up charges in
the citadel of Dalroth. Acting on the advice of a mysterious emissary of the Dragon, he dubs Lorn “Knight of the Onyx
Throne”, making him the upholder of royal authority.
Lorn accepts the King’s mission but also hunts those responsible for his imprisonment. Reinstating the
Onyx Guard, a once-powerful elite force, he intervenes in time to avert a war and becomes a new figure of hope for
his people. But some take a dim view of his growing popularity and influence, and they are busy plotting his
downfall.
If he foils his enemies, will he assume the role of champion that the Dragon’s Council of Emissaries have
been seeking, the one capable of facing the Black Prince? He must first confront an evil that gnaws at him ever
since he was exposed to the Obscure at Dalroth, which now threatens to overwhelm him.
Pierre Pevel, born in 1968, is one of the foremost writers of French Fantasy today. The author of seven
novels, he was awarded the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire in 2002 and the Prix Imaginales in 2005, both for best
novel. His CARDINAL’S BLADES trilogy – part historical novel, part old-fashioned swashbuckling high-action
adventure and part classic fantasy – is sold to UK (Orion Gollancz), Germany (Heyne), Holland (Mynx), Spain
(Edhasa), Russia (Geleos), Czech Republic (Albatros) and Estonia (Varrak).

“Pevel (…) makes a stunning English-language debut with this breathless, swashbuckling tale of
intrigue, spying, and swordfights. In an alternate 17th-century Paris, dragonnets are exotic pets, wyverns are
high-class riding mounts, and drac thugs are the coarsest of mercenaries. After a five-year hiatus, Cardinal
Richelieu reunites his elite force to aid France in its complex relationship with Spain's Black Claw cult of halfdragon royalty. A mostly straightforward adventure plot leaves plenty of room for character development,
drama, and excitement. (…) Published in France to great acclaim in 2007, Pevel's adventure is just as likely to
charm Anglophone audiences who enjoy action-packed adventure with a true historical sensibility.” Publishers
Weekly, August 30, 2010

YOUNG ADULTS
Martin Barry: THE SECRET OF MHORAG (trilogy)
(Librex, Vol .1 : September 2011, 403 pages
This is a fantasy/adventure novel that both teenagers and adults will enjoy
A grandiose odyssey where the various episodes are linked together at a furious pace
Legends about mysterious lake monsters in Ireland and Scotland exert great fascination
Cryptozoology buffs around the world will be thrilled while the possible existence of these fabulous
creatures will spark the curiosity of others
The author gives an intelligent and fine demonstration of the fact that humans are their own worst
enemies before of their insatiable thirst for power and territorial expansion. There is hope though, coming from
valiant hearts.
They glide about the obscure depths of Scottish lochs, haunt vast oceans and slip silently through the
peaceful waters of Ireland’s wilderness lakes. Called sea serpents or lake monsters, these gigantic and enigmatic
creatures strike fear and fascination in our hearts. Yet they are noble entities, whose tragic and mysterious
destiny is intimately tied to that of humans.
When 12-year-old adventurer John Emile Talbot meets Ragdanor, a young monster that is both sea
serpent and lake-dwelling creature, he has no idea that a new world is about to open up. He is propelled into the
heart of a strange adventure of war, love, treason and the hunt for monsters.
THE SECRET OF MHORAG is a series of three fantasy novels that travel between the present and 13th
century Ireland. In the murky reaches of times past, the rash actions of a Norman knight mark the destiny of
water monsters and humans for centuries to come.
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Volume 1: THE FORBIDDEN PASSAGE
Hidden in the depths of an Irish lough, a lake monster named Ragdanor awaits the return of his mother,
Mhorag. Every seven years, Mhorag abandons Ragdanor to venture across the seas on a secret pilgrimage.
Throughout her journey, she is chased relentlessly by terrible creatures.
Ragdanor has no idea that his nightmares are being telepathically transmitted to a 12-year-old Irish boy
named John Emile Talbot, known as Jet. The boy is being driven to distraction by these dreams of monsters.
One foggy morning, Jet meets the young creature who has emerged from his lake and ventured out on
land. He is about to run away when he recognizes the creature as the one in his recurring dreams. The shock is
enormous. What mysterious link binds them together?
Martin Barry holds a BA in Communications and he is a scriptwriter and director of several
documentary and fictional series and programs for children.

Blanvillain, Luc: UN AMOUR DE GEEK
(Plon, October 2011, 210 pages)
At the age of 16, Thomas is a happy geek with no complex. But his passion for Esther Camusot will
turn his world upside down and force him to rush into reality.
Thomas is a geek, or a “nolife”, if you like. That is to say, he frags as he breathes, leads his team, slaps
cheaters, and hazes noobs. If you can’t understand a word, you must be a pathetic parent, lost in reality. But if,
like Thomas, you spend your nights in front of a computer screen, annihilating crâs, taking the dungeons of
AZEROTH by storm, and directing guilds, you know what life is all about. Thomas is just fine, thanks. He
sleeps very little, eats anything handy, gains points and ascends levels. In his expertly configured High
Definition world, Thomas escapes the disagreeable beings crawling all over the place IRL (In Real Life) - the
clueless kids at his lycée, the odious Latreille and his pal Tartine, Madame Friol, the French teacher who’s wild
about fat books full of lengthy descriptions. He puts up with his parents and their demands, and even with his
little sister Pauline, whose mission it is to make sure he doesn’t spend too much time in front of the screen. So,
what’s the problem? The problem is Esther. Esther, with whom Thomas has, quite simply, fallen madly in love;
Esther who does stunts on horseback ; Esther who loves the light streaming through the trees and dreams of
faraway places. Esther who hates computers. She loves Thomas, but she’ll never go out with him unless he gives
up his passion and never again gets near a screen. She just wants him to stop being a nolife. Is Thomas up to the
challenge?
Luc Blanvillain was born in Poitiers shortly before May 68. Early on, he tortured his parents by refusing
to go to sleep unless they would reread BABAR and L’ODYSSÉE to him. Later on, as a teacher of literature, he
created writing workshops, theatre clubs, and alternative short story ateliers with his students. After twenty years
spent perfecting his style, he published his first novel, OLAF CHEZ LES LANGRE, followed by CRIMES ET
JEANS SLIM (2008 and 2010).

Blondel, Jean-Philippe: BRISE GLACE
(Actes Sud Junior, September 2011, 345 pages)
Aurélien is new to the school. He has just moved house. It isn’t the first time he has moved house and
every time he has to make new friends, which is never easy. But Aurélien doesn’t seem bothered about having
friends. He’s a solitary child; sometimes all he wants is to melt into the background so that everyone will leave
him alone. However, one boy in the class, Thibaud, takes a great interest in him. He even manages to convince
Aurélien to take part in a slam poetry event. Amid the energy of the verse and in the warmth of the burgeoning
friendship, Aurélien finally manages to break the ice around him and is able to unburden himself of a secret of a
terrible loss in his life.
Jean-Philippe Blondel is 43 and has been teaching English at Lycée Sainte-Savine (Aube France) for
twenty years. His first novel, ACCÈS DIRECT À LA PLAGE (2003), won the Prix des librairies Initiales
award. After several books published Robert Laffont, he joined Editions Buchet/Chastel with LE BABYSITTER, which published his book G229 in 2011.
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